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Thanks for the memory - but...

Will we ever see another semiconductor wafer fab built by a British company? One of the oddest things about the British semiconductor scene is that we are providing lavish financial incentives - and maybe bankers’ funds as well - to get Korean semiconductor companies to site factories here to make products that they would rather not be making.

Korea’s chip makers all want to be making logic – instead they are making memory. We make logic and the Koreans would like to learn from us how to do it. That is one of their reasons for coming here.

The final irony is that our largest company doesn’t even want to make logic any more. When GEC-Plessey Semiconductors is sold off by its parent company GEC, there won’t be a fully integrated British microelectronics company. The last British owned fab will have been sold and there may never be another.

Does it matter? On the one hand you could say that with silicon foundries all over the place, no microelectronics company needs its own fab.

On the other hand you could say that only by having fully integrated microelectronics companies involved in the full gamut of research projects needed to sustain the industry, can Britain keep a toe-hold in the microelectronics sector – and a grip on the technology.

At the very time when continental Europe is reaching critical mass in the industry, with three companies in the world top 12 for the first time, Britain is becoming isolated in many of the key areas of microelectronics design, manufacturing, and research.

We are barely participating in the European microelectronics research programme MEDEA – thanks to DTI and Treasury constraints. That means we will slip further and further behind in microelectronics technology which is increasingly becoming the main source of added value to the electronics industry.

In electronics products, the value of the microelectronics content is 20 per cent of cost, rising to 25 per cent in the year 2000, says US analyst IC Insights.

In continental Europe, we are seeing Philips of Holland, Siemens of Germany, and SGS Thomson of Italy and France taking a leading role in providing the value-added microelectronics content.

The final irony is that our largest company doesn’t even want to make logic any more.

Siemens, particularly, seems intent on leading the worldwide semiconductor industry towards the twelve inch/0.18μm generation of technology, and it is thought that SGS and Philips will not be far behind.

It is no coincidence that the governments of Holland, Germany, France, Italy - and now Belgium for other reasons - are the biggest backers of MEDEA. Those governments calculate that they are backing potential industrial winners whose success will contribute to the wealth of their citizens.

Our government appears to calculate that the British taxpayer will not get anything in return for public money spent on MEDEA projects, because we don’t have any potential microelectronics winners.

But does it have to be like that? Have we really seen the last-ever British-based, British-owned, wafer fab?

David Manners
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Mobile phone makers see recycling threat

The threat of the EU imposing a tax for the recycling of mobile phones is spurring the industry to come up with its own recycling schemes. To prevent the tax from slowing the adoption of mobile phones, handset makers, mobile phone operators and retailers are joining forces to develop their own inexpensive schemes for recycling. The objective is to enable each store that issues a mobile phone to take it back for recycling. The majority of funding for the scheme will come from the industry itself, but some cost may trickle down to the user.

However, in order to promote the scheme the industry needs UK government support. "We need the government to help us raise awareness. We are a talking to the government and they sound interested but cautious," said Bill McCartney of ECTEL – The European Telecommunications and Professional Electronics Industry – and Cellular Phones Takeback Group’s chairman.

A six month trial in the UK and Sweden, dubbed Takeback and launched by Motorola, Nokia, Ericsson, Panasonic, Alcatel and BT Mobile, has found that only four per cent of handsets were returned for recycling. Its other findings include the typical lifespan of handsets are between two and four years, and that the attitude regarding recycling varies according to the country.

"In Britain, mobile phones are treated as special waste so special collection schemes have to be set up. In Sweden that is not the case, making it 60 per cent more efficient," said McCartney.

While obstacles for the recycling scheme remain, the industry is confident that the objective of economically recycling mobile phones through local suppliers is achievable. "If we keep this thing running we'll build it to a successful scheme," added McCartney.

German Eurofighter order a boost for UK

Huge revenues will be earned by UK defence electronics companies after Germany spurred on the Eurofighter programme by approving the order of 180 aircraft.

The decision means Europe can now go ahead with producing the plane, creating and securing thousands of jobs.

British Aerospace is the prime contractor for this country’s contribution to the £42bn project. The company is distributing £15m worth of work among UK firms, including GEC-Marconi and Smiths Industries.

"In the UK, during the current development phase, there are about 5600 people employed on Eurofighter work," said a BAE spokesman. "When the project reaches peak production there will be between 14000 and 16000."

GEC-Marconi is producing 24 different systems for Eurofighter, including its radar, head-up display, flight controls and electronic warfare systems. Andrew Clifton, industry analyst at investment bank Merrill Lynch, explained that initial pre-production would be worth £200m to GEC. "The total contract will be worth an additional £1.1bn," he said.

Smiths Industries has developed 17 systems for Eurofighter, such as its head-down displays, as well as its engine and fuel management systems.

The company employs 700 people working on the project at its Cheltenham-based Defence Systems Division.

Meanwhile, a report by business telecoms supplier Mitel warns that while many UK businesses are sorting out the problem in their computer systems, they "remain oblivious to the fact that their telecommunications systems will produce results just as frightening as those in the IT world".

Mitel says in its report that although most PBXs will not crash, the reliance on computer telephony applications connected to PBXs will mean that the majority of companies’ phone systems will be seriously affected unless they are made compliant.
UK r&d investment "lacks urgency"

The government's commitment to promoting investment in high-tech firms has been called into question by Anthony Parish, director general of the Federation of the Electronics Industry (FEI).

Parish welcomes the initiative from the DTI and the Treasury to set up a working party to find ways of improving the UK's record of R&D investment. But he is worried about the government's lack of urgency in tackling the problem.

He points out that the problem was highlighted in a Bank of England report released over a year ago. "It has taken [the government] over a year to set this up," he said. "This is pathetic to say the least."

The fifteen members on the government's high-tech investment working party, which includes Oxford Instruments chairman Peter Williams, are themselves "very good" according to Parish. "I admire lots of people on that committee, but I think they should get a move on," he said.

Building society first with biometric verification

New GPS chips can locate down to 10cm - but more importantly, the technology's there to pin-point down to 1mm.

New GPS IC locates to 10cm

Within three months IMEC, the International Microelectronics Centre at the University of Leuven in Belgium, will commercialise a global positioning system (GPS) chip which can track a location to an accuracy of 10cm.

The chip uses either the American satellite constellation or the Russian Glonass constellation to establish a position. It also conforms to the European global navigation satellite system standard for air traffic control. IMEC intends to be sampling the single-chip device early next year. "We tape-out in December and it will be in fabbed February," said IMEC's director for valorisation, Johan van Helleputte.

IMEC is already working on even more accurate versions of the chip. "Our target is to get down to one millimetre," said van Helleputte. "We could do that now except that we need more work on the software processing side."

IMEC has also developed a process for putting the connections directly onto the back of silicon dies - so avoiding the need for packaging. The process has been developed with Siemens. "Siemens has a strategic plan to launch that," said van Helleputte.

Dedicated fingerprint detection ICs

Fingerprint identification ICs are enabling a new class of computer security and human identification systems.

At the Comdex show late last year, several companies introduced low priced fingerprint ID systems that interface to PCs. Digital Persona showed its $99 U.are.UTM - a mouse-sized fingerprint scanner to be introduced early next year. "Your fingerprint is unique," said Fabio Righi, CEO of Digital Persona. "Using our recognition system is much easier than remembering and typing in a password."

I/O Software demonstrated Sony's FingerPrint Identification Unit (FIU). Who?Vision showed a prototype of its TactileSense fingerprint ID systems designed to be integrated into personal computer keyboards, while Key Tronic showed its secure keyboard finger image scanner.

Many of the fingerprint ID systems use Intel's universal serial bus (USB) for easy connection to a PC. "USB is helping to make fingerprint scanning possible since PCs are now powerful enough to handle the image processing tasks necessary," said Intel's Steve Whalley.

Fingerprint image capture ICs are a key driver for the applications. Lucent Technologies' spin-off Veridicom has developed a chip that it says will enable low priced fingerprint ID systems.

The Veridicom chip is about half an inch square and has an array of 300 by 300 capacitive sensors to capture a bit mapped fingerprint image. The chip has a surface 100 times stronger than glass, making it extremely durable. Who?Vision has developed a durable polymer based fingerprint recording device.

Other companies making fingerprint ICs include Harris and SGS-Thomson Microelectronics.
TiePie introduces the HANDYSCOPE 2

A powerful 12 bit virtual measuring instrument for the PC

The HANDYSCOPE 2, connected to the parallel printer port of the PC and controlled by very user-friendly software under Windows or DOS, gives everybody the possibility to measure within a few minutes. The philosophy of the HANDYSCOPE 2 is:

**"PLUG IN AND MEASURE"**

Because of the good hardware specs (two channels, 12 bit, 200 kHz sampling on both channels simultaneously, 32 kWord memory, 0.1 to 80 volt full scale, 0.2% absolute accuracy, software controlled AC/DC switch) and the very complete software (oscilloscope, voltmeter, transient recorder and spectrum analyzer) the HANDYSCOPE 2 is the best PC controlled measuring instrument in its category.

The four integrated software programs allow a lot of possibilities for performing good measurements and making clear documentation. The software for the HANDYSCOPE 2 is compatible with Windows 3.1 and Windows 95. There is also software available for DOS 3.1 and higher.

A key point of the Windows software is the quick and easy control of the instrument. All is done by using:

- The speed button bar gives direct access to most settings.
- The mouse. Place the cursor on the object and press the right mouse button for the corresponding settings menu.

All settings can be changed using the menus.

For quick examples:

The voltmeter has 6 fully configurable displays. 11 different values can be measured and these values can be displayed in 16 different ways. This results in an easy way of reading the requested values. See fig. 1 for each display a bar graph is available.

When slowly changing events (like temperature or pressure) have to be measured, the transient recorder is the solution. The time between two samples can be set from 0.01 sec to 32 kHz, so it is easy to measure events that last up to almost 200 days.

The extensive possibilities of the cursors in the oscilloscope, the transient recorder and the spectrum analyzer can be used to analyze the measured signal. Besides the standard measure menu also True RMS, Peak-Peak, Mean, Max and Min values of the measured signal are available.

To document the measured signal three features are provided for. For common documentation three lines of text are available. These lines are printed on every print out. They can be used e.g. for the company name and address. For measurement specific documentation 240 characters text can be added to the measurement. Also "red balloons" are available, which can be placed within the measurement. These balloons can be configured to your own demands.

For printing both black and white printers and color printers are supported. Exporting data can be done in ASCII (CSV) to the data can be read in a spreadsheet program. All instrument settings are stored in a SET file. By reading a SET file, the instrument is configured completely and measuring can start at once. Each data file is accompanied by a settings file. The data file contains the measured values (ASCII or binary) and the settings file contain the settings of the instrument. The settings file is in ASCII and can be read easily by other programs.

Convince yourself and download the software from our web page: http://www.tiepie.nl
When you have questions and / or remarks, contact us via e-mail: support@tiepie.nl

**Total Package:**

The HANDYSCOPE 2 is delivered with two 1/1/1/1 15 dot matrix display scopes; a user manual, Windows and DOS software. The price of the HANDYSCOPE 2 is €3390,00 incl. VAT.
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UK foothold in LCD panel market?

A pioneer of liquid crystal material technology has developed a novel paper-thin display which could give the UK a foothold in the flat panel display market.

Professor Damien McDonnell, liquid-crystal display researcher at the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) in Malvern, has developed an display technology called zenithal bistable device (ZBD) which is thin, flexible and electrically rewritable. "It doesn’t need power to maintain the image, and you can roll it up and stamp on it without erasing it," said McDonnell. ZBD is not based on the usual bistable ferroelectric technology but uses a nematic crystal. "Bistability comes from the way the crystals are anchored," said McDonnell. "This can be shifted using a small electric fields and stays where it is left. Transmissive and reflective displays, with contrast of 100:1, can be made. We have made one with 4-bits of grey scale and I think seven or 8-bits are possible."

If the DERA-developed ‘electronic paper’ makes it out of the laboratory, could the UK be the place which produces it? "I don’t see why not," said McDonnell. "You can make anything anywhere now. What you need is the investment and the expertise."

McDonnell stresses that making lcls is only part of the problem in establishing an industry. "The major one is that there isn’t any room in the lcd market," he said. His belief is that the advent of electronic paper will open up a whole new range of applications. "Something that is very thin, flexible, can be written and rewritten, and used without power could be this product," he said.

Japanese foresight and investment in the seven-month project have the lead that they now have in lcd manufacturing. Would they do the same again with electronic paper? "It’s not a foregone conclusion," McDonnell said.

Better and cheaper than micro ball-grid array

Siemens and IMEC are discussing how best to commercialise their jointly developed chip-scale packaging called PGA (Plastic Studded Grid Array).

The packaging is said to be more than 20 per cent cheaper and can achieve a finer connection pitch than micro ball grid arrays. It also has no difference in thermal coefficient between the connections and the substrate - a problem that can affect BGAs.

Road charge schemes announced

The opportunities for the use of electronics in vehicles received a further boost following the government’s commitment to charge road users under a variety of conditions.

At the ITS Focus conference for Transport Telematics held in London, Baroness Hayman, the minister for transport, confirmed that the government will introduce charging for road congestion, air quality improvement, non-residential parking and motorways in its white paper in the spring.

Although the private sector is uninterested in participating financially, the government is determined to find ways of charging the road user to raise money. The plan is to equip each vehicle with an electronic in-vehicle unit that will communicate with roadside equipment such as variable message signs and electronic tolling stations. Leicester and Bristol are the first UK councils undertaking an air pollution trial, where cars are charged when entering a zone with poor air quality.

"Leicester is hoping to persuade the government to re-allocate the money that goes in the building of new roads to the support of this system," said David Crawford, media advisor to ITSFocus.

Transistor three atoms across

A tiny transistor, with a gate oxide just three atoms thick, has been developed by Bell Laboratories, the r&d arm of Lucent Technologies.

With a channel length of 60nm, and a three atom, or 1.2nm thick gate oxide layer, the mos transistor is not the smallest ever prototyped, but the designers claim it is the smallest that is manufacturable.

"No one has built a transistor this small with all of the components scaled to deliver the kind of performance needed for a practical device," said Mark Pinto, chief technical officer of Lucent Technologies Microelectronics.

Bell Labs has used electron beam rather than conventional optical lithography to print the silicon surface with the transistor’s features.

The result is a device that flows 1.8mA per micron - the highest yet reported for a MOS transistor. And it runs off power supplies as low as 0.6V.

Compared with today’s 0.25μm devices, the 60nm transistors are five times faster and use up to 160 times less power.

Single-chip MPEG-4

A copper interconnect process, ferroelectric memory and a single-chip IC for MPEG-4 are just some of the projects involving IMEC and the company’s partners.

IMEC – the International Microelectronics Centre at the University of Leuven, Belgium – expects to have a complete copper tracking process ready for transfer to industrial partners within eighteen months. After six months of work, IMEC has completed some modules of the full process and is working on finding out how one module affects another. IMEC is negotiating terms with seven semiconductor companies for the process.

Ferroelectric memory is being pursued by IMEC as a technology to be embedded into CMOS chips. The problems are still mainly materials problems – IMEC is focusing on PZT – and the contamination of one material by another. This year, IMEC started making wafers on its 0.5μm ferro process and next year it hopes to have a 0.25μm one, with an integrated c-mos/Ferro process in operation by 2000. Ten companies are involved with IMEC in negotiations on the project.

Another materials project is a sub-0.1μm process it is engaged in with Siemens. Another five companies are seeking to get involved.

Other projects currently just getting off the ground are single ICs for real-time, object-oriented MPEG-4 and a single-chip solution for 100MHz wireless LAN using the CDMA radio standard. A multi-level cell flash memory process – storing two bits per memory cell – is under development in conjunction with Siemens and Alcatel-Mietec.
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In the sometimes uneasy relationship between amplifiers and the loudspeakers they drive, a prime source of difficulty is the gulf of difference between a resistive load and the complex loading presented by a real speaker. An understanding of this is vital when rating the output semiconductors, argues Douglas Self.

Loudspeaker undercurrents

It is easy to show that the voltage/current phase shifts in reactive loudspeaker loads increase the peak power dissipation in a cycle, using sine wave test signals of varying frequency. The effect of this on device selection in output stages is complicated by the inability to treat power ratings as average power, for as far as safe-operating areas are concerned, low audio frequencies count as dc.

But sinewave studies do not give insight into what can happen with arbitrary waveforms. When discussing amplifier current capability and loudspeaker loading, it is often said that it is possible to synthesise special waveforms that provoke a loudspeaker into drawing a greater current than would at first appear to be possible. This is usually stated without further explanation. Since I too have become guilty of this, it seemed time to make a quick investigation into just how such waveforms are constructed.

The possibility of unexpectedly big currents was raised by Otala, and expanded on later. But these information sources are not available to everybody. The effect was briefly demonstrated in EW by Cordell, but this was a long time ago.

Speaker model

Figure 1 is the familiar electrical analogue of a single speaker unit. Component $R_c$ is the resistance and $L_c$ the inductance.
of the voice coil. In series, \(L_p\) and \(C_p\) represent the resonance of cone mass and suspension compliance, while \(R_i\) controls the damping. These three components model the impedance characteristics of the real electromechanical resonance.

Voice-coil inductance is 0.29mH, and coil resistance 6.8Ω. These figures are typical for a 10in bass unit of 8Ω nominal impedance. Measurements on this load will never show an impedance below 6.8Ω at any frequency. This makes it easy to assume that the current demands can never exceed those of a 6.8Ω resistance. This is not true.

To get unexpectedly high currents moving, the secret is to make use of the energy storage in the circuit reactances, by applying an asymmetrical waveform with transitions carefully matched to the speaker resonance.

**Simulating the effects**

Figure 2 shows PSpice simulation of the currents drawn by the circuit of Fig. 1. The rectangular waveform is the current in a reference 8Ω resistance driven with the same waveform. A ±10\(V\) output limit is used here for simplicity but this will in practice be higher, a little below the rail voltages.

At the start of the waveform at A, current flows freely into \(C_p\) but then reduces to \(B\) as the capacitance charges. Current is slowly building up in \(L_p\), so the total current drawn increases again to \(C\). A positive transition to the opposite output voltage then takes us to point D, which is not the same as \(A\) because energy has been stored in \(L_p\) during the long negative period.

A carefully-timed transition is made at E, at the lowest point in this part of the curve. The current change is the same amplitude as at D, but since it starts off from a point where the current is already negative, the final peak goes much lower to 2.96A, 2.4 times that for the 8Ω case. I call this the current timing factor, or ctf.

**And with multiple speakers?**

Otala has shown that the use of multi-way loudspeakers, and more complex electrical models, allows many more degrees of freedom in maximising the peak current, and gives a worst case current timing factor of 6.6 times.3

Taking an amplifier designed to give 50W into 8Ω, the peak current into an 8Ω resistance is 3.53A; amplifiers are usually designed to drive 4Ω or lower to allow for impedance dips and this doubles the peak current to 7.1A. In reference 3, Otala implies that the peak capability should be at least 23A, but this need only be delivered for less than a millisecond.

The vital features of the provocative waveform are the fast transitions and their asymmetrical timing, the latter varying with speaker parameters. The waveform in Fig. 2 uses ramped transitions lasting 10\(\mu\)s; as the transitions are made slower the peak currents are reduced. Nothing much changes up to 100\(\mu\)s, but with 500\(\mu\)s transitions the current timing factor is reduced from 2.4 to 2.1.

Without doing an exhaustive survey, it is impossible to know how many power amplifiers can supply six times the nominal peak current required. I suspect there are not many. Is this therefore a neglected cause of real audible impairment? I think not, because:

- Music signals do not contain high-level rectangular waveforms, nor trapezoidal approximations to them. A useful step would be to statistically evaluate how often — if ever — waveforms giving significant peak current enhancement occur. As an informal test, I spent some time staring at a digital scope connected to general-purpose rock music, and saw nothing resembling the test waveform of Fig 2. Whether the asymmetrical timings were present is not easy to say; however the large-amplitude vertical edges were definitely not.

- If an amplifier does not have a huge current-peak capability, then the overload protection circuitry will hopefully operate. If this is of a non-latching type that works cleanly, the only result will be rare and very brief periods of clipping distortion when the loudspeaker encounters a particularly unlucky waveform. Such transient distortion is known to be inaudible and this may explain why the current enhancement effect has attracted relatively little attention to date.

**References**

Domestic security systems

Build or improve your own intruder alarm system

House break-ins have increased threefold in the UK over the last 20 years. Few have not been touched by the affects, even if only though the experience of family and friends who have suffered a burglary. There is a way to reduce significantly the chances of being targeted by thieves: fit an alarm. But isn't that expensive and complicated? Not if you build your own system. This book shows you how, with common sense and basic DIY skills, you can protect your home.

Every circuit is clearly described and illustrated, and contains components that are easy to source. Advice and guidance are based on the real experience of the author who is an alarm installer, and the designs themselves have been rigorously put to work on some of the most crime-ridden streets in the world.

To illustrate the principles, Tony Brown uses two examples of houses, one a typical semi-detached home and one an average three-bedroomed detached bungalow (for which designs would also suit an apartment). Working systems are shown in operation. Designs include all elements, including sensors, detectors, alarms, controls, lights, video and door entry systems.

- build your own security system
- practical guide to domestic security, including basic systems
- includes all elements including sensors, alarms and lights

Contents:
- Input sensors; System control architecture;
- Output signalling devices; Installation; Testing and maintenance; Existing systems; Security lighting; Video camera and door entry systems; Suggested tooling; Index

ISBN 0 7506 3238 0: 192pp: 234 x 156 mm: 50 line illustrations: Paperback:

UK £15.00 Europe £17.00 ROW £19.00

Intruder Alarms
Specification, installation and maintenance. Gerard Honey

This book covers Intruder Alarm Systems (C+G 1851 syllabus) as well as providing the underlying knowledge required to achieve a level 2 NVQ (National Vocational Qualification) in Understanding, Specifying, Installing and Maintaining Intruder Alarms (C+G 1863, 1864 and 1865). Familiarity with the contents of this book are required before an award will be made.

Gerard Honey is an experienced installer and writer and has used that experience to produce a book that not only provides essential information in a way that is easy to follow and learn, but also makes the book a fine practical source of advice. Each chapter contains summaries, self-tests and other features designed to help the student to understand and gain knowledge easily. Intruder Alarms has been published with the help of SITO, the Security Industry Training Organisation, who design courses and organise training for security installers and professionals.

*Only course book written for syllabus for Security NVQ
*Comprehensive study of intruder alarms
*Author is a practising international security systems expert

Contents:
- Intruder alarm systems; Circuitry; Detection devices;
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Night riding

Fighter plane head-up display technology and night vision enhancement will soon be appearing in commercial motor cars, reports Svetlana Josifovska.

So we can fly like the birds with the help of an aeroplane, but have we really ever seen in the dark? The opportunity is approaching fast and for us who are not jet-fighter pilots, the car will be one of the first vehicles to allow us this luxury.

Jaguar Cars, the Applied Mathematics and Computing Group (AMAC) at the Cranfield University, Texas Instruments and Pilkington have been designing a commercial night vision system (nvs) for vehicles. The idea for this system has been adapted from a European-funded project named Prometheus that ended two years ago. The idea was to adapt fighter airplane head-up displays and night vision features to the every day, road vehicle. Although at the moment it sounds too expensive for my little Fiesta, such features may one day be a standard part of a family saloon.

The nvs system relies heavily on dsp devices in order to cope with high quantity of information in a quickly changing environment, where visible conditions are difficult. A car can reach speeds of up to 150mile/h. The visibility may be impaired by night conditions, including dazzle from oncoming traffic, and aggravated by adverse weather such as rain or fog. And yet the images have to be delivered in real-time.

"Signal processing has an obvious role to play here as the automotive environment is very unusual, very varied," said Dr Chris Thompson, head of AMAC. "We need to deliver optimal images in real-time to the driver and this is the way to do it."

The role of AMAC is to supply advanced digital signal and image processing in order to deliver an optimised, real-time image of the road scene to the driver. The information is received from a ccd, and near infra-red sensors with a dsp camera mounted on the vehicle. As objects need to be clearly recognised this can be

Pyramid vision

AMAC is researching further enhancement of night vision by fusing near and far infra-red images. Here so-called pyramid techniques are applied, which are computationally demanding, and hence expensive.

The two infra-red wavebands bring different benefits to a night vision system. Far infra-red scan, from 5μm to 1000μm, produces thermal images so it is more suited to detecting living beings. While near infra-red, in the 0.75μm to 1.5μm range, reproduces images that are similar to the visible image. With the pyramid technique the same object is rescanned with far and near infra-red sensors. The images are reduced in scale by a factor of two each time. This creates the 'pyramid' effect of the final scanned image for the object but it also blurs it. That means bad resolution hence a bad quality image that is more difficult to interpret. So the far and near infra-red images are compared at each scanned level in order to gain the best information of the two.

"Near infra-red is very easy to interpret while far infra-red allows you to see in good weather conditions at distances of up to one kilometre. We take one near infra-red and one far infra-red picture and 'glue' them together. With the pyramid technique where we look at an image on different scales and we construct the 'pyramids'. We are averaging the pixels in a way that we don't loose any information. But we can't do this fast enough just yet so we are researching this method further," said Dr Thompson.

This project is different from Jaguar's night vision system but still involves Jaguar and PSA Peugeot Citroen. It combined with a system similar to Jaguar's nvs, it will increase the night visibility for the driver considerably. The first but slightly simpler night vision systems are likely to appear in the new millennium and only in the high-end car models to start with.
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The enhanced image is shown on a head-up display and overlaid on to the real image.

The Low Cost Controller That's Easy to Use

**Features**
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  - Keyboard: Up to 8 x 8 matrix keyboard
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  - Low Power: Many modes to choose from

**Development**
- The PC Starter Pack provides the quickest method to get your application up & running
- Operating System: Real Time Multi Tasking
- Languages: ' C ', Modula-2 and Assembler
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**Other Features**
- Real Time Calendar Clock, Battery Back Up, Watch Dog, Power Fail Detect, STE I/O Bus, 8051 interface, 68000 and PC Interface

**Cambridge Microprocessor Systems Limited**
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Great Dunmow Essex CM6 1XG
E-mail cms@dial.pipex.com
Phone 01 371 875 644
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achieved most suitably through the use of dspi's, which in this instance were supplied, along with the camera modules, by Texas Instruments. The integrated dspi camera, made by the Digital Image Products group at Texas Instruments, incorporates ccd image sensors capable of capturing images not visible to the naked eye. This is then coupled with a programmable dspi and supporting mixed signal conversion circuits. The whole system is linked via a high-speed serial bus, the IEEE 1394, which supports data rates of up to 200Mbit/s.

The near infra-red-adapted ccd camera detects the reflected radiation the electrical output is converted to a digital signal before processing. Initially four C40 processors were used, but this was replaced with a single C80 from Texas Instruments. The C80, with its multiple processors on chip, seems to cope with the requirements very nicely.

"We are using novel and unique techniques, especially designed for the automotive environment. We have to cope with a wide range of lighting as some objects are very reflective, others are highly illuminated and there are those which are dim. We are developing adaptive image enhancement algorithms, able to transform the image in different lighting conditions. The C80 gives us enough processing power to adapt the image as fast as it changes," said Dr Thompson.

Once the transformation is done, the enhanced image is displayed on an head-up display that was designed especially for the car. The transformed image is superimposed over the real image on the screen, supplied by Pilkinson. The image is clear, well-defined even though it is not in colour.

"Image processing is all about photo realism but not necessarily about colour," said Dr Thompson.

Additional information of the road scene such as lane markings, edges, road signs and so on can be also provided with AMAC's supplementary research.

This work is complemented by the University's long term work to recognise important features in the scene such as pedestrians, animals, road obstacles and other vehicles by using pattern recognition techniques, neural networks and motion detection algorithms.

---
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Measure THD to 0.001%

There is a considerable temptation for any electronics engineer who has an interest in the reproduction of music to try his hand at audio amplifier design.

With the wide availability of IC operational amplifiers intended for audio use — most of which have an excellent performance — the design of preamplifier circuitry is now quite a straightforward task. The designer is unlikely to end up with a unit which gives a less than acceptable performance.

Audio power amplifiers on the other hand are not so easy to design, despite the good advice offered in a growing number of books on the topic.

Why measure distortion?
In times gone by, when valve operated audio amplifiers were all that was available, designing a power amplifier was not too difficult. All you had to do was to make sure that your output transformer was of adequate quality, and stick to the general run of accepted circuit forms. If your amplifier sounded satisfactory, it was probable that all was well in respect of its electrical performance too.

This comfortable situation was rudely overthrown by the advent of the silicon junction transistor. By the early sixties, the silicon transistor could no longer be shrugged off as an unreliable and unpredictable laboratory curiosity. It offered many advantages in terms of economy and convenience in use for those who had taken the trouble to learn its structure and its operating characteristics.

Unfortunately, its use in audio applications opened up a technical minefield. A thorough analysis of the performance of any novel transistor operated circuit was essential to ensure that no obscure faults in its operation lay undisclosed.

In my case, in the late fifties, my domestic workshop comprised an elderly Cossor oscilloscope, a sine and square-wave generator, a bench power supply and a millivolt meter. Since I lacked a sensitive means of measuring waveform distortion, I decided to design one. It was subsequently described in the article ‘Portable distortion monitor’, Wireless World July 1972.

Basic distortion measurement
There are three basic ways by which the waveform distortion introduced by a given piece of audio equipment may be discovered.

The first — and most straightforward — is simply to display the input and output waveforms simultaneously on a double beam oscilloscope. Sadly, even if it is possible to superimpose the two waveforms, distortions of up
to several percent in magnitude can be difficult to see, although clearly audible.

If the oscilloscope has differential inputs, it may be possible simply to subtract the input signal from an attenuated version of the output one, but, even then, bandwidth, phase and 'time-of-arrival' errors can confuse the outcome.

The second technique is spectrum analysis. Here, the magnitudes and frequencies of the components of the output signal are measured, and compared with the input signal. This procedure is much simplified if the input signal is a pure, single frequency sine-wave. Ideally, the same single frequency should be the only signal present in the output display.

Spectrum analysis really comes into its own if two or more pure sine-wave signals are introduced at the input. Here, the unwanted intermodulation products between these will be revealed, as well as the existence of any spurious harmonic products. This shows when – and how much – the output is distorted, but why and where this distortion has occurred may not be so easy to discover.

The third method is that of total harmonic distortion plus hum and noise measurement. Here, the equipment under test is fed with a single frequency, low noise signal. This frequency is removed from the system output by a simple notch filter. If this filtered residue is displayed on the oscilloscope at the same time as the output signal, it is often relatively easy to discover where this waveform distortion is occurring.

**THD meter based on a Wien bridge**

Of the notch circuits commonly used when I designed my first distortion meter, two are recommended themselves. These were the 'twin-T' and the Wien bridge, Fig. 1.

If \( C_w = C_p = C \) and \( R_p = R_p = R \), then the notch frequency for both of these circuits will be,

\[
f_0 = \frac{1}{2 \pi RC}
\]

**Figure 2** is typical of the response from both of these notch circuits. Unfortunately, there is a significant amount of attenuation of the signal on either side of the notch and this would mean that harmonics at \( 2f_0 \) and \( 3f_0 \) would be under assessed.

In practice, negative feedback, connected around the notch network, is normally applied to give a more level frequency response. This is shown as the black curve in the drawing.

In the case of the Wien bridge notch network, it is possible to rearrange the circuit as in Fig. 3. Here, the signal fed to the upper limb of the network is of opposite phase and of twice the magnitude of that in the lower limb. This allows the notch to be generated by simple cancellation of the two input signals at the input to a high impedance buffer stage, \( A_2 \). Such an arrangement allows a twin-gang air spaced tuning capacitor to be used for adjusting the frequency.

In principle, assuming a carefully laid out system, the depth of the notch at \( f_0 \) approaches infinity. In practice however, the adjustment of the notch is limited by how precisely the tuning capacitors can be adjusted. Notch depth is also affected by the accuracy of the magnitude of the input signal fed to the upper limb of the bridge and by frequency drift of the input signal source or the distortion meter.

**Noise problems**

The final limiting factor in the circuit shown is the background noise floor of the meter itself. This floor results from the thermal noise of the input circuitry and that associated with the high resistance values required for \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). A high resistance is needed because of the relatively low capacitance – typically about 350pF – available in twin-gang air-spaced capacitors.

Nevertheless, my prototype instrument, based on this layout, was capable of exploring distortion levels down to about 0.01\%, over the range 20Hz

---

**Fig. 1. Basic notch circuits, with the Wien configuration on the left, a), and the twin-T below, b).**

**Fig. 2. Analysis shows how negative feedback can be used to sharpen the notch.**

**Fig. 3. In this modified Wien-bridge notch filter, the signal feeding the upper limb of the network is twice the magnitude of the one feeding the lower limb, and of opposite phase.**

---
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to 20kHz, for a 1V rms input signal.

As I mentioned earlier, I subsequently published a design for a complete instrument of this type in Wireless World. However, I have made other thd measuring instruments in the intervening years. These include a design based on a twin-T notch circuit, described in WW in July 1979, pp. 62-66. This circuit can determine thd levels as low as 0.0001%.

The original, simple Wien Bridge design has remained my preferred general purpose thd meter.

**Improving the design**

I was interested to read an article by Ian Hickman in Electronics World, January 1996, pp. 52-55. Ian proposed an improved circuit arrangement for a distortion meter which avoided or minimised the three practical difficulties inherent in the use of my original design. The first of these was the need to use negative feedback to remove the attenuation due to the notch circuit at frequencies of 2\(f_0\) or higher. The second was the difficulty in tuning the circuit and its sensitivity to drift in the frequency of the input signal due to the extreme sharpness of the notch. The third problem was the lessened headroom in proximity to the notch frequency. This was due to the action of the negative feedback in increasing the loop gain adjacent to this frequency to flatten the overall frequency response.

Ian’s solution was to generate the notch by the use of a state-variable filter, or svf. This four op-amp filter has anti-phase high-pass and low-pass outputs that cancel at a specific frequency if summed.

As Ian showed, this process can be arranged to provide an output with a lopsided frequency response. Such a response can be used to remove the unwanted attenuation of the filter network at 2\(f_0\) without the need for overall negative feedback.

Both second and third problems were lessened by putting two state-variable filter notch circuits in cascade. This increases the depth of the notch. It can also provide a substantially flat-bottomed base to the notch, making tuning much less critical.

Unfortunately, the use of cascaded state-variable filters requires a lot of op-amps. There are ten in Ian’s design. Each one contributes noise and distortion to the whole, as well as a requirement for some somewhat exotic components which might be difficult to come by.

As a result of these points, it seemed an interesting exercise to explore whether the solution of the problems inherent in the original circuit design could be achieved with somewhat greater economy of means.

**Alternative notch filters**

One of the essential features for any thd measuring instrument intended to allow the evaluation of very low levels of distortion is that the noise floor of the instrument itself should be as low as possible.

In turn, this demands that the impedance levels within the circuit...
A wide-band millivolt meter

For the purpose of displaying the thd residues, some form of wide-band millivolt meter is needed. This diagram shows the circuit of the one I used in this instrument. The design also forms a useful general-purpose instrument.

The sensitivity settings of the meter are 30V to 1mV, in 3:1 steps. The purpose of $A_6$ in Fig. 7, is to allow the output to be set to 3V rms, without taking $A_2$ too close to output overload.

If an input voltage of 3V is applied, a 1mV scale reading would therefore correspond to a thd value of 0.03%, and a value of 0.001% is not too difficult to read.

Fig. 7. Although relatively simple, this two-stage Wien notch filter offers more than 100dB attenuation.
should also be as low as practicable, provided that the resulting input impedance of the instrument does not present an embarrassingly low load impedance to the signal source it is intended to measure.

If you wanted to measure to 0.001% thd on a 1V, 1kHz signal source for example, a sensible value for the noise floor of the instrument would be -110dB, or 3.3μV. At room temperature, with a measuring bandwidth of, say, 15kHz this would postulate an effective noise resistance of 47kΩ, which seems a reasonable value for the input impedance of such an instrument.

However, even if the circuit is effectively a unity gain block, it would require that all the subsequent circuit resistances should be a good bit less than 47kΩ. A value of 10kΩ would seem to be a reasonable target.

Clearly, the circuit shown in Fig. 3 would not meet this requirement since \(R_1\) and \(R_2\) would need to be of the order of 470kΩ to permit a notch at 1kHz with a 350pF tuning capacitor. Even though measurement bandwidth limiting filtering would help, this would be too noisy for our target thd figure to be realised.

However, the Wien bridge circuit can be rearranged as shown in outline in Fig. 4. In this configuration, fixed value capacitors are used for \(C_x\) and \(C_y\), and 10kΩ variable resistors are used for \(R_x\) and \(R_y\).

Of the other circuit possibilities, the twin-T circuit suffers from the need to adjust three resistors simultaneously, and the use of two such notch circuits in cascade to broaden the notch would make the final instrument very cumbersome to use.

**Figure. 5a** shows a lag/lead circuit. A further notch layout, derived from this lag/lead circuit is shown in outline in Fig. 5b). Its performance is almost identical to that of the Wien network. Like the Wien network, it requires a twin-gang frequency control as well as, in practice, a gain adjustment control, \(R_z\), for each notch stage.

The equivalent lead/lag arrangement can be made by interchanging \(R_x\) and \(C_x\), and \(R_y\) and \(C_y\) in Fig. 5b). It is even possible to construct a notch circuit – albeit with rather broad skirts – from a pair of all-pass filter networks, as shown in Fig. 6.

Wien won

But none of these circuits offers the intrinsic simplicity of the Wien network, as rearranged in Fig. 4. Combining two of these, as in Fig. 7, allows a final, calculated performance in the region of the notch of the kind shown in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 7, \(A_3\) and \(A_5\) are unity-gain impedance converters. Amplifier \(A_1\) is arranged to give a normal gain of 6.8B. This value is chosen so that loop negative feedback can be used to ensure that the gain of the circuit at 2,000 and higher frequencies is the same as that at the frequency of the input signal, \(f_0\), before the notch is introduced.

For ease in adjusting the notch frequency, \(RV_{1A}\) and \(RV_{1B}\), together with \(RV_{2A}\) and \(RV_{2B}\), are ten-turn wire-wound potentiometers. My initial thought was that these could be ganged together via four dial-drive drums. These are found in amateur-radio component shops and used for slow motion dial drive, coupled to the tuning capacitors.

Experiments with my prototype instrument however showed that, if the negative feedback around the loop is switched off, by \(S_{12}\), it was not too difficult to adjust the potentiometers, iteratively. This was done by watching the display meter deflection progressively diminish, until the best notch was found. At this point, the negative feedback could be restored to allow the correct final thd measurement to be made.

The resolution of the ten-turn pots proved to be just good enough to allow the bottom of the notch to be found.

**Output filtering and display**

Displaying the output of the notch filter on an oscilloscope is useful for exploring the cause of the distortion.

The wave shape of the residual can provide information about how the distortion is occurring.

Clarity of the display may be improved using a filter to exclude unwanted high-frequency noise. Similarly, it is often useful to add a high-pass filter at the output of the filter to remove mains-frequency hum pick up. Such pick up can worsen the apparent thd reading.

In Fig. 9, I have shown the circuit for a suitable pair of steep-cut filters: an optional high-pass one operating at 300Hz, and a low-pass one with a 10kHz turn-over frequency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marconi</td>
<td>2955</td>
<td>Radio Communications Test Set</td>
<td>£2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi</td>
<td>2955A</td>
<td></td>
<td>£2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi</td>
<td>2958</td>
<td>(TACS)</td>
<td>£2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi</td>
<td>2960</td>
<td>(TACS + Band III)</td>
<td>£2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi</td>
<td>2960A</td>
<td>(TACS)</td>
<td>£2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>8920A</td>
<td>R/F Communications Test Set</td>
<td>£4995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCLUMBERGER</td>
<td>STABILOCK 4031</td>
<td>Communications Tester</td>
<td>£4995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>3325B</td>
<td>Synthesizer/Function Generator (1µHz to 21MHz)</td>
<td>£2995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>436A</td>
<td>Power Meter + Lead + Sensor (various available) From</td>
<td>£1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>8753A</td>
<td>R/F Network Analyser (300kHz to 3GHz) with 85046A ‘S’ parameter</td>
<td>£9950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>4275A</td>
<td>Multi-Frequency LCR Meter</td>
<td>£3750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>4278A</td>
<td>1kHz/1MHz Capacitance Meter</td>
<td>£3750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>4279A</td>
<td>1MHz C-V Meter</td>
<td>£4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT PACKARD</td>
<td>4338A</td>
<td>Milliohmmeter (as new)</td>
<td>£2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROHDE &amp; SCHWARZ CMS54</td>
<td></td>
<td>1GHz Radio Comms. Service monitor</td>
<td>£6250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee. Carriage & VAT to be added to all goods.

Please telephone for further details on:
01203 650702 Fax: 01203 650773 Mobile: 0860 400683
Telnet, 8 Cavans Way, Binlay Industrial Estate, Coventry CV3 2SF
While drafting this column, reports of the 'Dan-0411' floating point bug in Pentium Pro and Pentium II processors, and the 'FOOF' bug in both Classic and MMX Pentium processors, were lead news items for several on-line papers.

The Dan-0411 floating point bug, affecting Pentium Pro and Pentium II processors, was originally reported by news.com® on 2 May last year. It was played down initially, since it was expected to only cause system crashes but not computational errors. Having since been shown to cause calculation errors, it is now being taken seriously and reports on the bug have been updated.

This problem results from the processor calculating correctly, but failing to issue an error flag when returning an integer result too large for the integer value range. Full details of corrective actions can be found on Intel's page, Fig. 1.

The second bug, FOOF, affecting Classic and MMX Pentiums, is potentially much more serious, since it could allow malicious crashing of systems. Apparently, these processors include four lines of machine code which comprise an invalid instruction. Being invalid, it would not be called by an operating system or conventional software, so would not affect most users. But, Internet service providers® have particular concerns that malicious hackers using this invalid instruction, could deliberately crash their servers, Fig. 2.

Clearly headlined by news.com, Texas – the state not the company by the way – has filed suit against Microsoft, alleging possible anti-trust activities. Several other states are expected to follow this example, Fig. 1.

Following from last months reports about the IE4.0 problems, a fix for the security hole problem has been posted on Microsoft's Web site.

Circuit applications
I mentioned last month that a wealth of component data and circuit application notes can be found on Internet. For those of you with a particular interest in measurement techniques, one of the best sources can be found on Hewlett Packard's

**Where to surf**

1. News.Com  
2. Intel Corporation  
3. Wired News  
4. Hewlett Packard T&M  
5. Hewlett Packard T&M  
6. Tele Quanz Group  
7. CAD-Migos Software Tools Inc.  
8. Compact Software Inc.  
9. University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
10. Intusoft Spice links  
11. PEMC Lab. at NCTU Taiwan  
12. Twinight Enterprises.

http://www.news.com  
http://www.intel.com/design/news/flag  
http://www.wired.com/news  
http://www.tmo.hp.com/tmo/appnotes  
http://www.wired.com/news  
http://www.tm0.hp.com/tmo/appnotes/interactive/an-95-1  
http://www.telequanz.de/berichte/01_txt_e.html  
http://www.mmmd.com/wineda/cad_migos/spiceit2.html  
http://www.comsoft.com/products/SPICE/SPICE.HTM  
http://engr-www.unl.edu/ee/eeshop/cad.html  
http://www.intusoft.com/slinks.htm  
http://pemclab.cn.nctu.edu.tw/W3cad/pecad/plink.htm  
http://www.twinight.org/chipdir
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Fig. 2. Internet Service Providers Pentium based servers await potential malicious attacks. Other on-line corporate servers could also suffer. Test and Measurement page. This lists some 200 informative articles, all relating to measurements, Fig. 3.

Many of these articles can be downloaded as PDF files and then viewed via Acrobat, which is readily available. The remainder can be ordered by e-mail or telephone request. For many years I have found HP application notes invaluable, particularly as a source of error reduction techniques that help me improve the accuracy of high-frequency measurements.

The company’s on-line service now includes interactive application notes. One example teaches basic impedance matching by using an interactive on-line Smith-chart and 'S' parameters, together with a choice of pre-configured matching C-L networks. Simply select your desired network and matching problem, and adjust on-screen sliders to observe their effect, Fig. 4.

An introduction page, giving full assistance with these exercises, is available on-line. Those of you wishing to learn more can also download HP's invaluable Application Note 95-1, 'S-Parameter Techniques for faster, more accurate network design'. This long established tutorial originally appeared in their Journal of February 1967. A larger, more recent companion, Application Note 154, 'S-Parameter Design' is not available on-line, but can be requested.

A rather different application note from Tele Quaiz in Germany can be downloaded together with a matching software program. It details a new method permitting standard Spice simulators to model quartz crystal oscillators.

One frequently used method relies on simulation using open-loop techniques. This new improved method is based on use of negative resistance models. Note however this improved method requires use of PSpice or an equivalent enhanced simulator. A basic 2G6 based simulator is not suitable, Fig. 5.

Simulation and design software
Two quite different simulators not previously reviewed, but both essentially Spice based, are illustrated. 'Spice-It', is based on the XSpice core software from Georgia Tech Research Corporation. It is fully compatible with the current Berkeley 3S5 Spice standard.

The XSpice core software provides the advantage of having both analogue and event-based simulation, within the one
executable. It provides for ac/dc, transient, pole-zero, dc bias and thermal analyses in a software package which can be run using Windows 3.1, Windows NT or Windows 95 operating systems, Fig. 6.

**Simulation at rf**

In contrast, *Super-Spice* from Compact Software, is a non-linear time-domain Spice derivative, which has been much enhanced to support rf simulations. Traditional Spice simulators are limited in their frequency range because they do not contain accurate distributed models for transmission lines, coupled lines, microstrip discontinuities or packaged rf active devices. Super-Spice addresses these core software problems and includes rf models for commonly used components, Fig. 7.

Essential for either version of Spice are accurate vendor supported semiconductor models. In earlier articles, month by month, I covered many sources of such models which I had recently decided should be updated. This perhaps is now no longer needed, since direct links, most of which I have tested as both current and working, can now be found on dedicated Web pages.

Mentioned previously in my November 1996 article, the student guidance page for eeshop at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln lists many sources to download CAD and simulation software. Particularly useful are the links to the shareware version of *Pads*, the schematic and pcb design packages and the full *Pads* manuals.

Other links provide the evaluation versions of *PSpice* 5.3 for dos and *PSpice* 6.0 for Windows. Finally, for AutoCAD users, the TZK package of scripts designed to assist with pcb design, could prove invaluable.

**Search news**

While the many conventional search engines can be invaluable aids to locating electronic designers needs, three useful Web pages have collated together links to some of the most frequently needed design sources.

Intusoft’s *Spice Links* page provides direct links to nineteen semiconductor makers Spice macromodel download sites. In addition, several related engineering and electronic magazine pages can also be accessed from this small page, which downloads quickly when needed.

One larger university page I recently found is particularly useful for readers in the Southern Hemisphere. The PEMC Laboratory at NTU Taiwan offers these same Spice macromodel links, together with a few other useful sites. It also links directly to the Intusoft European mirror site.

A lengthy download from a much used site, which admits it can be slow, is full of extremely useful links. *Chip directory* at the Twinght Enterprises site now has eighteen mirrors, including two in UK. Since this site has a mirror in most Internet countries, you should be able to find one local to you.

As suggested by its name, *Chip Directory* provides chip searching facilities by eleven different methods – voltage, family, function, etc. Numerous texts about hardware, software, FAQ’s, CAD programs and manufactures are listed.

Perhaps of most immediate use to many, it lists and links directly to all semiconductor makers who now supply databooks on cd-rom – some 27 in all saving many hours of traditional on-line searching time, otherwise needed to order your cds.

**Compact disk preferences**

With so much data now available only on cd-rom, I much prefer a cd that needs neither installation nor hard-disk space. And I prefer one that works in conjunction with a pre-installed Acrobat reader.

With one excellent example I have recently received – Siemens’ Passive Components disc – most of the information could be read simply by inserting the cd into my player and running my Acrobat 3.01 reader.

In contrast, in the same post I also received a cd which could only be accessed following an installation. I usually take great care to only install cds that include an uninstall routine. If you frequently use ones that have no uninstaller, it may become necessary to wipe your hard disk to regain the lost space.

Unfortunately, since the cd in question claimed to need only a megabyte of disk space, and did include an uninstall routine, I installed it. In the event, it also added over 6Mbytes of *Quick-Time* movie files into my Windows directory, without which it would not work.

Once installed, it turned out to contain only corporate publicity material, and no useful data, so for my needs didn’t justify any long term hard disk space. Needless to say, the uninstall removed only the 1 Mbyte datafile, leaving the redundant *Quick-Time* movie files needlessly cluttering my hard disk.
RF Power Modules from TDC & Mitsubishi

Standard parts stocked, replacement parts for many Yaesu/ Icom transceivers, ideal for linear PA designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Pwr/Mode</th>
<th>Price (1 off)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M57726</td>
<td>144-148MHz</td>
<td>43W/FM</td>
<td>£43.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M57729</td>
<td>430-450MHz</td>
<td>30W/FM</td>
<td>£42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M57737</td>
<td>144-148MHz</td>
<td>30W/FM</td>
<td>£27.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M57762</td>
<td>1.2-1.3GHz</td>
<td>18W/SSB</td>
<td>£67.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M57788M</td>
<td>430-450MHz</td>
<td>40W/FM</td>
<td>£66.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M67715</td>
<td>144-148MHz</td>
<td>13W/FM</td>
<td>£36.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M67727</td>
<td>144-148MHz</td>
<td>37W/SSB</td>
<td>£124.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M67728</td>
<td>430-450MHz</td>
<td>60W/SSB</td>
<td>£99.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M67737</td>
<td>144-148MHz</td>
<td>60W/SSB</td>
<td>£99.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many other frequencies/ power combinations available, please call with your requirements.

Data sheets available for specific items on request.

Call for Amateur/ Education discounts or volume pricing

COMING SOON - Linear power amplifier 'Starter Packs' for 2M & 70cm.

TDC also stock Modem, Networking and GPS receiver and antenna products, visit our web site at http://www.tdc.co.uk for more information.

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS

High Quality Low Prices

In addition to our standard range we will be pleased to quote for your special requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VA</th>
<th>Mail Order</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price Excluding VAT &amp; Carriage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.59</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.04</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>17.62</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>18.02</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>17.98</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>21.07</td>
<td>14.74</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>11.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>25.98</td>
<td>18.19</td>
<td>13.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td>12.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>30.10</td>
<td>21.07</td>
<td>15.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td>24.02</td>
<td>18.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>46.19</td>
<td>32.32</td>
<td>24.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>50.48</td>
<td>35.34</td>
<td>26.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>53.09</td>
<td>41.36</td>
<td>31.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>58.39</td>
<td>44.23</td>
<td>33.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>78.80</td>
<td>55.16</td>
<td>41.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>82.45</td>
<td>57.72</td>
<td>43.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>105.10</td>
<td>73.63</td>
<td>55.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>114.45</td>
<td>96.13</td>
<td>72.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>163.04</td>
<td>114.13</td>
<td>85.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These prices are for 240volt primary and two equal secondaries with 8" colour coded fly leads. Each transformer is supplied with a mounting kit (steel dish washer pads, nut and bolt)

Mail order prices include vat and postage. Please do not hesitate to telephone or write with your particular requirements.

Airlink Sales Co
16 Knight Street, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9AT
Tel: 01279 600139  Fax: 01279 726379

Radio Technology Direct

Top quality, top technology, top service. That's our commitment to you. We build both standard and custom modules and ship direct. We've been doing so for 20 years. No-one is better. Every product is made in England, with pride.

Here are some of our products. To order, just ring us direct (credit cards accepted).

If you want something you don't see here, ring us. We can almost certainly help.

SX450 The Wood & Douglas Flagship
- 500mW output
- UHF operation
- Fully synthesised
- Fully ETSI approved

£250 Volume Orders

RSX450 Intelligent Radio Modem
- 500mW output
- 9600 baud on air data rate
- Fully synthesised
- Fully ETSI approved

£450 Volume Orders

ST/SR450 The Discerning Discrete
- 500mW output
- Separate TX and RX units
- UHF operation
- Fully synthesised
- Fully ETSI approved
- VHF options available
- Rich in features

£950 Volume Orders

TT/TR Low Cost Modules
- 100mW output
- Separate TX and RX modules
- UHF operation
- Crystal controlled
- Fully ETSI approved

TT £50 Volume Orders

TR £80 Volume Orders

Wood & Douglas Limited
Larrie House, Baughurst, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG24 8FN
Tel: +44 (0)118 981 1444 Fax: +44 (0)118 981 9127
E-mail: info@woodanddouglass.co.uk
http://www.woodanddouglass.co.uk
CIRCUIT IDEAS

Over £600 for a circuit idea?

New awards scheme for circuit ideas

- Every circuit idea published in Electronics World receives £35.
- The pick of the month circuit idea receives a Pico Technology ADC42 - worth over £90 - in addition to £35.
- Once every six months, Pico Technology and Electronics World will select the best circuit idea published during the period and award the winner a Pico Technology ADC200-50 - worth £586.

How to submit your ideas

The best ideas are the ones that save readers time or money, or that solve a problem in a better or more elegant way than existing circuits. We will also consider the odd solution looking for a problem - if it has a degree of ingenuity.

Your submission will be judged on its originality. This means that the idea should certainly not have been published before. Useful modifications to existing circuits will be considered though - provided that they are original.

Don't forget to say why you think your idea is worthy. We can accept anything from clear handwritten writing and hand-drawn circuits on the back of an envelope. Type written text is better. But it helps us if the idea is on disk in a popular pc or Mac format. Include an ascii file and hard-copy drawing as a safety net and please label the disk with as much information as you can.

Turn your PC into a high-performance virtual instrument in return for a circuit idea.

The ADC200-50 is a dual-channel 50MHz digital storage oscilloscope, a 25MHz spectrum analyser and a multimeter. Interfacing to a pc via its parallel port, ADC200-50 also offers non-volatile storage and hard-copy facilities. Windows and DOS virtual instrument software is included.

ADC42 is a low-cost, high-resolution a-to-d converter sampling to 12 bits at 20ksample/s. This single-channel converter benefits from all the instrumentation features of the ADC200-50.
Pulse train generator

A train of pulses—a comb—is determined in pulse shape and duration solely by the characteristic of an open-circuit delay line, in the manner of a radar modulator, if the switching device on the input is fast enough.

When the transistor triggers, the feedback holds it in saturation until the delay line is discharged. After the pulse, the transistor remains in saturation until the drive signal turns it off and the delay line begins to recharge.

The circuit must not oscillate with the time constant of the feedback loop, which must be much greater than the delay time. This is prevented if collector current through resistor $R_1$ is much lower than the pulse current and too low for oscillation. Resistor $R_1$ should be equal in value or lower than $Z_0$, so that the voltage on the line after the pulse is zero or negligible.

If a poorer rise time is acceptable, a series $LC$ circuit may be used instead of the line. A drive signal of any frequency and rise time will trigger the circuit, but a fast rise time gives least phase noise, as does a Schottky diode clamp to stabilise the voltage to which the line charges.

PD Brook
Isle of Wight
(A79)

Bad news for car thieves

Many older cars have no factory-fitted engine immobiliser and the practice is to buy one ready made and fit it oneself or to ask a garage to do it. Either way, too many people know how it works and how and where it is fitted. Then again, one sometimes forgets to set it. Hidden switches do not stay hidden for long. This idea avoids all that.

Instead of simply removing the supply to the ignition, for which the cure is a couple of metres of wire, I use the car’s own function switches, such as the side lights or windscreen wiper on different circuits, to turn the ignition on, using the circuit shown.

As triggers to the thyristor, I use the parking light or electric aerial voltage, the potentiometer being set to promote reliable firing. The spread of thyristors is quite large. To start the engine, turn on the ignition to supply the thyristor, switch on lights or aerial or whichever you have used, and then operate the cigar lighter. The thyristor fires and you may then drive off. Diesels need the relay to switch the fuel pump.

If a hi-jacker hi-jacks, the engine will keep running when the door is opened, but will cease to do so as soon as it shuts again.

G J Strobele
Germiston, South Africa (A74)
90° phase shifter

Over a two-decade range of frequencies, 5-700Hz in the case shown in Fig. 1, this circuit provides a 90° phase shift.

It is effectively two distinct circuits, as seen in Fig. 2. The heart of the arrangement is a voltage-controlled phase shifter and a phase-sensitive detector, which observes any departure from 90° in the phase shift and integrates the result to cancel the error.

The basic phase shifter is seen in Fig. 3, which is the circuit of an all-pass filter that introduces a shift as a function of frequency. This shift is 90° when \( \alpha=1/RC \). If the effective capacitance of the phase shifter is varied, the 90° shift is made to occur at different frequencies; \( IC_3 \), a low-cost multiplier, performs this function, so that the control voltage is derived from the phase detector and integrator, which is now in the feedback loop.

Most of the circuit is supplied by \( \pm 12V \), but the \( CD4077 \) exclusive-or gate uses only the +12V, the integrator being referred to +6V by the action of the rail splitter \( IC_5 \). When the phase shift is 90°, the gate sees a 50% duty cycle, which gives no result from the integration.

Giorgio Delfitto
University of Padova
Padova
Italy

1:1 mark/space oscillator

If you need a good square wave without going to the trouble of having a divide-by-two flip-flop and do not need the ultimate in accuracy, this circuit will do the job.

On the right, the answer. Provided \( R_1=R_2 \) and the diode characteristics match, and the op-amp inputs are matched, the output is 1:1. It is most important to match the resistors.

It is also important that the op-amp common-mode includes ground; if not, bleed resistors will be needed across the diodes to avoid latch-up.

P D Brooking
Isle of Wight

A better square-wave generator. The feedback avoids problems with variable op-amp saturation voltages.
New Features

- Even more simulation options.
- Perform full temperature and parameter sweeps.
- New graphical functions.
- New libraries of parts including the entire Texas Instruments library.
- Nothing extra to pay for the libraries...they are all included in the price.

As always...

- Everything you would expect from a professional quality SPICE simulator.
- Fully integrated and interactive.
- No limit no maximum circuit size.
- Free technical support.
- 30 day money back guarantee.

Software for design engineers

B² Spice & B² Logic will give you the accurate results you need quickly and easily.

This software is used by thousands of designers, research institutions and universities around the world. But the best way to be certain that it’s right for you is to try it, which is we’re are giving you the opportunity to do, risk free for 30 days.

For more information call:

01603 872331

http://www.paston.co.uk/spice
email: rd.research@paston.co.uk

B² Spice for analogue simulation £199
B² Logic for digital simulation £199
Special bundle price £295
B² Spice Lite (ideal for first time users) £42.75

Prices quoted exclude VAT
Existing users. If you have purchased a copy within the last 12 months you are entitled to a free upgrade.

Now available direct from Maplin Electronics & Circuit Distribution Ltd.
Touch switch

Touching the metallic plates in the circuit shown causes the transistor to conduct and toggle the flip-flop, which turns the relay driver on. Touching them again turns it off. Current consumption is less than 1mA when the relay is off and up to 50mA when it is on.

Raj K Gorkhali
Kathmandu
Nepal
(A38c)

Infrared transmitter and receiver

The transmitter of the Tx/Rx pair could hardly be simpler. Its reverse-biased transistor, in series with the infrared led, discharges the capacitor in pulses at about 160Hz, the led emitting light pulses at that frequency. A supply of 12V is needed since the lowest voltage to produce pulses is 8.5V. Current drain is under 0.5mA.

In the receiver, the quality of the transformer dictates the sensitivity; mine was taken from an old transistor radio. It does not oscillate, because of the bias arrangement, until a large enough pulse is received. When this arrives, and the cycle starts, the relay operates, collector voltage falls and oscillation stops until another pulse is received, giving clean relay operation.

Bias in the form of light comes from the extra LD271 placed close to the BP10383 to increase sensitivity.

Range of the two units is around 3-6m, depending on the transformer. A novel use, apart from controlling equipment, is as a proximity switch with both units facing the same way. Depending on surface reflectivity, range to an object can be up to 0.3m.

D Di Mario
Milan
Italy
(A75)

Low-voltage led flasher

You can make a low-voltage and low-current led flasher with adjustable on time and flash rate using one of the low-voltage microprocessor-supervisor ic’s; this one uses two NiCd or nickel-metal-hydrde cells and drives a high-brightness led. It is suitable for use in shop displays, in toys and to make thieves think there is an alarm fitted to your car.

Reset threshold and duration and watchdog period can all be adjusted in IC1 by external components and a small capacitor gives a 500-times watchdog period by the connection of WDS (watchdog select) to the positive supply. Connections shown set the internal reset threshold to its lowest value of 1.22V, which makes the led remain on continuously when the battery goes flat.

Capacitor C1 would normally set the reset period, but here it sets the led flash duration to 100ms; C2 sets the flash rate to an eye-catching two per second. Both capacitors should have a leakage current of less than 10nA – not difficult in small values.

During charging, maximum Vcc is about 4.5V and, since the ic withstands up to 7V, circuit and battery can be wired together. Because the led flashes are so short, it is difficult to see any decrease in brightness as the battery discharges.

One AA primary cell will give faint flashes for about a week but, for most applications, two NiCd cells offers the best compromise between cost and battery life.

Kevin Bilke
Maxim Integrated Products
Reading
(A72)
Looks like Quickroute 4.0 has Got It All!

The new Quickroute 4.0 is here and with it a revolution in our price/performance structure. We've kept the features the same at all levels of Quickroute and just varied the number of pins you can use in a design. So now you can get started FAST with Quickroute 4.0 for just £79 (300 pins), £149 (800 pins) or £249 (full access). Prices exclude P+P and VAT.

Send me a FREE DEMO. My address & phone number are:

Send To: Quickroute Systems Ltd, FREEPOST 13136, Stockport, SK4 18S
Outside the U.K. please fax this coupon, (c) 1997. All rights reserved. Ref 401.

M&B RADIO (LEEDS)
THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST EQUIPMENT DEALER

Send a copy of this page to a friend.
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75W inverter for brushless dc motor

Meant to drive a brushless dc motor, this inverter provides 75W at 100Hz and, in some conditions, needs no pulse-width modulation control chip, has low switching loss and rapid current protection.

The ratio of the drive transformer (1:12+12) determines the ratio of collector to base current. At the start of each half-cycle, collector current ramps up, the voltage drop across $R_{1,2}$ being proportional to collector current. Peak collector current and period are set by the point at which this voltage drop triggers $TH_{1,2}$.

When a thyristor triggers, its associated transistor switches off and, as soon as its collector current falls to zero, stored energy in the drive transformer provides base current for the other transistor, which will not conduct until the energy in $L_1$ has been returned.

The current-control inductor $L_1$ controls the rate of current increase, the inductor and load also controlling frequency. If desired, a CR time constant in the thyristor gates will control timing.

Collector/base resistors start oscillation and require the series diodes in the base current path.

**P D Brooking**
Isle of Wight
(A77)

Simple window detector uses single gate

A simple window detector based on a single exclusive-or gate such as the 74HC86 is shown in Fig. 1.

Output of the gate is only high when its inputs are at different logic levels. Initially, with no input, both levels are the logic low, so the output is low. As the input rises, there comes a point where one input is greater than the logic threshold and the other less than, so the output is high. When both input rise above the threshold, which is about 40% of supply voltage, the output returns low.

In the above case the low and high window voltages are given by,

$$V_l = V_a \frac{R_1 + R_2 + R_3}{R_1 + R_2}$$

and

$$V_h = V_a \frac{R_1 + R_2 + R_3}{R_2}$$

respectively.

For voltages less than $V_{c/2}$ a simple amplifier may be used. One possibility is shown in Fig. 2. By careful selection of $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$ and $R_4$, a low-voltage window comparator can be built.

**R S Schneiderman**
Jerusalem
Israel

Fig. 1. Below, three resistors and one gate produce a window comparator. In Fig. 2, right, addition of a transistor allows lower threshold voltages.

Simulated output of Fig. 1 with a 0-10V input ramp using Tina. All resistors 1kΩ
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The Phantom Power Box
48 volt microphone phantom powering unit
Professional portable units operating from an internal PP3 battery or external mains adaptor

★ Suitable for converting any microphone amplifier to P48 standard phantom power ★ High efficiency DC to DC converter for extended battery life ★ Accurate line balance for high common mode rejection ★ Low noise and distortion ★ Extensive RFI protection

The Balance Box (mic/line amplifier) – The Headphone Amplifier Box – The OneStop DIN rail mounting radio frequency interference filter and voltage transient protector for voltage and current loop process signal lines

Conford Electronics Conford Liphook Hants GU30 7QW
Information line: 01428 751469 Fax: 751223
E-mail contact@confordelec.co.uk
Web http://www.confordelec.co.uk/catalogue/

Computer Controlled Robotics
Bring Electronics to Life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Axis Arm</td>
<td>£115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpet Rover</td>
<td>£99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Axis Arm</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Arm</td>
<td>£185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexapod Walker</td>
<td>£110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Mouse</td>
<td>£85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technology Education Index
Telephone for our catalogue or visit our web site for further details
40 Wellington Road, Orpington, Kent BR5 4AQ
Telephone - (01689) 876880
Web Site - http://www.technologyindex.com
Prices exclude VAT and £4.50 carriage

Pico Technology
Data Acquisition
Virtual Instrumentation
Environmental Monitoring

‘Pico’s PC Converters monitor and record temperature and humidity’. 

EnviroMon Temperature / Humidity Logger & Alarm System
EnviroMon has many applications in:
- food processing - storage and distribution, energy management - waste energy, heating and processing,
- agriculture - monitoring humidity in greenhouses, and
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Exclusive **EW** reader offer

**Synthesised low-power transceiver pair at 30% discount**

Until 31 March, Radio-Tech is offering a pair of UK designed and built TXR-DTR100 data transceivers at **£299.69** including VAT and UK next day delivery. The normal selling price of the pair is **£436.98**.

Capable of operating over distances of up to 5km when used with an external antenna, the DTR100 is a fully synthesised data transceiver featuring 64-channel. Its bandwidth is 10kHz and its output is 10mW effective radiated power.

Versions are fully approved to operate without a licence in the UK, Europe, RSA, Scandinavia and Australia. Please specify the country that you want to use the unit in when ordering if other than your address.

The unit’s internal antenna gives a range of up to 400m. Multi-channel, narrow-band operation allows you the freedom to select another channel if you experience interference.

Easy to interface, the DTR100 has filtered 5V logic i/o and control lines for direct interfacing to standard microcontrollers like the PIC. It has just six pins, two for the 5V, 95mA maximum supply, two for data i/o one for transmit enable and one for sleep mode.

Measuring 70 by 55 by 17mm high, the DTR10 has adjustable squelch and is supplied with connection details.

Please direct enquiries relating to this offer to Radio-Tech Limited, Overbridge House, Weald Hall Lane, Thornwood Common, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB. Tel +44 (0) 1992 57 6107, fax +44 (0) 1992 56 1994. E-mail addresses are sales@radtec.demon.co.uk support@radtec.demon.co.uk

Also see http://www.radio-tech.co.uk.

Please note that the offer is limited to four units per reader.

Order coupon

Please send me ...... (up to two) pair(s) of TXR DTR100 transceivers at the special discount price of **£299.69** fully inclusive UK next-day delivery, or **£303.69** Europe registered post, **£309.69** ROW.

Country that the transceiver is to be used in..............................

Name

Company (if applicable)

Address

Post code

Daytime telephone No

Post this coupon to Radio-Tech Limited, Overbridge House, Weald Hall Lane, Thornwood Common, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB. Tel +44 (0) 1992 57 6107, fax +44 (0) 1992 56 1994 or e-mail sales@radtec.demon.co.uk

**ELECTRONICS WORLD February 1998**
Brian Back outlines the benefits of a wireless building management system based on a PIC microcontroller.

Building management using low-power radio

In the relentless drive towards energy efficiency more and more organisations are turning towards radio as the communication medium for their building management services. The popularity of radio comes from the elimination of cabling, reduction in installation cost and the ability to bridge between buildings.

Transceivers such as the TXR-DTR100 deliver enough transmitted power to provide full coverage in an average sized building. They operate on mid-band uhf, from 433 to 472MHz depending on the country they are being used in. This frequency band provides a good compromise between wall penetration, antenna size and minimising the problems associated with standing waves experienced at higher frequencies.

The key to a good building management system is its ability to collect data in real time, process it and send out control messages, Fig. 1.

Temperature, followed by humidity, light concentration and power consumption are the most commonly measured parameters in the modern building-management system system.

Temperature is typically measured using calibrated thermistor, PT100 or thermocouple probes. Humidity is detected via dielectric sensors, light with photo cells and power consumption by electricity and gas flow meters. The industry standard output is 0-2V or 4-20mA, representing 0 to 100% for each parameter.

Control signals back from the building management system may be as simple as start or stop relay contact.

**Base station criteria**

The building management system base station should typically be able to communicate with each outstation over a

**Fig. 2. Outline of software flow at the base station.** In building management, polling is normally used since faster, more complex methods are unnecessary. Polling involves the base station communicating, or trying to communicate, with each and every outstation sequentially.

- **Set points and building model established**
  - Address counter = n
  - Generate command messages
  - Transmit poll message to station n
    - [preamble][n][command data][checksum]
  - Response from station n?
  - Yes
    - Process received data and check for errors
    - Error?
    - No
  - No
    - Update SCADA system
    - Increment poll counter, n = n+1
distance of more than 50m in buildings or greater than 400m in free space.

For reliability the system should operate using a polled strategy, with the coordinating controller based upon an industrial pc running a system-control and data acquisition, or SCADA, package. The software is usually written in a high level language such as Visual Basic, Figs 2, 3.

The SCADA package normally contains a model of the building against which daily set points are programmed. Readings obtained from the outstations are processed and control signals generated. The overall objective is to save money. Sorry, I mean to conserve energy of course.

Implementing the outstation
A typical outstation in a building management system will accept five analogue signals and have control over at least two relays, Fig. 4. The TXR-DTR100 combined with the Microchip PIC16C73 is without doubt an ideal platform for such a building management system.

Interfacing with a wireless transceiver like the DTR100 is simple as it operates using 5V logic levels. The distance and ergonomics of the design will determine whether you use the DTR100's internal antenna or fit an external one.

As the transceiver's receiver section is sensitive down to less than a microvolt, you need to take care to locate it away from the microcontroller's clock and, where applicable, data busses. I also recommend that you use a separate regulated power supply. By following these simple precautions optimum performance will be obtained.

Interfacing signals
The analogue signals can be interfaced to the controllers analogue-to-digital converter via a simple RC network comprising 10kΩ and 100nF. This network protects the microcontroller from common mode noise and limited over voltages. If a current input interface is required this is simply accomplished by connecting a 100Ω precision resistor across the input, converting the 4-20mA current into a 0.4 to 2V span. For added precision over that offered by the PIC's internal 5V reference, an external precision 2.5V reference may be connected to the controller's REF pin input on pin 5.

Where digital signals are required, the PIC's inputs can be reprogrammed to be digital. Alternatively, the ana-

---

**Fig. 3. Building management system base station need consist of little more than a PIC microcontroller and RS232 interface for communication with the SCADA software on the PC. Using the DTR100 transceiver, the PIC handles all communication directly without the need for extra interfacing components.**

**Fig. 4. Outstation operating sequence in outline. Here, on receiving its address, the outstation responds by reading its input data then conveying it to the base station, but the sequence is not critical.**
Wire-free data communication

Reliable communications by radio requires the use of a protocol which takes into account parameters such as transmitter synthesiser lock time, receiver response time, the need for a preamble, code balancing, pulse width limitations and the open nature of radio as a communication medium.

The ideal pulse width for the DTR100 is between 100 and 300μs. This makes it ideal for Manchester type code sequences, where a 102 bit sequence equals logic zero and 01b bit sequence represents logic one. Such a sequence comprises a preamble to allow the receiver to synchronise with the transmitter, followed by the receiver’s address then the data. Finally, a checksum is included so that the receiver can verify that the data has been received correctly and in some instances, correct the data in the event of a minor error.

Preamble is a symmetrical 101010101011 binary sequence with a pulse width equal to the nominal data rate. The duration of the preamble should be the longer of transmitter on to lock time or receiver settling time. For the DTR100 this period is typically less than 20ms for a hot switch on, i.e. when the receiver is already enabled, or 100ms for a switch on from sleep.

The address usually contains a unique bit sequence identifying the station. The data is normally sent in sequence for each input. Finally the checksum is added to permit the detection of errors. This may simply take the form of a byte equal to the sum of the address plus the data, or calculated in accordance with a published algorithm such as the industry standard CRC16.

The precise outstation operational sequence is not critical, Fig. 5. Normally the base station will poll each outstation in sequence, skipping any station that fails to report back.

On receipt of its address, each outstation would scan its inputs, compile and send back the return message.

In summary

The combination of radio with a two way outstation is proving to be a powerful alternative to the conventional data logger and wired building management system. It offers the flexibility of wire-free operation, saves money and time at installation and can cross between buildings.

The TXR-DTR100 is an example of a UK manufactured radio-data transceiver specifically developed to ease the construction of this type of system world-wide.

Fig. 5. In the outstation of a building management system, analogue inputs are used to look at room temperature, humidity, etc. In turn, relays allow heating and humidifiers, etc to be turned on and off – all under control of the base station.
Two capacitor constructions, dating from the earliest days of electronics, now provide invaluable service in two differing and essential niche application areas. Mica was originally used to manufacture physically small, close tolerance, low capacitance high-Q parts and trimmers – and it still is.

Paper capacitors – once the universal alternative for values too large for mica – are now restricted to applications involving high alternating voltage at low frequencies. Examples of such uses are power factor correction of the supply mains and safety applications.

Mica’s properties

Mica is a transparent rock-forming mineral with perfect basal cleavage. It can be cut into flexible laminates of any desired thickness, using only a sharp blade. India is now the major source of Ruby mica, of the quality needed to make capacitors. As mined, mica has a layered appearance similar to that of natural slate, prior to cleaving to thickness and dressing to size.

Mica will probably be familiar to you as a material for insulating transistors from heatsinks. You can verify its ability to cleave to any desired thickness with a sharp blade. A mica heat-sink insulator can easily be cleaved to less than one tenth its original thickness, but do use a suitable tool to hold the mica – not your fingers.

Mica retains its insulating and optically transparent properties to very high temperatures. Common non-electronic uses include transparent windows in fires or stoves and the mechanical support and electrical insulation of element wires in toasters, hot air paint strippers and domestic flat-irons.

A variety of modern high-quality capacitor types are now available. To understand why the mica capacitor is still in use, you need to look at its construction. In its basic form, mica has a dielectric constant of 5.4 and a tanδ of 0.0003. Both of these figures are almost constant, regardless of frequency. Since mica has a laminated dielectric strength of 200V per micrometre, it is possible to make physically small and high quality capacitors with low inductance.

These qualities alone however would not have ensured mica’s survival. Uniquely, the final value of a mica capacitor can be economically adjusted or trimmed during manufacture to tolerances as tight as 0.5pF for values below 50pF, or 0.5% for larger values. This trimmed capacitance retains excellent long term stability, regardless of temperature and applied voltage.

For many years, mica offered the best stability of capacitance over temperature. While the actual claimed temperature-coefficient values vary slightly for smaller capacitance, values above 100pF claim ±20 to ±50 parts per million per degree celsius. However this quite excellent performance is now bettered – albeit only slightly – by NPO/COG ceramic capacitors. These types offer 30 to ±30 ppm, which is the best attainable from any volume produced capacitor.

Mica capacitors exhibit very high Q with frequency and temperature, so are still popular in high voltage rf-transmitter tuned circuits. Easily cleaved to any desired thickness and simply punched to any desired shape, mica can be used to produce custom capacitors shaped to suit almost any available physical space. Being a mineral dielectric, mica capacitors provide high resistance to damage from gamma radiation.

A disadvantage of mica is the cost penalty that results from the manual labour required to select and prepare the base mica dielectric and perform the final capacitance trim. Finished capacitors also exhibit a modest dielectric absorption around 0.3%.

During manufacture, each base mica plate is printed with silver ink electrode patterns. Sufficient pre-printed plates are stacked together to ensure a small excess of capacitance. These stacks are then raised to a temperature sufficient to fire...
the silver ink patterns, resulting in an homogeneous, self-supporting laminated structure, capable of withstanding further handling.

Capacitance trimming is performed by air-abrading or otherwise mechanically removing, area from the outermost electrode, which is left exposed, prior to final assembly and encapsulation.

**Paper capacitors**

For many years, paper capacitors were used for almost all applications not covered by aluminium electrolytic or mica capacitors. Both metallised-paper and foil-paper types were common.

To make a foil and paper element, two or more layers of paper dielectric are interwound with thin metal foil electrodes, using either a rotating split mandrel or spindle. Two or more thicknesses of paper are needed to protect against mechanical damage and breakdown at weak spots.

For general-purpose capacitors, the widths of paper and foil used are adjusted to ensure an insulating edge margin, between these electrodes and the outer edge of the winding. Small thin metal foil tabs used as interconnection between the electrodes and the lead-out wires, are inserted within this element, as it is being wound.

Capacitors intended for high frequency or high current applications can be made by winding with electrode foils sufficiently wide that each foil extends outside one outer winding edge. These capacitors then have only one insulating edge-margin per electrode foil. This construction is called extended foil. Connection to the lead wires is made either by directly soldering to the foils or, when soldering is impossible, by using metal spray techniques.

Two pre-metallised paper dielectrics with suitable edge margins provided by masking during the vacuum metallising process can be interwound to make a metallised paper capacitor. Common metallising techniques use very thin layers either of zinc or aluminium, evaporated under vacuum at high temperature.

Metallised paper capacitors can be wound using only a single paper thickness between electrodes. By applying an excess voltage, the very thin, resistive, metallised electrode can be evaporated away from any weak areas of the insulating paper. This process is called clearing, or self-healing, Fig. 1. More on this topic later.

**Paper capacitor constructions**

To keep the finished size of the capacitor small, a metallised winding wound on a suitably large diameter spindle can be flattened. A metal end-spray is used to allow the lead-out wires to be attached either by soldering or using electrical resistance welding methods. Both metallised-paper and foil-paper windings can then be completed by impregnating under high vacuum. Many different impregnants have been used, ranging from petroleum jelly, waxes and mineral and vegetable oils to synthetic resins and varnishes.

Occasionally, a thin polyester plastic film was interwound with the paper. The paper of this composite element being impregnated. Called 'mixed dielectric', it provided either a higher voltage DC working capacitor or a larger capacitance for the same size, than impregnated paper. Mixed dielectric capacitors were once especially popular for high voltage dc blocking duties between anodes and grids of adjacent valve stages, but this construction is now obsolete.

Up to the seventies, ac applications frequently used a flattened metallised paper element with an impregnant derived from polychlorinated biphenyls, commonly called PCB. Having a high 'k' value and excellent ac characteristics, it provided a small but high performance capacitor. At one time this construction was used almost universally within fluorescent electric lights, to correct their power factor.

But PCBs were hazardous. If the capacitor was not hermetically sealed, the impregnant could leak. This was particularly expensive if the leakage came from overhead lighting. A further problem is that PCBs are not bio-degradable. Consequently, the use of PCBs in small capacitors was outlawed in the early seventies, being replaced by specially developed '2-series wound', metallised polypropylene capacitors, Fig. 2.

**What are X and Y capacitors?**

The most common safety requirement in modern electronic equipment relates to capacitors that connect directly to the domestic ac mains supply. This application pre-
sents two distinct safety hazards, both having been confirmed by unfortunate practical experiences. One is capacitors catching fire. The other is equipment operators receiving dangerous electric shocks.

For 230V ac supplies, two main safety specifications are imposed, one when the capacitor is connected between supply live and neutral, and the other when it is connected between supply live to equipment earth. Use of capacitors that have been approved to the relevant specification is mandatory for both applications.

When connected between live and neutral of the mains supply — known as a class X application — a capacitor is subjected not only to the supply voltage excursions but also to any repetitive superimposed spikes and transients. Both occur frequently on the mains supply.

Any capacitor that fails while connected across a 230V ac supply is a potential fire hazard. Capacitor current passing from live to neutral of the supply does not present a shock hazard to life, so no maximum current levels are imposed. This means that the capacitance value is not restricted.

When connected between live and earth of the mains supply — known as a class Y operation — the capacitor is again subject to the same superimposed spikes and transients stresses and hazards. More importantly, all current flowing through the capacitor now flows to the equipment’s earth connection and metalwork. Because of this, excessive capacitance and any capacitor short-circuit failure become a distinct hazard to life should the equipment’s earth connection to the mains supply earth fail.

As a consequence of the potential hazards, strict earth leakage current limits have been imposed for class Y applications.

**Inside paper capacitors**

The original paper capacitors were always made using foil electrodes interwound with very thin separating tissue papers, by winding together onto a mandrel or spindle. When the capacitor element winding was completed, it was impregnated with oils or wax under high vacuum, Fig. A.

Two different constructions were used. For general purpose applications the electrode foils were narrower than the paper separator, providing ‘insulating’ edge-margins at both edges of the winding. Foil tabs were inserted to permit connection to lead-wires, Fig. B.

For high-frequency or high-current applications, the electrode foils were wider in width to the paper tissues but were aligned with an offset side of the papers, such that each electrode extended outside one edge only of the capacitor winding. This provided an insulating edge-margin at the opposite edge of the capacitor winding. Connection to the lead-wires was by soldering or metal end-spray. Naturally, this winding method became called ‘extended foil’.

While the electrode foils used were extremely thin, soft and flexible, to guard against paper weak spots or mechanical damage during winding, resulting in a short-circuited capacitor, as a minimum two thicknesses of paper were invariably used, Fig. B.

During World War 2, to maximise the capacitance available in a given capacitor size, the technique of substituting thin layers of vacuum deposited metal in place of metal foil electrodes was developed. A metal end-spray technique was used to permit lead-wire attachment. This metallised paper capacitor construction was first introduced by A H Hunt capacitors in 1945.

This dramatic size reduction was made possible firstly by reduction of electrode thickness from the 5 micron of aluminium foil to the 25 milli-micron thickness of the evaporated metallising.

Even more significant was the use of a single paper thickness now permitted by the development of the ‘self-healing’ metallised capacitor, Fig. C.

This ‘self-healing’ ability of metallised paper capacitors permitted a further size reduction by winding on a larger diameter spindle, then flattening the winding. Connection was made by metal end-spray, suitably masked to permit impregnant to permeate the winding, see Fig. D.

Many different impregnants have been used, as explained in the main text. Regardless of impregnant used, all paper capacitors shared the one name, even though the ‘k’ value of impregnants used ranged from 2.5 to 6.

As a dielectric without an impregnant, capacitor tissue paper, being largely composed of air, has a dielectric constant ‘k’ of around 1.5.

With capacitors which are impregnated, the paper acts to separate the electrodes during winding, then as a wick to absorb the impregnating fluid, and controls the dielectric thickness. This fluid is the true dielectric, not the paper.
The leakage value depends on whether the equipment is classed as portable or is hard-wired to the mains supply. As a result, the maximum permitted capacitance values that can be used for class Y application are strictly limited.

Capacitor hazard modes

Why should the domestic 230V mains supply pose such specific capacitor problems as to require these severe legislations?

With 230V ac supplies, two capacitor damaging hazards can occur. One is continuous — ionisation discharge current — the other is sporadic — spikes and transient voltages. Either hazard can result in dramatic capacitor failure.

Since unlimited power is available from the supply, relative to that sustainable by a small capacitor, failure can result in a capacitor exploding or catching fire, Fig. 3.

Ionisation discharges

Imagine a series combination of two capacitors, of 10:1 value ratio, subjected to an alternating signal. The smaller capacitance value sustains 91% of the applied voltage while the larger value is subject only to the remaining 9%.

With capacitors manufactured by winding together dielectric and electrode foils — especially those subsequently flattened to reduce the final volume — it is obvious that entrapped air pockets will occur. The dielectric constant, or 'k', of air is several times smaller than that of any capacitor dielectric used, so any entrapped air pocket, presents a much smaller capacitance than would the same size of dielectric.

As a result, two series capacitors whose values depend on the dielectric used and the air pocket size are formed. In practice, the resulting voltage sharing will vary, but as a worst case, for safety, you must assume that any air pocket may be subjected to the full ac voltage applied to the capacitor.

Other names are sometimes used to describe the ionisation process, such as scintillation and corona. For the purpose of this article, ionisation describes a voltage dependant discharge inside the capacitor's structure. I prefer to use the term corona when applied to discharges external to the capacitor. Both discharge mechanisms have specific individual signatures when viewed on a discharge detector screen.

Any air in an air pocket inside the capacitor starts to ionise at a voltage that depends on the pocket size, its shape and its internal air pressure. This ionisation inception voltage is related to the peak voltage appearing across the air pocket — not the rms value. Inception and extinction voltages increase for very small or low pressure pockets and for very large or high pressure pockets, Fig. 5.

Given a suitable intermediate pocket size, internal air pressure and enclosed water vapour content, ionisation can occur as low as 280V peak. Making due allowance for the permitted mains supply voltage variation, this means that in practice, a nominal ac rms mains supply of 185V or above could induce ionisation of any internal air pocket in the capacitor.

Consequently, where 230V ac supplies are concerned, total freedom from air-pocket ionisation needs to be assured, possibly by impregnating the capacitor wadding under vacuum. Any non-series wound conventional capacitor with no impregnation can be expected to ionise when connected across the 230 volt mains supply.

As an alternative to impregnation, some makers arrange their metallising patterns so as to deliberately create a series combination of two or more capacitors. These series elements share the applied ac voltage. Assuming two equal capacitances, this effectively doubling the series capacitor's ionisation inception voltage, Fig. 2.

Does capacitor ionisation matter?

Once the air in a pocket has ionised, discharge current flow is self sustaining at much lower voltages, until the applied voltage falls below the air pocket's extinction voltage. If the applied voltage far exceeds the inception voltage, these discharges can become almost continuous.

Viewed on an oscilloscope, the voltage sustainable across an air pocket rises until its ionisation inception voltage is attained when air in this pocket ionises. The resulting current flow instantaneously renders this air pocket a short circuit, and continues to do so until the sustaining voltage falls below the pocket's extinction voltage.

Charge, discharge cycles continue until the applied voltage falls below the air pocket's extinction voltage, Fig. 6.

Discharge current flowing in ionised air generates intense localised heating of the dielectric. The active gases O3 and NO2 generated by the discharge chemically degrade the dielectric. Thus ionisation discharge is doubly damaging to almost all dielectric materials. If prolonged, it results in capacitor failure and generally with a short circuit.

The above discussion has centred only on ionisation occurring with alternating voltage stress. Ionisation occurring in the presence of dc voltages can also be detected. With small capacitors however, the dc inception voltages are generally higher than when stressed with ac.

Effects of voltage spikes

Earlier, I mentioned spikes and transients. A European study by Unipede classified four categories of transients found on the mains supply lines. The chosen categories, Fig. 3, were,

- lightning
- grid network failures and flashovers
- switching on or off motors
- pulses from thyristors, triacs, welding, etc.

At 100ns by 6kV, the largest amplitude shortest pulse results
from atmospheric lightning. This is labelled ‘A’. The most common 80% of all pulses, labelled as ‘B’, occurs more than ten times a day and is 60μs by 1.2kV. This one results from grid network failures or flashovers.

Equipment switching on or off, labelled as ‘C’, accounts for a 200μs by 800V pulse. The slowest transient found, labelled ‘D’, comes from welding machinery, thyristors, triacs and the like, generated a 1000μs by 400V pulse.

While these levels of transient voltages will initiate ionisation discharges in most capacitors, they are spasmodic by nature so the resultant ionisation damage will only develop slowly, over a period of time. Of almost immediate effect is damage that can result from repetitive self-healing.

European Community EN132400 specification was introduced to cover capacitors used for rfi suppression used on 230V ac mains supplies. It involves subjecting class X2 designated capacitors to 2.5kV and class Y2 to 5kV impulse tests. These new tests were not included in previous specification requirements.

Classes X2 and Y2
Having mentioned class X2 and class Y2, just what do they mean? The EN132400 specification provides for the two application categories mentioned earlier. X-rated capacitors are for use in positions where a capacitor failure does not expose one to danger of electric shock - in practise across live and neutral.

The X-capacitor’s category provides for three service levels. Class X1 is the most stringent, where pulse voltages in service can exceed 2.5kV peak. Class X2 is for general purposes.
Major approval tests summarised
EN132400, IEC384-14 second edition and CECC32400 – equivalent tests.

The most important capacitor tests in EN132400 are active flammability and endurance. Active flammability replicates the capacitor’s end use by applying its rated ac voltage, during which 20 pulses are randomly introduced on the voltage across the capacitor. The peak voltage is equal to the impulse voltage that defines the subclasses of X and Y capacitors. The capacitor must not burn with a flame.

The impulse voltage has a 1.2/50μs wave shape and is similar to the standard lightning impulse wave shape. It rises to its peak voltage in 1.2μs, then decays rather more slowly, to 50% amplitude in the following 50μs.

The endurance test is preceded by a maximum of 24 of these impulse voltages, each pulse being monitored. If three successive impulses indicate no self healing, no further pulses are applied. If all 24 impulses have been applied and more than three indicate no self healing, the capacitor has passed this pre-conditioning test.

Following the impulse test, the same capacitors are subjected to 1000 hours endurance at maximum rated temperature and accelerated voltages, 1.7 times for Y, 1.25 times the rated for X. During this 1000 hours, the test voltage is increased to 1000V ac for a tenth of a second each hour. Finally the capacitors are subjected to a voltage proof test and their parameters re-measured.

Any changes must be within permitted limits.

The above descriptions are outlines only. Designers having a particular interest should consult the specifications for full details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class X capacitor test parameters.</th>
<th>Sub-class</th>
<th>Peak pulse voltage in operation</th>
<th>IEC-664 installation category</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Peak impulse voltage Vp applied before endurance test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                                  | X1        | >2.5kV ≤4kV                    | III                         | High pulse application | for C≤1μF: Vp=4.0kV, Vp = 4.0kV
|                                  | X2        | ≤2.5kV                         | II                          | General purpose | for C>1μF: Vp=2.5kV, Vp = 2.5kV
|                                  | X3        | ≤1.2kV                         | –                           | General purpose | No test                                              |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Y capacitor test parameters.</th>
<th>Sub-class</th>
<th>Type of bridged insulation</th>
<th>Rated ac voltage</th>
<th>Peak impulse voltage Vp applied before endurance test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>Double or reinforced</td>
<td>≤250V</td>
<td>8.0kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>Basic or supplementary</td>
<td>≥150, ≤250V</td>
<td>5.0kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y3</td>
<td>Basic or supplementary</td>
<td>≥150, ≤250V</td>
<td>No test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y4</td>
<td>Basic or supplementary</td>
<td>&lt;150V</td>
<td>2.5kV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where pulse voltages do not exceed 2.5kV peak and class X3 is for pulse voltages less than 1.2kV. To date however, the X3 category has no equipment category approved for end use.

Y rated capacitors are for use in positions where a capacitor failure could expose one to danger of electric shock – in practice across both neutral or live and earth. Similarly, the Y capacitor category provides for four service levels. Class Y1 is a new category for use where previously two series capacitors were required to bridge double insulation requirements. Now a single capacitor approved as class Y1 is allowed for mains lines up to 250V. For qualification, these will have been impulse tested to 6kV.

Class Y3 for normal use and mains voltages to 250V. Following an approval similar to the old SEV, these will have been impulse tested to 5kV.

Classes Y3 for 250V AC and class Y4 for 150V AC have no equipment category approved for end use, at present.

The above descriptions of approval tests and categories have been simplified and abbreviated, and suffice only to identify an application. Designers having a particular need or interest should consult the specification for full details.

Safety capacitor types

Various capacitor styles and dielectrics have been evaluated for use as safety capacitors, some suitable for both class X and class Y, others suitable for only one or other class use. The longest established dielectric, approved for both applications, is resin impregnated metallised paper. Originally, these were only available from Rifa®, but now similar approved constructions are available from other manufacturers, Fig. 2.

Metallisation offers the possibility for the dielectric to undergo self-healing when subject to the voltage impulse tests. The occurrence of self-healing can be reduced or avoid-
ed by suitably increasing dielectric thickness, with a consequent increase in capacitor size and cost. In practice, for use on class X or class Y applications, to negate the occurrence of any weakened areas in the metallised dielectric papers, second non-metallised® paper can be interwound.

Self-healing is a process in which weaker areas of the dielectric temporarily break down. The subsequent local current flow vapourises the metallised electrodes surrounding these weak areas, effectively permanently removing the weakness from further exposure to voltage. Hence unlike ionisation, self healing is a one off or infrequent event. To facilitate this process, the electrodes can be deliberately metallised using segmented patterns, more easily isolated during self-healing, Fig. 1. While self healing is a protective mechanism, inevitably each occurrence results in some loss of electrode area, and hence capacitance. If losses are excessive this can lead to the capacitor failing the EN132400 approval tests.

One of the first alternative Y styles was based on the use of high-voltage ceramic-disc capacitor construction. While the restricted capacitance values permitted for class Y were attainable, the larger values used for class X were not.

Ceramic-disc capacitors approved for class Y use can be low cost and physically small. Having effectively a sintered, solid, void-free dielectric, they are inherently free from internal ionisation.

One potential disadvantage for ceramics is their temperature coefficient, which generally exceeds that of metallised paper or film capacitors. Since the permissible earth leakage current is constrained across the equipment’s operating temperature, class Y ceramic permissible nominal capacitance may be less than for paper or film capacitors.

Being physically smaller, the intrinsic self inductance of
ceramic capacitors can also be less. This means that the ceramic capacitor has an extended frequency range, enhancing its EMC attenuation properties.

In June 1997, Murata announced that it had developed a multilayer ceramic-chip capacitor suitable for both classes, providing 33nF at 250V ac for class X and 4.7nF 250V ac for class Y. It has approvals from UL, VDE, SEV and SEMKO.

One important selection criterion for capacitors which are subject to repetitive self-healing is the amount of free carbon remaining following a self-healing process. Increased levels of carbon residue accelerate the probability that self-healing discharges can result in a short-circuited capacitor.

At 10%, impregnated paper offers the lowest percentage of carbon residue. It is followed by polyester at 30%, polypropylene with 45% then polycarbonate at 65%. Consequently, the best wound capacitors for class X and class Y are constructed either from paper or polyester dielectric.

Removing thermostat clicks
One special variation of the class X capacitors incorporates a built-in series resistance, forming a series CR network in one package. This format is extremely effective in removing radiated switching clicks from thermostat and similar intermittent switch contacts.

Other makers offer various constructions based on metallised plastic dielectrics, which also claim EN132400 approvals. Having been personally involved in the development and marketing of the original two-series metallised polypropylene capacitors manufactured in the UK, this style for me still retains a certain appeal, Fig. 2.

In summary
Regardless of differences in construction and supplier, whenever capacitors are directly connected to the 230V ac mains supply, it is necessary to use only approved capacitors within their correctly designated approved category.

Over the years I must confess to designing in, or approving, more applications based on a resist impregnated metallised paper approach, than all other types. This construction remains my personal first choice for 230V ac mains safety applications.

In my next article, I plan to explore the family of ceramic capacitors. This embraces many differing construction methods combined with many permutations of dielectric performance.
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Most loudspeakers rely on permanent magnets and good design requires more than acquaintance with the principles.

A magnetic field can be created by passing a current through a solenoid, which is no more than a coil of wire. This is precisely what was used in early loudspeakers. When the current ceases, the magnetism disappears.

But many materials – some quite common – display a permanent magnetic field with no apparent power source. Magnetism of this kind results from the orbiting of electrons within atoms. Different orbits can hold a different number of electrons. The distribution of electrons determines whether the element is diamagnetic, i.e., non-magnetic, or paramagnetic, which means that magnetic characteristics are possible.

Diamagnetic materials have an even number of electrons in each orbit, where half of them spin in each direction cancelling any resultant magnetic moment. Fortunately the transition elements have an odd number of electrons in certain orbits and the magnetic moment due to electronic spin is not cancelled out. In ferromagnetic materials such as iron, cobalt or nickel, the resultant electron spins can be aligned and the most powerful magnetic behaviour is obtained.

It is not immediately clear how a material in which electron spins are parallel could ever exist in an unmagnetised state or how it could be partially magnetised by a relatively small external field. The theory of magnetic domains has been developed to explain it. Figure 1a) shows a ferromagnetic bar which is demagnetised. It has no net magnetic moment because it is divided into domains or volumes which have equal and opposite moments. Ferromagnetic material divides into domains in order to reduce its magnetostatic energy. Within a domain wall, which is around 0.1μm thick, the axis of spin gradually rotates from one state to another.

An external field is capable of disturbing the equilibrium of the domain wall by favouring one axis of spin over the other. The result is that the domain wall moves and one domain becomes larger at the expense of another. In this way the net magnetic moment of the bar is no longer zero as shown in b).

For small distances, the domain wall motion is linear and reversible if the change in the applied field is reversed. However, larger movements are irreversible because heat is dissipated as the wall jumps to reduce its energy. Following such a domain wall jump, the material remains magnetised after the external field is removed and an opposing external field must be applied which must do further work to bring the domain wall back again.

This is a process of hysteresis where work must be done to move each way. Were it not for this non-linear mechanism permanent magnets would not exist and this short article would be a lot shorter.

Figure 2 shows a hysteresis loop which is obtained by plotting the magnetisation B when the external field H is swept to and fro. On the macroscopic scale, the loop appears to be a smooth curve, whereas on a small scale it is in fact composed of a large number of small jumps. These were first discovered by Barkhausen.

Starting from the unmagnetised state at the origin, as an external field is applied, the response is initially linear and the slope is given by the susceptibility. As the applied field is increased a point is reached where the magnetisation ceases to increase. This is the saturation magnetisation B_s.

If the applied field is removed, the magnetisation falls, not to zero, but to the remanent magnetisation B_r, which makes permanent magnets possible. The ratio of B_s to B_r is given by the material type.

---

**Fig. 1.** In a), left, the ferromagnetic bar has no net magnetic moment since all its domains are equal and thus cancel. This is not the case in b) on the right.

**Fig. 2.** Hysteresis loop obtained by plotting magnetisation, B, against external field, H, which is swept.
is called the squareness ratio. In magnets squareness is beneficial as it increases the remanent magnetization.

If an increasing external field is applied in the opposite direction, the curve continues to the point where the magnetization is zero. The field required to achieve this is called the intrinsic coercive force $H_{c}$IC. This corner of the hysteresis curve is the most important area for permanent magnets and is known as the demagnetization curve.

Figure 3 shows demagnetisation curves for a cheap ferrite material and for more useful rare earth. Top right of the curve is the short circuit flux/unit area which would be available if a mythical zero reluctance material bridged the poles. Bottom left is the open-circuit MMF/unit length which would be available if the magnet were immersed in a hypothetical magnetic insulator. There is a lot of similarity here with an electrical cell having an internal resistance.

Maximum power transfer $V_{\text{max}}$ is when the load and internal resistances are equal. In a magnetic circuit the greatest efficiency $B_{\text{max}}$ is where the external reluctance matches the internal reluctance. Working at some other point requires a larger and more expensive magnet.

**Load reluctance and air gap**
The external or load reluctance is dominated by that of the air gap where the coil operates. In a practical magnet, not all of the available flux passes through the air gap because the air in the gap doesn’t differ from the air elsewhere around the magnet. The flux is happy to take a shorter route home via a leakage path.

Cheap ferrite has such a poor $B$, that a large area magnet is needed. This has to go outside the coil, creating a large leakage area. Consequently ferrite loudspeakers stick to anything ferrous nearby and distort the picture on cathode-ray tubes.

Serious designers use a high-energy magnetic material such as neodymium-iron-boron. In this case a small cross section magnet is needed, which will fit inside the coil. This has a shorter perimeter and less leakage. Thus although rare earth magnets are more expensive, the cost is offset by the fact that in a practical design more of the flux goes through the gap.

Unless a rare earth magnet design is very bad, no screening for stray flux is needed at all.

John Watkinson, FAES
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**Control Essentials**

**BASIC Stamps** - low cost alternative to PLCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIC Stamps</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B51-IC</td>
<td>£25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B52-IC</td>
<td>£39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Development kits from £79 which include application notes, software, cable and Stamp.

**Serial LCD Modules** - banish LCD hassle

Three quality, backlit LCD modules each fitted with an easy-to-use serial driver board: Simple 3-wire interface to PC, micro or Stamp (+5Vdc, Gnd and signal). Enhanced driver board supports full-screen height numerals, standard characters and software switchable backlight. RS232 interface at 2,400 or 9,600 baud. Standard driver boards (without LCD) and bulk driver chips for OEM use also available.

**Data Logging**

B52-IC based Data collection board with real-time clock/calender, up to 32kBytes EEPROM, dual 12-bit ADC and user development area. Kit complete with extensive manual and ready-to-go software routines that may be user customised.

**Serial Math Processors**

Number crunching! Let our serial math processors take the strain:
- 32-bit floating point  
- SPI (3-wire) interface  
- Multiply, divide, add, subtract, sine, log, square-root, 32-programmable counter, 4-channel ADCs

**DC Servo Control**

DC Motor control chip sets for use with incremental encoders.
- RS232/RS485 interface capability  
- Positional control, Velocity control and Trapezoidal profiling  
- Programmable PID filter  
- RS232 serial output, velocity and acceleration

All prices exclude shipping and VAT

To order or request further information, please call Milford Instruments at 01977 683665, fax 681465
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Dictionary of Communications Technology

With over 9000 entries and 250 illustrations, this book is an invaluable reference work for anyone involved with electronics and communications. Dictionary of Communications Technology provides comprehensive coverage of data and communications and has entries on PC lans, the Internet, communications testing and client-server applications – in 500 pages.

Over 20 major companies helped prepare the Dictionary of Communications Technology, including AT&T, IBM and Digital Equipment Corporation.

Gilbert Held, author of Dictionary of Communications Technology, is an internationally respected author who has used his enormous expertise to make this work one of the most comprehensive sources of telecommunications information.
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An automated system based on line scan cameras, digital signal processing and a removable disk is more suited to the task of assessing road surface deterioration than a human. Not only is such a system more consistent and faster than a human operator, it is safer too—for the operator and drivers —since lane closures are not needed.

Developing such a system is a task tackled by Aldershot-based Softronic Systems. The company has developed a vehicle-mounted inspection system that can detect cracks as small as 2mm while the vehicle is being driven at speeds of up to 50mile/h.

The system uses three 512-pixel line scan cameras, each covering 1m-wide, slightly overlapping strips of road. The output of the line cameras are then built up into 500-line images. "When we first looked at storing the data digitally some four years ago, the data rate — equivalent to 23Gbyte/hour — was such that it wasn't practicable," said Richard Lodge, director at Softronic. Accordingly, data was recorded on video tape, and digitised and analysed off-line. This proved laborious.

Softronic investigated moving part of the post-processing crack detection algorithm on-board the vehicle with the view of reducing the amount of digital data needed to be stored.

Since road surface images are noisy, using a lossy image compression algorithm runs the risk of losing the very fine detail being sought. In contrast, the degree of data compression achieved using a lossless compression scheme is insufficient — reducing the data by between ten and 15 per cent only.

The algorithm adopted by Softronic reduced the data by a factor of four: each eight-bit grayscale pixel reduced to a two-bit representation. While unwilling to fully detail the algorithm, Lodge describes a process involving the 512-by-512 image, from which the parameter for data reduction is worked out before each pixel is revisited and the data quartered.

"This reduces a 256Kbyte image representing 1m² of road surface to 64Kbyte, and the resulting data rate of 1.6Mbyte/s can now be written to disk," said Lodge.

To do this, for what is an average input data rate of 6.4Mbyte/s, five 40MHz Analog Devices' Shack dssps are used. Two act as input/output processors while the remaining three — each connected via its serial links to the two i/o processors — handle every third image frame. The resulting 1.6Mbyte/s output data comprising image and road positional information is then stored on a 6Gbyte hard disk — equivalent to some 70km of 1m-wide road surface. The dsp system has only been added to one of the cameras.

Post processing, performed off the vehicle, then takes the stored data and looks for road cracks. The image processing takes into account the typical line proportions of cracks, interpolating between the points.

Lodge highlights the sheer amount of road image data that needs to be processed in real-time. "Most dsp applications process a relatively small amount of data." For processing the road surface image, the budget in terms of the execution time could not be tighter. According to Lodge, using a 40MHz clock, it equates to a max of 18 clock cycles being available for each pixel. It is meeting this tight execution time budget that Lodge is most proud of.

* The Transport Research Laboratory at Crowthorne, on behalf of the Highways Agency, commissioned Softronic Systems to work with them to provide the enabling technology which made this project possible.

---

**Can you spot a 2mm crack in a road surface in 90μs?**

**How about memorising the exact location of all the cracks along a 70km stretch of road?**

Roy Rubenstein investigates.

---

**Scan data converter**

- **Locational reference inputs**
- **Monitor**
- **VCR**
- **625 line video signal**
- **20MByte/s digital link**
- **Line-scan camera**
- **Image processing and storage**
- **PC hard disk**

*Shown (left) is the post processing crack detection algorithm. This takes into account a crack's typical line proportions, and involves interpolation between points. Also shown is a block diagram of the road inspection system. The camera input is mixed with road locational data before being scan converted for recording on video tape or for digital signal processing before being store on a pc's hard disk drive.*

---
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Circuit simulation can be seriously good fun

When you have the engineering edge, enjoy your work and catch subtle circuit behaviour before it's too late, you can afford to be light hearted. Add to this technical support from practising engineers who take a genuine interest in your work and you are really laughing.

With a free evaluation kit, you can test SpiceAge on your own circuits. The kit comes with an introductory booklet to show you how.

To hear more about this and other nice touches in SpiceAge, please contact the friendly people at Those Engineers Ltd, 31 Birkbeck Road, LONDON NW7 4BP.

Tel 0181 906 0155
FAX 0181 906 0969
Email those_engineers@compuserve.com
Web http://www.spiceage.com

Field Electric Ltd.
Tel: 01837 83736 Fax: 01837 83936
E-mail: field12b@aol.com
PO BOX 4, North Tawton EX20 2YJ

Hewlett Packard 7475A Plotter Serial 6 Pen £66.00
Hewlett Packard 7550A Plotter HPIB Serial 6 Pen £199.00
Hewlett Packard 7470A Plotter Serial 6 Pen £75.00
Roland DXY 1300 8 Pen Plotter Serial Parallel £135.00
Roland DXY 980 8 Pen Plotter Serial Parallel £120.00
Tseng Dual Port SVGA ISA 16 Bit Graphics Card £28.00
1Mb runs 2 VDU from 1 PC £26.00
1Mb ISA 16 Bit Graphics Card SVGA £18.00
Quad Pro Plus/Tseng etc. PCI SVGA Graphics, from £22.00
3 Com Network Cards, various in stock, from £15.00
IBM 3.5" 160Mb SCSI Hard Drives £27.00
386 486 Laptops, please enquire, from £85.00
12" Colour VGA-SVGA 800x600 Monitors, from £35.00
14" Colour VGA 640x480 Monitors, from £45.00
1-44Mb 3-5" H.D. Disc Drives, from £9.00
486 DX PC's, from £130.00
486 DX 2-66 Motherboards, from £17.00
Rope PC Switching Boxes, from new £29.00
Marconi Digital Analyser 2828 £145.00
Marconi Multiplex Tester 2830 £130.00
Kichon-Hite 3343 Filter £85.00
Hewlett Packard 8475A 8412A £375.00
Hewlett Packard 5345A £500.00
Walls Insulation Tester T30 £100.00
Hughes Scan Conversion Memory 639 £100.00
Tektronix DAS9100 £175.00
Lambda LK344A FMV 0-60VDC 4AIX £85.00
ATI Mach 64 PCI 2mb SVGA Card £35.95
Windows TV Card ISA £29.95
486 DX Base Units 8Mb, 150Mb etc from £139.00

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 1510A TAPE RECORDER & AUDIO TEST SET WITH MANUAL £375.00

OVERSEAS ENQ WELCOME. TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.
PMT MT/C.C, P.O., CHEQUE etc. C/P. DETAILS PLEASE RING.
ALL PRICES INC. 17.5% VAT UNLESS STATED.
WE STOCK A LARGE SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT,
IF YOUR REQUIREMENT IS NOT LISTED PLEASE RING.

CHART AUDIO LEVELS
In-vision colour display or hard copy printout

PPM10 In-Vision PPM and Chart Recorder generates a display emulating the well known coaxial TWIN movements for monitoring stereo audio levels and mono compatibility. Also: STEREO TWIN METER BOX comprising two PPM9 board, featuring inherent stability with law under microprocessor control. A free standing mains powered box frequently used for the final stereo monitoring when working to broadcast standards. Manufactured under licence from the BBC.

* Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz * Stabilizer frequency shift units for howl reduction * 10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier * Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter * PPMs, PPMs hybrid and PPM8 IEC/DIN –50/+6dB drives and movements * Broadcast Stereo Coders * Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh
Surrey GU6 7BG
Telephone: 01483 275997 Fax: 276477
s.e@ndirect.co.uk www.ndirect.co.uk/-se/se.html
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Multi-band, direct-conversion receiver

Today's listeners ask a lot from a radio receiver. Among other things, it is expected to be able to demodulate a very weak signal—sometimes with some very strong local transmissions only a few kilohertz away. This has made the distortion free dynamic range of the receiver very important, along with selectivity and, for VHF receivers, noise figure.

For a high-frequency receiver, the distortion-free dynamic range is to a great extend determined by the mixer, or mixers, used.

Mixer using an analogue switch

The heart of this direct-conversion receiver is a low-cost 74HC4066 c-mos analogue switch implemented as a double-balanced mixer\(^1\). The switching speed of high-speed c-mos makes it possible to use this logic family right through the hf spectrum, i.e. from 3 to 30MHz.

The switches in the 74HC4066 IC replace the diode switches found in a conventional diode-ring mixer, Fig. 1. In the conventional normal diode mixer, local-oscillator, rf and intermediate-frequency signals are coupled to the diode ring via two rf transformers. Two local oscillator signals that are 180° out of phase are fed to the diode quad by the rf transformer.

Phase shift is accomplished with the aid of a radio-frequency transformer, causing two pairs of diodes to alternately conduct on the positive and negative cycles of the local-oscillator signal. The conducting diodes thus switch the rf signal to the intermediate-frequency port at the rate of the local oscillator signal.

For a diode to function satisfactorily as a switch, the switching signal needs to be much more powerful than the signal being switched. For this reason some high level diode ring mixers make use of a +27dBm. i.e. 500mW local oscillator level to provide good strong-signal handling capability.

Even then a diode is not a perfect switch due to the transfer function of the diode not being 100% linear. This is one of the causes of the unwanted mixing products that become a big problem when strong signals from the

---

**Summary of the receiver's capabilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency coverage:</th>
<th>7.0 - 7.1MHz (40m amateur band)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.0 - 14.2MHz (20m amateur band)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.0 - 21.3MHz (15m amateur band)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.0 - 28.4MHz (10m amateur band)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF input impedance:</td>
<td>50Ω unbalanced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection (audio) bandwidth:</td>
<td>800Hz or 2.4kHz switchable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio filter type:</td>
<td>7th-order elliptical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio amplifier drive:</td>
<td>8Ω or higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio output power at 8Ω:</td>
<td>4W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements:</td>
<td>12V dc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
antenna are present at the rf input port. With a half-watt local oscillator signal, radiation also needs some special considerations.

In the mixer to be described, the diodes are replaced with the analogue switches of a 74HC4066. The gates of a 74HC04 hex inverter are used to split the local-oscillator signal into two signals with a 180° phase difference. This device also converts the local-oscillator signal to a square wave. Using the inverter allows one of the mixer rf transformers required by the diode-ring mixer to be replaced with an inexpensive c-mos integrated circuit. Only the rf signal needs to be transformer coupled into the mixer.

Two switches are used in parallel to reduce the on resistance with Vcc/2 dc bias applied via the rf transformer, Fig. 2. As long as the input level is high enough to activate the Schmitt trigger, the mixer is insensitive to the drive level and wave form of the local oscillator signal.

Square wave switching signal has a not so obvious, but very useful characteristic: the mixer responds to harmonics of the local-oscillator signal, although with reduced performance. This harmonic mixing technique is often used by microwave engineers for the down conversion of a microwave signal to a more manageable frequency.

When the mixer is used in a direct-conversion receiver, for example at 7MHz, signals on 14, 21, 28MHz, etc., will also be mixed down to base band. Fortunately, the above mentioned frequencies are all harmonically related amateur bands. A suitable band-pass filter between the antenna and the mixer is all that is needed to select the band of interest. It is thus possible to use the same local oscillator for a multi-band, direct-conversion receiver.

But unfortunately, there are trade-offs. The penalty for multi band operation is increased insertion loss through the mixer and reduced dynamic range when operating on the harmonics. Fortunately though, the sensitivity can easily be improved by a rf pre-amplifier ahead of the mixer.

**Direct-conversion receiver performance summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (kHz)</th>
<th>Minimum discernible signal (dBm)</th>
<th>Test-tones spacing (kHz)</th>
<th>Distortion-free dynamic range (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.020</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-128</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.040</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-109</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.060</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-112</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.080</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-104</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The theoretical noise floor in a 2.4kHz bandwidth is at -140.2dBm. The measured -128dBm minimum discernible level at a 7MHz rf input represents a receiver noise figure of around 12dB in 2.4kHz bandwidth. This is made up by the mixer’s 7dB insertion loss, 1dB through the rf band-pass filter and 3dB contributed by the image that is also mixed down to base band. The measured and calculated values correlate fairly well for a change.

**Fig. 2. Replacing the diodes with c-mos switches allows a lower switching power. This configuration is much less sensitive to drive level and drive signal waveform is irrelevant.**

**Fig. 3. Four-band direct-conversion receiver blocks.**
The c-mos analogue switches used in the mixer are very linear when switched on and give good isolation when switched off, resulting in a mixer with good strong signal handling capabilities. This is reflected in the very good dynamic range of the receiver.

**Receiver**

Shown in block form in Fig. 3 and in full in Fig. 4, the receiver is a fairly conventional direct conversion (heterodyne) design.\(^{2,3}\)

The received signal is mixed down to base band, i.e. 300Hz to 3kHz, with the aid of the local oscillator running at very nearly the same frequency as the received signal. This enables Morse code continuous-wave and single sideband signals to be received. Even amplitude-modulated transmissions can be demodulated if the local oscillator is tuned to the same frequency as the received signal.

Note that a nasty whistle results when the local-oscillator and received frequencies differ too much, i.e. by more than about 300Hz.

Receiver selectivity is determined by selecting either a 2.4kHz passive low-pass filter for sb, or a passive 850Hz low-pass filter for cw.

Audio frequency amplifiers are used to increase the signal to an adequate level for driving head phones or a loud-speaker. In this receiver automatic gain control is not implemented to keep the design simple.

**Designing the band-pass filters**

The band of interest is filtered out with the aid of second-order band-pass filters preceding the mixer. If better rejection of the other amateur bands is required, higher order filters can be implemented. With the current low of the solar cycle, the second-order filters proved to be quite adequate.

A Butterworth response with a qo of 14.142 was selected out of Zvelev\(^5\) the bible of filter design. The theoretical insertion loss is just less than a decibel, which adds little to the noise figure of the receiver.

The inductance value used for the 7MHz filter is 1μH, requiring, approximately 520pF to resonate at 7MHz. Coupled loops are used to improve the attenuation of the unwanted 14MHz response. Coupled loops cut off at a higher rate on the high side, while coupled nodes attenuate better on the low side of the filter.

An inductor Q of 180 is realisable on an Amidon T50-6 toroid (stocked in UK by Cirkit). Twenty turns provide approximately 1μH of inductance. The loaded Q of the resonator is 15, resulting in a 3dB filter bandwidth of 665kHz. Note that the number of turns on a toroid is determined by the number of times that the wire passes through the hole of the toroid.

For the 14MHz band-pass filter, use is made of Amidon T25-6 toroids. The inductor Q for an inductance of 620nH is 170. I chose a loaded filter Q of 23, resulting in a 3dB filter bandwidth of 853kHz.

The 50Ω filter termination resistance is transformed to 1490Ω across the resonators by the transformer action between the coupling windings and those forming the inductor.

The inductance value used for the 21MHz filter is 369nH. Twelve turns on a T25-6 toroid provide the neces-
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**Fig. 4. RF front end showing the four switch-selected band-pass filters and the mixer.**
sary inductance, which resonates with 148 pF. A resonator Q of 14 is realizable, which results in a 3 dB filter bandwidth of 2.1 MHz.

On 28 MHz, the inductor Q comes down to 100 for an inductance of 240 nH on a T25-6 toroid. The 3 dB bandwidth of the filter is 3.974 MHz, representing a loaded resonator Q of 10.

If you want to achieve the 1 dB theoretical insertion loss of the filters, it is vital that you only use capacitors with a low insertion loss at rf. Good choices are NPO ceramic capacitors for the fixed values and Philips trimmer capacitors for the variable types.

Local oscillator options
Many suitable designs for a variable-frequency oscillator covering approximately 7-7.15 MHz have been published over the years.

In this receiver, a classic Hartley configuration implemented with a 2N5484 junction-fet is used.

To ensure a clean output signal, the j-fet must be prevented from operating in the pinch-off region. In a junction fet with a high $I_{DS}$, such as the J310, this is accomplished with a source resistor bypassed by a suitable capacitor.

The $I_{DS}$ of a 2N5484 is very low and individual samples are fairly well matched. This makes the use of a source resistor to set the drain current unnecessary.

Coupling between the resonator and the amplifier (j-fet), must be as light as possible to prevent degradation of the resonator’s Q. This is accomplished with a small value NPO capacitor.

Output is buffered by a common
A band-spread capacitor used in conjunction with the main tuning capacitor is probably the best solution.

**Diplexer details**

It is very important that the mixer must be terminated into a 50±5Ω load from dc to at least 30MHz to prevent degradation of the mixer characteristics. This is accomplished with the aid of a low-pass, band-pass, high-pass diplexer.

Components $R_{1,2}$, $C_1$, $C_2$, $C_3$, $T_{1,12}$ and $I_{C_1}$, form the diplexer. For frequencies from 0 to 300Hz, the copper resistance of the primary winding of the audio transformer, $T_j$, of around 4Ω, together the 47Ω resistor $R_j$, terminates the mixer.

**Low-pass**

The low-pass action is accomplished with two 22μF capacitors, $C_{1,2}$ in series. These represent an unpolared 11μF capacitor with a reactance of 50Ω at 300Hz—the low-pass section's cross over frequency.

Filtering of frequencies below 300Hz also helps to reduce microphonics, which is sometimes an annoying problem associated with direct conversion receivers.

**Band-pass**

The band pass section not only terminates the mixer correctly, but also feeds the wanted received signal to the rest of the receiver chain. Generally available, low-noise op-amps attain their lowest noise figures when they are fed from a source with an impedance of several kilo-ohms.

An audio transformer turns the 50Ω impedance needed to match to the mixer, into the several kilo-ohms to suit the op-amp. This transformer has dual advantages of voltage gain coupled with virtually no added noise. This helps to keep the overall noise figure of the receiver the same as the input stages, namely the band-pass filter and mixer.

Although winding a transformer is at the best of times a pain, the benefits really make it worth the while. The transformer is wound on an ungapped, RM6 core without a mounting hole through the centre. Siemens manufactures this type of core in a T35 material.

The primary consists of a 100 turns while the secondary comprises 2000 turns—or as many as you can fit on. Both the primary and secondary are very carefully and patiently wound with 0.06mm enamelled copper wire. A mechanical winder will help a lot.

On the high-pass side, which lets through frequencies from 46kHz to more than 30MHz, the mixer is terminated as follow into 50Ω.

The inductance of the two ferrite bead inductors in series, $L_{1,2}$, is 170µH. Using $X_L=2πfL$ shows that a load of ±50Ω is presented at 46810Hz. A 68nF capacitor, $C_5$, provides the necessary -550Ω reactance to cancel it. In this way, from 46810Hz up to many megahertz, the $51Ω$ resistor, $R_j$, terminates the mixer.

**Low-pass filters**

Seventh-order, passive elliptical low-pass filters terminated in 50Ω provide excellent selectivity.

Suitable designs have been published using off-the-shelf 33nH and 100nH inductors. Unfortunately these components are not freely available in South Africa.

I designed 850 and 2400Hz low-pass filters incorporating hand-wound inductors using Zverev. These inductors were wound on couple of P14/8 pot cores made from 387 material, which is now obsolete (try 3F3). The $A_2$ value of this material is 350nH/winding. The number of turns required by each inductor was calculated and the pot cores were assembled with a very small amount of epoxy used to keep the two halves together.

Fortunately many modern multimeters can measure inductance, which makes confirming the inductance values at audio frequencies a piece of cake.

High quality capacitors are a must for this application. Polystryrene, Wima and MKT are all suitable. Using capacitors with a tolerance of around 10% results in an unknown amount of ripple in the pass band of the filter. This is totally acceptable for speech and morse code applications.

The theoretical insertion loss of an equally terminated filter is 6dB. I measured an insertion loss of less than 7dB on the filters used in the prototype.
receiver.

Although modern switched capacitor filters give the same pass-band response as the above passive filter — and sometimes even better — the dynamic range is limited to about 85dB. This is not enough for the main filter of a modern hf receiver.

For the narrow cw filter, I implemented a low-pass response in favour of a band-pass response. The human ear needs some background noise to aid in the decision making process of decoding a weak morse code signal. Electronic detection on the other hand measures the energy in a certain bandwidth, which necessitates a band-pass response.

The narrow cw filter also helps to reduce one of the more serious principle defects of a direct conversion receiver — namely image response.

Audio amplification

Low-noise op-amps provide the majority of gain. The low-pass filter is fed via a 500Ω termination resistor from the op-amp output stage of the preselector.

Output of the elliptical low-pass filter feeds a non inverting amplifier with a voltage gain of 43dB. Input impedance of this amplifier is defined as 500Ω by the volume potentiometer, which also terminates the filter.

A 6V bias voltage is applied to the input of the amplifier by the three 100kΩ resistors. The output of this stage feeds the power op amp output stage.

Capacitor \( C_p \), in parallel with the feedback resistor \( R_F \), forms a first-order low-pass filter with a 3dB cut off frequency of close to 2.7kHz. This reduces the high-frequency noise generated in this stage.

Capacitor \( C_s \) in series with the voltage divider resistor \( R_S \) to ground performs two duties. First of all it blocks dc. Secondly, it forms a first-order high-pass filter to reduce the effects of microphonics.

Output amplifier

A low-distortion output stage is very important to prevent weak signals from sounding fuzzy. This problem is typical of the majority of audio amplifier ICs. The class B output stage used in these ICs just isn’t good enough.

I found a good compromise between current consumption and high-fidelity audio was in the TDA2030 power op amp. At 38mA, its quiescent current is relatively low, yet it is capable of driving a 8Ω loudspeaker.

The prototype receiver is frequently used at camp sites for demonstrations to groups of young people interested in radio. The receiver is powered from a rechargeable sealed-gell battery, which makes the current consumption of the receiver important when a loudspeaker is used.

If you do not need to drive a loudspeaker, the output stage can be replaced with an op-amp capable of driving 600Ω headphones. The TDA2030 is supplied in a TO220 package and will need a heat sink.

To ensure stability of the output stage and to prevent any rf feedback from creating havoc, the output is terminated for high frequencies via a series connected 1Ω resistor and 220nF capacitor to ground.

The two resistor/capacitor pairs in the feedback path perform the same function as those in the preamplifier.

Housing the receiver in a metal enclosure avoids problems with rf pick-up and emissions. I built my prototype on plain un-etched pcb.

In summary

In common high-performance hf receivers, only the first mixer is a very high performance type, incorporating for example switched junction fets. The cost driven assumption is made that the first intermediate-frequency filter will limit the frequencies that the following mixers are exposed to.

During a cw contest for example, there are sometimes quite a few strong signals present in the pass bands of the various IF filters. This can be the source of intermodulation distortion in following mixers in an otherwise excellent receiver.

In my direct conversion receiver, closely spaced signals are not a problem since only a single, high-performance mixer is used. Even with very closely spaced signals the spurious free dynamic range remains very good, probably only being limited by the phase noise of the local oscillator.

Although the presented receiver is fairly simple and easy to implement — especially when you make use of ready-wound inductors — the performance can rival many expensive commercial hf receivers.
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Noise

Noise comes in all shapes and sizes - and colours. Ian Hickman looks at some of the many varieties, and their fascinating properties.

Noise is all around us. The acoustic variety can be intrusive, but the electrical sort rarely worries the average person. Except, that is, when an unsuppressed car passes too near a tv aerial, or a noisy line stops the person at the other end of the phone from being heard.

For the electronic engineer though, noise is a different matter. Obviously, the communications engineer is concerned with noise, whether working in line or wireless-communications. But light-current engineers in all fields are affected, since their work inherently involves the transport and processing of information by electrical means.

Noise – the basics

Noise comes in many guises – thermal, Gaussian, baseband, broadband, narrowband, stationary, white, pink, impulsive, blue, red, non-stationary. And there’s a few others.

Thermal noise – also called Johnson noise or resistor noise – is inherent in all systems operating at a temperature in excess of absolute zero, i.e. 0K or -273°C. In a conductor, the electrons are in continuous random motion, in equilibrium with the molecules of the conducting material.

The mean-square velocity of the electrons is proportional to the absolute temperature. As each electron carries a negative charge, each electron trajectory between collisions with molecules constitutes a brief pulse of current.

As you might expect, the net result of all this activity is observable as a randomly varying voltage across the terminals of the conductor. Obviously the mean value – or dc component – of this voltage is zero, otherwise electrons would be piling up at one end of the conductor. But there is an ac component, described by the Equipartition Law of Boltzmann and Maxwell. This law states that for a thermal noise source, the available power $P_d(f)$ in a 1Hz bandwidth is given by,

$$P_d(f) = kT \text{ (watts/Hz)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant, which is $1.3803 \times 10^{-23}$ joule/K, and $T$ is the absolute temperature of the noise source in kelvins. At room temperature, i.e. 290K or 17°C, this turns out to be,

$$P_d(f) = 4.00 \times 10^{-21} \text{ (watts/Hz)}$$

$$= -204 \text{dBW/Hz}$$

$$= -174 \text{dBm/Hz}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In $P_d(f)$, the $(f)$ indicates that the noise power per unit bandwidth is, in general, a function of frequency. In the case of thermal noise, the power per unit bandwidth is in fact constant. As a result, thermal noise is described as ‘white’, by analogy with white light, which contains components at all frequencies or colours.

At room temperature, the value of $P_d(f)$ quoted at (2) is found to hold up to the highest microwave frequencies at which it has been possible to measure it. But if the bandwidth were truly infinite, the equipartition theory would
predict that the power available from a thermal source would be infinite.

The solution to this paradox is provided by the application of quantum mechanics, which theory requires the kT of the equipartition theory to be replaced by $\hbar^2/\exp(hf/kT)-1$, where $\hbar$ is Plank’s constant, which is $6.625\times10^{-34}$ (joule.seconds). This results in a modified expression for $p_n(f)$ of,

$$p_n = \frac{\hbar^2}{\exp(\hbar f/kT)-1}$$

This expression results in thermal noise actually tailing off at very high frequencies, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This shows that the spectral density of thermal ‘white’ noise from a source at room temperature has fallen to about 90% of the low frequency value by about 1250GHz. But for a low temperature amplifier such as a maser operating at one degree above absolute zero, the thermal noise is already 10% down at just 5GHz.

**Thermal noise model**

Figure 2 shows how a resistive noise source may be modelled. Maximum noise power is delivered to $R_1$ when its value equals $R$. But there is no net transfer of power because $R_1$ in turn delivers an equal amount of noise power back to $R$. Note that in Fig. 2, $v_n$ is that component of the noise appearing across $R_1$ due to the noise voltage $e_n$ of source resistance $R$ only.

As measured, $v_n$ will be larger than this, due to the component of noise across $R$ due to the thermal noise of $R_1$. There is no correlation between this component and the component across $R_1$ due to $R$. Consequently, the voltage $v_n$, actually measured across $R$, or $R_n$, will be the rms sum of the two components. So in general,

$$v_n = \left(\frac{R}{R_1 + R}e_n\right)^2 + \left(\frac{R}{R_1 + R}e_{n2}\right)^2$$

If $R=R_1$, then $v_n=1.414v_n$.

For instance, $R$ may be the source resistance of an antenna. In this case, a wanted signal $e_n$ appears in series with $e_n$. The ideal signal-to-noise ratio available is thus $e_n/e_n$. $R_1$ may be the input resistance of an amplifier.

In the matched case where $R_1=R$, the amplifier sees an input signal $e_{in}=e_n$. But the effective source resistance is now $R$ in parallel with $R_1$, or effectively $R/2$ in the matched case. So the matched-input amplifier sees not $e_{n2}$ but at its input but,

$$e = (\sigma_n(2\pi)^{-\frac{1}{2}})^2 e_n^2$$

Thus the matched case incurs a 3dB noise figure, even if the amplifier itself is noiseless.

If the amplifier has a high input impedance, so that $R_1$ is much greater than $R$, the theoretical stage noise factor $(R+R)/R_R$ can approach unity, for a noise-free amplifier. The relatively low resistance of the source effectively shortens out the noise of the amplifier’s high input resistance.

**Random noise characteristics**

A source of noise may, or may not, be white like the thermal noise considered above. But most sources of noise, including thermal noise, exhibit the same shape of noise voltage probability density, rvp.

Figure 3 shows a sample of the variation of baseband noise over a period of time. The greater part of the time, the voltage is not greatly different from the mean value of zero, but peaks of either polarity occur, the larger the value of the peak the less frequently it is observed. This distribution is described as Gaussian, and the probability of the occurrence of any particu-

![Fig. 1. The level of thermal 'white' noise falls off above a certain frequency which depends upon the temperature.][1]

![Fig. 2. Thermal noise of a resistor R can be modelled as a noise source $e_n$ in series with it.][2]

![Fig. 3. A short sample of broadband noise.][3]

ular instantaneous value of voltage $e_n$ is given by,

$$p(R) = \frac{R}{\sigma^2} \exp\left(-\frac{R}{2\sigma^2}\right)$$

This expression is plotted as the Gaussian or Normal distribution in Fig. 4, which indicates that however large a peak voltage you care to specify, if you wait long enough it will eventually occur. However, the exponential function is a very powerful one, so that the likelihood of the occurrence of a peak of, say, twice the amplitude of the largest shown is exceedingly remote.

The value $\sigma_n$ in the previous equation is the standard deviation of the voltage from the mean. In practice, the mean is usually zero — as in the case of thermal noise. Incidentally, the noise may be riding a dc level, as at the output of an amplifier, but this is usually dc blocked before application to the next stage. Strictly speaking, the noise is then no longer baseband noise, being in effect high-pass filtered with some — generally low – cut-off frequency.

The value $\sigma_n$ is not only the standard deviation of the noise voltage, it is also the rms value of the waveform. While the peak value of a sine wave is exactly $\sqrt{2}$ times the rms value, there is no hard and fast limit in the case of noise.
COMMUNICATIONS

Some circuits have to handle a noise-like signal, as for example in fdfm, or frequency-division frequency-multiplex telephony. In such cases it is necessary to design for a headroom of four or five sigma i.e. four or more times the rms amplitude of the noise.

Signal magnitudes greater than four & occur for less than 0.01% of the time, so although overloading will occur, it is very infrequent. Thus the peak factor for an amplifier which must handle a random noise-like signal is x4 or 12dB. The peak factor - i.e. peak value over rms value - for a sinewave is, as noted above, √2 or 3dB. Thus the power handling capacity of an amplifier which must handle a random noise-like signal is 9dB less than for a sinewave.

Colourful noise
Thermal noise can be described as Gaussian white noise. Noise in semiconductor devices approximates to a Gaussian white characteristic over a limited range.

Active devices such as transistors and op-amps depart from this at both ends of the spectrum. At low frequencies, the noise increases relative to that at mid-frequencies. Its level eventually becomes inversely proportional to frequency, below the 1/f noise corner frequency. Depending on the device, the 1/f corner frequency may be anything from tens of kilohertz down to a few hertz or less.

Being out of band, 1/f noise is usually no problem in an rf amplifier stage. But in an oscillator, the non-linearity inherent in oscillator action results in the active device's 1/f noise being cross-modulated onto the oscillator's rf output, as close-in noise sidebands.

White noise, with its constant power per unit bandwidth, may be filtered to produce a level which is no longer independent of frequency. Pink noise is noise with an amplitude which falls with increasing frequency, at a rate of 3dB/octave. It possesses the characteristic of constant power per octave, and is used in audio testing.

Red noise falls at 6dB/octave, and as such matches the signal handling capacity of a delta modulator. It may be used in such a circuit to simulate voice loading, since the higher frequency - i.e. unvoiced - components of speech such as sibilants are at a relatively much lower level than the lower frequency voiced components. By analogy, noise whose level rises at 6dB per octave may be described as blue noise, but I have yet to come across any practical application for it.

Pseudo random sequences
PRBS - or pseudo random binary pulse sequence - generators make a convenient source of baseband noise, within certain limitations.

The output approximates a white distribution up to f/2, i.e. about one sixth of the clock frequency. It actually consists of a series of discrete spectral lines, being the fundamental and harmonics of the frequency f=f/(2^m-1). Here, n is the number of stages in the shift register - assumed large.

The feedback is arranged to produce a maximal length pseudo-random sequence, which repeats after 2^n-1 clock cycles. But while approximately white from f/2 to f/2, the output is not Gaussian, consisting of a pseudo-random sequence of logic ones and zeros.

It can be rendered approximately Gaussian by passing it through a single-pole low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of f/2n. Now, due to the heavy filtering, the rarer longer runs of ones and zeros have a chance to build up to larger peaks, compared with the lower amplitude of successive reversals.

Figure 5 illustrates a baseband noise generator using a prbs. The pseudo-random sequence of ones and zeros that it generates repeats after 2^n-1=9.23x10^11 clock cycles. If it is clocked at 9.223MHz, the sequence of ones and zeros repeats after some 10^12 seconds - or about every 32 000 years. With 10^12 discrete spectral lines in each 1Hz bandwidth, it clearly represents a very good approximation to the continuous spectrum of white noise, up to F_clock/2n or about 1.5MHz.

For a Gaussian distribution, it should be low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of F_clock/63 or less, say 100kHz. Clearly, as an audio frequency noise generator, a 63 stage shift register is wild overkill. However, it is one of the shift register lengths where a 2^n-1 maximal length sequence can be obtained using a single exclusive-or gate connected to the appropriate tappings, in this case, stages 1 and 63. Certain other lengths share this property, which results from the describing polynomial having only three non-zero terms - a trinomial.

Reference 1 describes an audio frequency noise generator using a more modest shift register of 31 stages. Suitable inputs to the exclusive-or gate to achieve a 2^n-1 maximal length sequence of 2147483646 clock cycles are taken from stage 13 and the last stage.

Clocked at a modest 220kHz, the pattern repeats after about 2.7 hours. A higher clock frequency would be needed if audio frequency Gaussian noise - white up to 20kHz - was wanted. But this design was for a source of pink noise only, the pink noise filter ensuring a near-Gaussian distribution. Actually, two filters were used, providing two output channels. These could either be from the same sequence of ones and zeros in the same phase - 'mono' mode - or one with the sequence inverted, in 'inverse-polarity' mode, or in 'stereo' mode. In the latter case, an additional exclusive-or gate is used to derive a time-shifted version of the sequence, which is thus, for practical purposes, uncorrelated with the other channel.

The necessary power supply need consist of nothing more than a 9V 6F22 style battery, a PP3 for example, plus a decoupling capacitor. The circuit is reproduced here as Fig. 6.

Where a simple single channel source of audio noise is required, there is little to beat that handy chip, the MM5437, from National Semiconductor. This was featured some while ago in an article in these pages, reference 2. This eight-pin plastic DIL device incorporates a 23-stage shift register and

Fig. 4. The amplitude distribution of Gaussian white noise, showing how the larger the amplitude, the less likely it is to occur.

Fig. 5. Clocking at around 10MHz, the pseudo-random bit-stream from a 63 stage pseudo-random binary sequence generator repeats every 32 000 years.
requires just a 5V supply to give a white noise output – i.e. a pseudo-random bit-stream, using its own internal clock generator. Alternatively, an external clock may be used, and the addition of a single-pole low-pass filter – one resistor and one capacitor – gives you noise with an approximately Gaussian distribution.

Narrow band noise

Narrow band noise may be defined as noise covering much less than one octave. Relative to a centre frequency $F_c$, assume that it extends over the range $-F$ to $+F$. Then if $2F < F_c / 10$, it may be considered as narrow band noise.

Narrow band noise is of particular interest to the radio engineer, as the signal presented to a receiver’s detector – frequency discriminator, phase detector or whatever – will be accompanied by only that bandwidth of noise that can pass through the IF filter.

Narrow band noise, thus defined, has interesting properties, since unlike baseband noise, it is not a ‘real’ signal. All of the information about a real signal can be conveyed on a single circuit – a single wire, plus an earth return, of course. As narrow-band noise is a complex signal, it can only be completely described, i.e. in both amplitude and phase, by considering both of two separate components; in-phase and quadrature.

Figure 7 shows a set-up for producing a narrow band of noise, 2kHz wide, centred on 10MHz. Assuming the mixer is perfectly balanced, there is no component of the 10MHz carrier frequency present in the output.

The noise power per unit bandwidth is constant over the range 9.999MHz to 10.001MHz, with a roll-off above and below those frequencies identical to the roll-off of the 1kHz baseband filter used to define the width of the baseband noise. However, the resultant narrow band noise bears no resemblance to naturally occurring narrow band noise.

As Figure 7 shows, every time the baseband noise waveform crosses the zero voltage axis, there is a zero in the amplitude of the 10MHz-centred narrow band noise. Between these zeros, or cusps of the rf, the phase of the signal is coherent, whilst at each cusp there is an instantaneous

---

**Fig. 6.** 31 stages are enough in this prbs generator, which provides two pink noise outputs which are effectively uncorrelated.

**Fig. 7.** This circuit produces dsbc modulated noise, which is not the same thing as narrow band noise.
Figure 8a), which has appeared earlier as Fig. 4, describes in statistical terms the distribution of the baseband noise, but it does not describe the distribution of the rms value of the narrow-band rf noise. To illustrate true narrow band noise, imagine a second mixer, whose output is added to that of the mixer output in Fig. 7. Further, assume that the second mixer is fed from the same rf generator, but with 10MHz shifted in phase by 90°. Also, assume that the 0 to 1kHz baseband noise fed to the second mixer comes from an entirely different source, having zero correlation with the noise fed to the first mixer. The distributions of the in-phase and quadrature noise sources are sketched in three dimensions in Figure 8b.

Now, instead of the phase of the 10MHz noise being either zero or 180°, it can take any value over 0 to 360°, with equal probability. The fact that the two baseband noise sources were supposed uncorrelated leads to an intriguing paradox.

Although clearly the most likely value of the baseband voltage at any instant is zero, voltages just either side are almost as likely, only becoming very unlikely at plus or minus two or three sigma or more. But because the baseband noise waveforms have zero correlation, the likelihood of one being exactly zero at the same instant as the other passes through zero, is vanishingly small, i.e. zero.

Consequently, there are dips in the envelope of the noise, and these are more cuspy-like the deeper they are, as illustrated in Fig. 9. There is zero probability of a complete drop-out. This waveform simulates exactly true narrow band random noise, the rms value of which exhibits a 'Rayleigh' distribution, sketched approximately in Fig. 10. The Rayleigh probability \( p(R) \) is given by,

\[
p(R) = \frac{R}{\sigma^2} \exp \left( -\frac{R}{2\sigma^2} \right)
\]

Unlike baseband noise where the rms value is \( \sigma \), the rms value of narrow band noise with its Rayleigh distribution is \( \sqrt{2}\sigma \).

The noisy signal

A noisy signal may be considered, in the simplest state, to be a steady state continuous-wave signal plus narrow-band noise. The cw could be, for example, the mark tone of an fsk signal. As the level of the cw relative to noise is increased, from a signal to noise ratio of minus infinity decibels, the Rayleigh distribution starts to change.

Very low values become less and less likely, while as the signal-to-noise ratio becomes possible and then large, the distribution narrows down towards the amplitude of the cw. This is called Ricean distribution, as outlined in Fig. 11, and describes the signal at the back end of a receiver's IF strip, just before the detector.

The noise accompanying the signal may have been picked up by the antenna, or it may be the front-end noise of the receiver. Either way, it will have been band limited by the selectivity built into the IF strip.

Stationary, or not?

The Ricean distribution, like the Rayleigh, assumes the noise in question is 'stationary'. All the types of noise considered so far have been stationary, that is to say their characteristics have been continuous, unvarying, their statistics independent of time.

Certain types of noise are non-stationary, the most obvious example being impulsive noise. This is typically due to a number of causes, including vehicle ignition systems, electrical machinery and switches, and meteorological electrical activity.

For signals having a large amount of redundancy, for example speech, impulsive noise is mainly just a nuisance. But in a data link carrying digital information, its effect can be devastating.

Such links therefore usually incorporate at least an error-detection algorithm. A parity bit per eight-bit ASCII character is the simplest form, but this will not detect a double error. Consequently, more complicated schemes such as Reed-Solomon, etc., often incorporating error correction in addition – are usually required.

Carrier noise

In a wireless communications link employing phase modulation – digital phase-shift keying and the like – various sources of noise contribute to the final bit-error rate achieved.
The most obvious is noise picked up by the antenna, or due to the noise figure of the receiver's input stage or stages. Another is the phase noise of the carrier on to which the transmitter modulates the data, and yet another the phase noise of the local oscillator in the receiver. Consequently, however large the received signal, there is usually a small but finite irreducible bit error rate, hopefully much less than 1 in $10^8$ and often of the order of 1 in $10^9$ in a well designed system.

Figure 12 shows exaggeratedly how the output of an oscillator exhibits random noise side-bands, resulting in both residual noise amplitude modulation and residual noise frequency modulation. Frequently, the amplitude of the amplitude-modulated noise side-bands is negligibly small relative to the fm noise side-bands. But in any case they are irrelevant in an fm or phase-modulated link, where a limiting IF strip is used.

Figure 13 sketches a typical oscillator output, and indicates that beyond a certain distance from the carrier, there is a flat noise "floor." In a high quality crystal oscillator, this may be at $-140$ dBc - i.e. $140$ dB below the carrier power - from as close in as $10$ Hz offset. In an LC oscillator, the noise floor may be only $90$ dB down or even less, with this level not being reached until an offset of perhaps as much as $10$ kHz. Figure 14 shows how noise sideband power is defined. It is the level, measured in a $1$ Hz bandwidth, relative to the total carrier power, as a function of the offset from the centre frequency $fi$. Figure 15 shows in more detail the various components of sideband noise. In practice, the various stages are often not discernibly distinct, tending to run into each other.

The carrier voltage, complete with the noise modulation, is described by the expression,

$$v(t) = V_i \cos(2\pi f_i t + \Delta \phi(t))$$

(7)

where $V_i$ is the peak value of the carrier. This expression assumes that the am noise is negligible compared to the phase noise. Function $\Delta \phi$ of $t$ is the randomly fluctuating phase noise term.

Is it noise?

Or is there some cw signal there? In a few specialised applications it is important to know whether for example the IF signal in a surveillance receiver is pure noise, or whether there is also a weak continuous-wave signal lurking in there somewhere.

Assume the IF is at $f_o=(\omega_0/2\pi)$ Hz, and that the bandwidth $B$ is $2\omega_o/2\pi$ Hz centred on $\omega_0$. Assume further that $\omega_o>>\omega_n$ and that the filter shape approximates a rectangle or a brick-wall - shape. Then the variance of the number of zero crossings $N$ of the hard-limited signal, if purely noise, in a sample time $T$(seconds) for the case where $BT>>1$ is given by,

$$\text{VAR}[N(T)] \approx 0.62 \frac{2\omega_n T}{2\pi}$$

(8)

so the standard deviation is,

$$\text{of } N(T) \approx 0.782(BT)^{1/2}$$

(9)

This is an important result that can be found in reference 3.

In the event that the standard deviation over a number of sample periods each of $T$ seconds is significantly less than this, then a continuous-wave signal must be present. Reference 3 also gives an expression for $\text{VAR}[N(T)]$ for the Rician case, the sum of an unmodulated carrier plus narrow band noise.

References
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Technology at any price?

The item entitled 'New UK chip lab on the horizon' in the November '97 issue omitted to say that the public enquiry on the planning application for this factory came out against. Also, although your article mentioned that the site is green belt, it should have added that it is a very pleasant area of rolling English countryside bordering on Sutton Coldfield. This is not an industrial area of Birmingham, as readers might suppose from the article, but one of the few agreeable residential areas in that city. The site is huge - 56 hectares - and the factory design a typical modern wasteful sprawl that would raise the hackles of even a Philistine.

However, the local area is Tory heartland - MP Sir Norman Fowler. Could this be why John Prescott has over-ruled the public enquiry and decided it would be the perfect place for this particularly ugly, sprawling factory? From this it appears that the results of public enquiries are worthless and that anyone with a large enough pot of money can over-ride any consideration for the environment, be it green belt, an SSL, or merely a green and pleasant land.

Rod Cooper
Sutton Coldfield

Room for resonance

As one of those unfortunate people who lives nearby, but cannot play a note, I have to rely on a domestic audio system to reproduce music at home.

In an attempt to move a little further along the road of faithful reproduction I have developed my system to include separate power amplifiers, to eliminate cables, and recently added a Russell Brendan Sub-woofer from the February '97 issue.

But I am now bedevilled with room resonances. My lounge is 4.3 by 2.35m, which, if you do the calculations, produces some rather interesting resonances at the low end of the audio spectrum. The problem is aggravated by a non-technical wife who insists that the sub-woofer must remain out of sight, viz in a corner of the room behind the television.

I appreciate that moving to a mansion would solve the problem, but as I am employed by a well known seat of learning just south of here, the level of my salary rather precludes this option. In desperation I have tried notch filters, but this merely results in a very 'woolly' bass. At present I have resorted to using the bottom two sections of a graphic equalised circuit to try to tame the rather unpleasant booming, but this, as you will appreciate, is less than ideal.

It may be anathema to audio purists, but is it possible that digital signal processing could be of assistance in this area? As dsp is outside my field, perhaps other readers could make some suggestions.

I am sure that if designers like John Linsley Hood, Douglas Self and Ben Duncan would apply their considerable expertise in the audio field to this problem, they would earn the undying gratitude of many audiophiles such as myself.

Alan Trobisher
Ely
Cambridgeshire

Tuning iron

Recently I visited the museum at Sidmouth. One of the display cases there is devoted to items produced by S G Brown Ltd. Brown retired to reside in Sidmouth around 1941, hence the local interest.

Among the exhibits is a small wireless receiver with the label, 'The Brown 3 Valve Receiving Set With Multi Wave Iron Tuning'. This seems to be a unique example of an early method of variable inductance tuning.

I have no other details of this receiver, and as I am extremely interested in the early pioneer days of wireless reception I wonder if any of you have more information.

I wrote to the present S G Brown Ltd, to be told that the wireless part of their business had been sold to Racal Acoustics Ltd in the late sixties. Racal was unable to find any reference to the Multi-Wave iron Tuning receiver in the company's archives, but did have details of other Brown receivers.

Thomas Smith
Exeter
Devon

100kHz phase meter? Who needs it?

Regarding Cyril Bateman's fast phase meter in the November 1997 issue, at 100kHz, which is totally inaudible, a tenth of a degree is a time difference of 10µs divided by 3600, or about 2.8ns. This is enough time for sound to travel a bit less than one micrometre in air. It takes a lot of effort to keep your head still to an accuracy of one millimetre, never mind a micrometre, so I fail completely to see what the point of it is.

Alan Robinson
York

Cyril replies

May I thank Alan for his letter regarding my phase meter design. While eminently suitable for audio frequency measurements, my meter's prime requirement was to measure capacitor and inductor phase angles at frequencies, temperatures and voltages as used for switched mode power supplies. These methods were clearly covered in the panel 'Applying the phase meter' on page 910.

While I gather Alan's interests are mainly with audio, I must point out that most of my interests reside with much higher frequencies, which is precisely why I evaluated this meter's ability at 1MHz. Perhaps this becomes more apparent should Alan re-read my August impedance article and the capacitor article due December. As a practising rf measurements engineer and capacitor specialist, I'm afraid my needs for audio only mean a secondary interest.

Good measurement practice requires that instruments be used well within their capacity, indeed many National and International 'approved' measurements are required to be 'true values' i.e. inset by the measurements uncertainty, leading to adoption of equipment having accuracy ten times better than the claimed measurement.

Since the Audio Precision System One, beloved of audio engineers, measures amplitude to 204kHz, also ±2% accuracy phase measurements to 50kHz. I presume Alan is also sending a similar complaint to Audio Precision.

Is this a hazard?

I have recently had a mobile phone transmitter installed on the roof directly above my flat. It is approximately 17 by 30 feet. This is a venture that the local council has entered into with a telecommunication company.

This huge piece of apparatus raises concern regarding the possibility that it may emit harmful radio waves. I know nothing about the possible hazards or otherwise of these transmitters.

I am writing in the hope that readers can enlighten me as to the potential health hazards that may be caused by such a transmitter - not 2 feet above my head.

P D Njuguna
London W6

Weaned on Wien

In a letter in the December 1997 issue, Mr Linfoot asks why anyone nowadays would want to build a Wien-bridge oscillator. In addition to those engaged in designing and testing very low distortion analogue circuits, there are numerous budding engineers in colleges and universities who encounter the Wien-bridge oscillator not only in their lectures but also in laboratory work, in which the Wien-bridge oscillator is popular because it uses few components and, superficially, is easy to design.

However, standard textbooks make no mention of amplifier phase shift and one of the aims of my article, published in Electronics World, October 1997, was to develop a criterion for the selection of an op-amp at the start of the design. Mr Linfoot claims that a cookbook three-op-amp oscillator is more predictable than the single op-amp one I considered.

Well, my mind boggles at the prospect of predicting, by any direct analytical approach, the quantitative effect on the frequency of oscillation of the cumulative phase shifts of the three op-amps.

B L Hart
Leigh-on-Sea
Sampling problem
Some readers have obviously enjoyed getting their teeth into the problem of sampling of waveforms with frequencies just below the Nyquist frequency. Can I pose a related problem in the time domain? In analyses of random signals, many consecutive samples of waveforms are taken, chopped into blocks with length some power of two, windowed and the FFT applied. The sample rate and the power of two set the time resolution of the system, for example one sample every 245s, and 256 points in the FFT gives a time resolution of 6.1ms. As frequency resolution is approximately 1/time resolution, the frequency resolution is 162Hz in this case.

If the waveform being sampled is a continuous pure tone of say 2kHz, the resuling spectrum will be a nice band across the screen. What can I expect if the pure tone is amplitude modulated at a frequency just higher than the frequency resolution, i.e. with a period just less than time resolution? What can I expect at a modulation frequency of say 500Hz, i.e. period about one third of the time of resolution?

Les May, Rochdale

Lancs

What can I do?
Please can someone body who knows the law regarding mains interference caused by the use of an arc welder help me out?

Recently my house lights started to flicker. I found the cause of this to be a person using an arc welding set in my road. It has caused other problems while I have been working in my work shop. Try making meaningful measurements when the mains is bouncing up and down like a yo-yo. Clocks don't like it either, tending to become erratic. And I get interference when trying to listen to am radio.

I contacted the electricity board for this area, and their chief investigator came to place a recorder on to my supply. While he was with me, the welder decided to have a break and no evidence was gathered. Nevertheless, the phase that I am on was changed because there are two phases per house available in this road.

Now another person has started up on this phase. I have recorded disturbances of 20-50V drop in mean level. That is from 245-240V normal supply down to 190V. This can last for several minutes at a time.

My questions are as follows. Is this type of equipment now illegal due to the emc regulations? Regardless of the equipment that is causing it, is such an effect on the mains legal? And if either of the above is true, what can I do about it?

Ian Johnson
St Albans

Herts

Noise appreciation
I was pleased in Patrick May’s article in the November issue. Mr May has worked in 1/f noise in semiconductors for many years, and has been aware of the deficiencies in our knowledge of how the noise processes result in an approximate 1/f spectrum. His efforts to understand this process are very interesting, and deserve wider recognition.

James B. Calvert, PhD, P.E.
Denver Colorado

---

Debug your assembler first
In these days of hi-tech wizardry and internetworks, you might be amused by something I came across while doing some simple programming. It may well be that more modern assemblers do not suffer from similar complaints, but I have tried Masm 3/4/5 on this, as well as 8086 - written by an ex-Intel guru - and Debug.

Small Assembler, from Hendrix, creates the code you might expect, other examples highlight unexpected results. The problem is illustrated with the CMP instruction. It also occurs with SUB and ADD. This is not a cpu fault, but a fault in the assembler software.

My message is this; check your code carefully. Your tools may not have been put together by people with the same standards as yourself. There are companies that do not value the kind of diligence needed to detect such errors. Many a perfectionist has ended up on the dole.

Errors in programs caused by imperfections in software tools may not matter on the Internet. But in control systems, they can kill.

Malcolm J Bloor
Stafford

---

Microsoft (R) Macro Assembler Version 5.10 10/28/97 16:46:2
Page 1-1
Page 80,132

.386
0000
0000
0000
tst proc far
cmp ax,0ff6h:word form expected
7
0001
0000
tst proc far
cmp ax,0ff6h:word form expected
8
0002
0000
tst proc far
cmp ax,0ff6h:word form expected
9
10
0006
81 FB FF77 cmp bx,0ff6h:word form expected
11
000A 81 FB FF77 cmp bx,0ff6h:word form expected
12
===================================
13
0008
3D 0011 cmp ax,01h:byte form expected
14
000C
3D 0011 cmp ax,01h:byte form expected
15
0014
3D 0011 cmp ax,01h:byte form expected
16
001C
3D 0011 cmp ax,01h:byte form expected
17
18
001A 83 FB 01 cmp bx,01h:byte form expected
19
0010 83 FB 11 cmp bx,01h:byte form expected
20
0020 81 FB 01 cmp bx,01h:byte form expected
21
0024
81 FB 11 cmp bx,01h:byte form expected
22
23
0028
3D 00FF cmp ax,0fh:byte form expected
24
002C
3D 00FF cmp ax,0fh:byte form expected
25
003E
3D 00FF cmp ax,0fh:byte form expected
26
0031
3D 00FF cmp ax,0fh:byte form expected
27
28
0034
83 FB CF cmp bx,0fh:byte form expected
29
0037
83 FB FF cmp bx,0fh:byte form expected
30
003A
81 FB OFFF cmp bx,0fffh:word form expected
31
0356
81 FB FF cmp bx,0ffh:byte form expected
32
33
0042
tst endp
34
35
0042
code ends
36 end

---
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**NEW PRODUCTS CLASSIFIED**

Please quote "Electronics World" when seeking further information.

**ACTIVE**

**Microprocessors and controllers**

286/300MHz microprocessors: Centaur Technology announces the imminent appearance of the IDT WinChip C6+ processor, the first version to come in the first half of 1998 being the 266MHz type. These are Pentium class devices providing high-performance MMX and 3-D graphics performance doubled since the 386 introduction of the C6; integer performance is assisted by the provision of branch prediction. There are dual MMX units and 53 new x86 instructions. Integrated Device Technology, Tel., 01372 363 339; fax, 01372 378 151.

**Enquiry no 504**

**Power semiconductors**

Quad fet driver: Unitrode's UCC3776 is a high-speed, high-current, four-output driver ic, meant to drive the gates of power mosfets in switched-mode power supplies, motor drives, actuator drivers, pin diodes and power management. Each of the four outputs delivers 1.5A peak gate drive 6A when paralleled and will sink 2A (8A paralleled) for rapid turn-off. Facilities include under-voltage lockdown, enable and polarity selection to allow the choice of inverting or non-inverting input-to-output commands. Logic level is 5V HCMOS-compatible to provide simple interfacing between logic and power. Unitrode (UK) Ltd, Tel., 0181 318 1431; fax, 0181 318 2549.

**Enquiry no 553**

**Linear integrated circuits**

Voltage regulators/detectors. New voltage regulators by Holtek are low in most particulars: power, dropout, temp. co. and cost, to name a few. Input to the HT10XX/71XX/72XX/79LXX is 12V or 24V maximum and outputs are fixed values in the 1.5-12V range. Detectors in the HT77XX series are again low in most areas, except stability, and are meant for use in alarms, power failure detectors, etc. Both series are available in SO12 and SOT99. Joseph Electronics Ltd, Tel., 0121 643 6999; fax, 0121 643 2011.

**Enquiry no 502**

**Microwave components**

GaAs switches. Four gallium arsenide microwave switch ic's with integralasic drivers are introduced by M/A-COM. The devices are compatible with rf or cmos control circuitry and work in the frequency ranges 0-10Hz and 1-3GHz, losses being 0.7dB and 1.2dB and 0.8dB and 1.4dB respectively. They are single-pole switches, single, dual and four-way switching. BFI IXEXSA Electronics Ltd, Tel., 01622 882 467; fax, 01622 882 469.

**Enquiry no 506**

**Passive components**

Tantalum electrolytics. Nippon Chemi-Con MC Series electrolytic chip capacitors are available in the 0.947-68µF range at ratings of 4-48V dc. Sizes are from 6 by 3.2 by 2.5mm (50V, 1µF) to 7.3 by 4.3 by 2.8mm (25V, 1µF). Operating temperature is -55°C to 125°C with voltage derating above 85°C and leakage current is less than 0.01µA after five minutes of voltage being applied at 20°C. Young-ECC Electronics, Tel., 01628 810 727; fax, 01628 810 807.

**Enquiry no 509**

**Rf-suppression capacitors.** Capacitors in Schaffner's WXP Series of suppression component are made using metalised polypropylene film, which contains a lower dissipation factor for better hf performance and the ability to withstand higher voltages than in polyester types. Values range from 0.01µF to 2.2µF at 250V ac at up to 440Hz and all devices pass the 2kV for 2s safety test. All are self-healing and all are tested to international standards. Schaffner EMC Ltd. Tel., 01734 770 070; fax, 01734 782 967.

**Enquiry no 511**

**S-m capacitors.** Wima offers surface-mounted rf suppression capacitors for Class X2 and Y2 applications. MP-X2 and MP-Y2 components are available in values from 1000pF (X2) and 1000pF to 4700pF (Y2), with insulation resistance over 12GΩ. They are resin-impregnated, sealed in self-extinguishing cast resin, are self-healing and operate at up to 110°C. Acal Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01344 727 272; fax, 01344 424 262.

**Enquiry no 512**

**Audio products**

Dac/codecs. On one chip, AKM's AK7712A is a 32-bit digital signal processor and 20-bit coder/decoder for audio work. The two-channel, 64-times oversampling delta-sigma modulator converts stereo analogue input to digital data for the dac, sampling at 32kHz or 48kHz, and clock frequencies at 576, 512, 394 and 256 times the sampling frequency are accepted for a variety of applications. A-to-d conversion, with a

---

**Conference camera.** Vision Dual is a cmos digital colour camera capable of Universal Serial Bus (for hot-swap plug-and-play) or parallel-port interfacing in the one unit. It is compatible with all pcs with out compromise, providing high resolution in 24-bit colour at up to 30 frames a second in USB mode and formatted CFE video for H.333 and H.324 videoconferencing. The camera has digital zoom and a pass-through printer connection in parallel-port working. It also appears to resemble a rugby football. VLSI Vision Ltd, Tel., 0131 539 7111; fax, 0131 539 7141.

**Enquiry no 507**

---
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Dynamic range of 98dB, has a sinad ratio of 90dB, while the d-to-a converter has a dynamic range of 96dB and sinad of 97dB. Four channels give LF stereo, centre and rear channels for surround sound. Assali Kasi4 Microsystems Ltd, Tel., 01923 226 988; fax, 01923 226 933.

**Enquiry no 513**

Connectors and cabling

Shielded mains inlet. IEC mains connectors by Schurer provide screening in a low-cost plastic package. Grounding GND connectors eliminate the inevitable leakage between panel holes and connector by having an emc screen with flexible steel contacts to provide a good earth through the panel. No mounting tools are needed, since the 24mm deep connector slots into the side of the panel, the flexible shield is then screwed to the panel. Radatron Connectors Ltd, tel., 01784 435 333.

**Enquiry no 514**

Impervious connector. ITT Cannon's CA-Bayonet connector is claimed to be the ultimate environment solution. Global war and this is to a bayonet version of the threaded MIL-C-5015 connector and comes in black or electri nel and standard military olive drab. It is meant for use in such applications as power transmission and signal carrying in off-road vehicles and the like, being resistant to shock and vibration and coping with temperatures between -55°C and 125°C. It can be provided with up to 85 ways, is rated at up to 245A and is sealed to IP67, PEI-Genesis UK. Tel., 01797 322 003; fax, 01797 321 589.

**Enquiry no 515**

Screwless terminal blocks. Wires going to CEL board-mounted terminal blocks are simply pushed into the sockets, the connection being sufficiently solid to enable a 2x40V rating. Lugs to locate and retain the blocks on the board during soldering are present, material being white flame-retardant UL94-V-0 glass-filled polyester. Blocks are available with between three and ten ways. Anglia, Tel., 01945 474 747; fax, 01945 474 849.

**Enquiry no 516**

Pcb terminal blocks. Metway 650TD and 680T series of low-cost, low-profile 240V ac terminal blocks are made from pitch plated types that give side entry with a height of 10mm. The 650TD version has screw terminals and the 690T unit screwless, push-button connectors, both being available in two or three way form. They are made in polycarbonate UL94 V0 rated material and withstand temperatures to 120°C; current rating for the 650 is 16A and for the 690, 6A. Hawiri Electronics Ltd, Tel., 0121 7843 355; fax, 0121 7831657.

**Enquiry no 517**

Crystals

ETSI crystals. Crystals to enable existing E1 telecomms line interface units to meet the new ETSI CTR-12 standard with no further modification are introduced by Crystal Semiconductor. CVX79102A crystals are designed to meet the jitter attenuation requirements of CTR-12. Also available are CS61576S, CS61304A which have enough jitter attenuation to meet the requirements. Sequoia Technology Ltd, Tel., 0118 925 8000; fax, 0118 925 8020.

**Enquiry no 518**

Displays

12.1in SVGA lcd. Sharp Electronics in Germany announces a colour sin liquid-crystal display, the LMB1212L, with a diagonal of 12.1in (31cm), which is equivalent to 14-in crt. Resolution is 800 by 600 and contrast ratio 25:1; a dual backlight method providing 200cd/m² brightness with a claimed lifetime of 17000h. A new type of film affords an increase in viewing angle to 120° horizontally and 90° vertically. The company also announces two other GMB-mounted displays; the LQ12241 12.1-in SVGA 32-bit and a 15- in xga lth, the LQ15X01Which has a resolution of 1024 by 768 and a horizontal viewing angle of 140°. Sharp Electronics (Europe) GmbH, Tel., 0049 040-2376-2215; fax, 0049 040-2376-2991.

**Enquiry no 519**

Hardware

Plastic enclosures. Patina is the name of a new range of grey ABS plastic boxes from Vero, which comes in twelve heights on four plan sizes, the largest being 205 by 140mm in plan and the smallest 125 by 65mm. The cases take boards in both vertical and horizontal planes and have removable anodised aluminium front and rear panels. Larger ones screw together and the smaller ones are clipped. Vero Electronics Ltd, Tel., 01703 265 126; fax, 01703 265 200.

**Enquiry no 521**

Screened plug-ins. SRS has a range of emc-screened plug-in modules in 3U and 6U heights, 160mm and 220mm depth and from 7HP to 42HP wide, all being supplied in kit form. Front panels are in two parts: the inner one carrying the screening and the outer with a satin anodised finish. Inside, a two-rail system takes single boards or a four-rail system can be used to take two boards with the strength to accept heavier components. Sub Rack System Products Ltd, Tel., 01289 635500; fax, 01279 451220.

**Enquiry no 522**

Test and measurement

Spectrum analysis on a pc. A standard pc becomes a 1.6GHz spectrum analyser when a Chace 9552 plug-in unit is installed in three ISA slots; control of analyser functions is then by mouse and keyboard, a virtual instrument appearing on screen. Frequency limitations imposed by computer clock rate do not apply, since a synthesised frequency source is used. Features include remote access for signal capture throughout a network, and a function known as burst mode, in which the frequency span is divided into a number of smaller parts in which an analyser stays, holding peak or minimum signal for each cell and waiting at a given frequency for a suspect signal to appear. Four traces in different colours can be shown and the instrument may be used as a pass/fail indicator with transparent overlays to show standards. Noise sidebands in the synthesiser are less than -90dBc at 30kHz or more offset. Chace EMC, Tel., 01306 713 333; fax, 01306 713 303.

**Enquiry no 523**

Cameras

Digital camera. Sony Broadcast has introduced its second colour camera using the IEEE-1394 serial bus standard, the DFW-V300, which allows images to be captured and input digitally to a pc or printer. It is intended for use in image processing, medical imaging and videoconferences or may be attached to a microscope. The IEEE-1394 standard is being adopted by the majority of pc makers. Sony Broadcast and Professional UK, Tel., 01922 816 000; fax, 01922 817 001.

**Enquiry no 508**

Axial-lead inductors. Inductors in TFC's new range are high-Q, sub-miniature devices with values in the range 0.1pH to 1000pH, all having axial leads and contained in either epoxy-coated or moulded polypropylene cases. In the EC22 ferrite-cored series, for example, the in the st values is 0.1pH to 220µH, a novel wire- to-ferrite termination providing good mechanical strength. There is also the VC01401, a filter choke for power supply line filtering. Total Frequency Control Ltd, Tel., 01903 745512; fax, 01903 742208; e-mail, eddie@tfc.co.uk.

**Enquiry no 510**
keypad and an RS-232 interface allows data exchange with a PC. The 100MHz acquisition is for eight channels in asynchronous mode (25MHz for 32 channels in either mode) and glitch capture copes with 5ns events. Various data pods are available for different applications. State and timing displays are selectable, data being grouped under user-defined names and full search and compare facilities are provided, as is storage as setups and acquisitions. Disassembler pods support a range of microprocessors, each having its own software. Thury Thandar Instruments Ltd. Tel. 01480 412 451, fax. 01480 450 409. Enquiry no 525

Interfaces
Card for Macs. PC cards are now available for users of Apple Macintosh computers. PEL-10 is a PC Card interface which, with a SCSI connection, is a simple method of working with Mac, Unix, dos and Windows. Connection is by a standard DB9S socket for plug-and-play use. The Type III slot takes all major memory cards, flash disk, hard disk, sram, flash, compact flash and smart media. The unit provides 3MB/s asynchronous data transfer, hot swapping and card recognition. Premier Electronics Ltd. Tel. 01922 634 652; fax, 01922 634 616. Enquiry no 526

Literature
Emc. A free catalogue of test equipment, accessories and services for rf emc testing is produced by Chase. The section on immunity describes test chambers, software, antennae, amplifiers and probes, while the emissions part is on emc testing packages with antennae, software, probes and clamps. A further section details test services available, including NAMAS accredited antenna and chamber calibration, product testing and Radio Type Approval. Chase EMC. Tel., 01306 713 333; fax, 01306 713 303. Enquiry no 527

Telemetry information. Radio-Tech has published its tenth edition of Telemetry News covering updates on the company’s products as well as news on customer applications. Among the products covered, the issue are micro-power telemetry transmitter with fuzzy-logic inputs and 5km ranges, and a wireless industrial LAN systems operating at 2.5GHz. Radio-Tech Ltd. Tel. 01992 576 107; fax, 01992 561 994, e-mail radiotitech@setacom.demon.co.uk. Enquiry no 528

Better website for IR. International Rectifier has revamped its website to give better access to the information library on products and to provide hyperlinks to IR distributors for ordering or requesting more information on products. There are also application notes and design information as well as the product data. IR’s 1997 short catalogue is shown in pdf format for viewing and downloading as a pdf file to be read using the Adobe Acrobat 3.0 Reader, which is freeware from http://www.adobe.com. International Rectifier. Tel., 01883 732 020; fax, 01883 733 410. Enquiry no 529

Enclosures/rackmounts. Vero offers two brochures: KM-6-RSubrack and Diplomat-RF desktop enclosures. Both types are designed to attenuate rf and are both compatible with earlier products, including accessories. Details of the accessories and additional screening elements are included. Vero Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01703 266 300; fax, 01703 265 126. Enquiry no 530

Frequency control. A new catalogue from Frequency Products describes a range of crystals, oscillators, filters and circulators, associated products. There is also an introductory section giving a short overview of crystal theory and providing definitions of terms. Frequency Products Ltd. Tel., 01460 57166; fax, 01460 57777. Enquiry no 531

Materials
Peelable solder masks. Two liquid solder masks from Tech Supply can provide good masking, curing and peeling characteristics. Wondermask Plus is a thixotropic acrylic latex type for the protection of plated-through holes, contacts and card surfaces during soldering, fluxing, wave soldering and cleaning, and is heat stable. Wondermask PL Latex is similar, but is a natural acrylic latex for faster drying and better peel strength. Both can be applied by robotic, pneumatic or hand dispenser or by screening. Intertronics Ltd. Tel., 01865 842 842; fax, 01865 842 172. Enquiry no 532

Cooling. Keratherm Softtherm Type 86/200 is a heat-conductive material to use between a component and its heat sink. It is conformable, comes in thicknesses from 1mm to 5mm and will fill air gaps and voids on uneven surfaces. Breakdown strength is over 5kV and thermal conductivity 1W/mK. Young-EC Electronics. Tel., 01628 810 727; fax, 01628 810 807. Enquiry no 533

Power supplies
Little plug-in. Many-K1 is a very small, 1% accurate, plug-in power supply taking up about 25% space on a wall socket as a mains plug, so you can use adjacent sockets. It is a switched-mode design giving 70% efficiency and being capable of maintaining the 1% output voltage accuracy regardless of load or mains switches. There is an EN 60 61 low leakage-current version for use with medical equipment and a special telecommunications type for modern. Ten standard outputs are available between 3V and 24V, all having a 6W rating, and pins are UK three-pin type and an IEC European format. Relec Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01962 863 141; fax, 01962 853 867. Enquiry no 534

Photo sensor. Matsushita has the UZD3 range of trigonometric photocell sensors, which provide a sensing range of 20cm to 2m, the range being unaffected by the object’s colour. Detection distance is adjustable by a potentiometer and the arrangement of two sensors allows reliability in dusty or oily atmospheres. Both p-p and p-n types are available, with or without cable connectors. Matsushita Automation Controls Ltd. Tel., 01908 231 555; fax, 01908 231 585. Enquiry no 540
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Photo sensor. Matsushita has the UZD3 range of trigonometric photocell sensors, which provide a sensing range of 20cm to 2m, the range being unaffected by the object’s colour. Detection distance is adjustable by a potentiometer and the arrangement of two sensors allows reliability in dusty or oily atmospheres. Both p-p and p-n types are available, with or without cable connectors. Matsushita Automation Controls Ltd. Tel., 01908 231 555; fax, 01908 231 585. Enquiry no 540

UK-US voltage changer. One of those devices for which the world will be a better place is BBH Windings' voltage changer, which retrieves and recovers the situation when someone comes back from the US with a new gizmo and discovers that it is for 110V only, an American friend of mine has his house cluttered with enormous transformers for this job. This one puts out 150W at 110V ac from 240V ac, the socket being a American two-pin style. It has an autoset thermal trip in the windings. BBH Windings Ltd. Tel., 01388 625 965; fax, 01388 628 774. Enquiry no 535

Low-quiescent resistor. Zetex’s ZMR H Series of miniature voltage regulators take a 50µA quiescent current to supply 50mA of load from 1.4 input voltage of up to 25V. Versions are available to give 2.5V or 5V output. First in the series are the ZMR 25B for an input of 22.5V and the ZMY 50H for a 25V input. The regulators are unconditionally stable and need no external capacitor, and thermal overload protection is present. Zetex plc. Tel., 0161 627 5105; fax, 0161 627 5106. Enquiry no 536

Linear supplies. Providing single, dual and triple outputs at up to 480W total, linear power supplies by
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Chloride are of an open-frame design, are of simple, and therefore reliable, design and give low noise and ripple with good stabilisation and regulation. Standard outputs are 5, 6, 12, 15, 24, 28, 36 and 40V. Chloride Powerline. Tel., 01734 888 567; fax, 01734 755 172.

Enquiry no 537

15W s-m power supply. PKS 2000/4000 SI power modules are said by Ericsson to be the first true surface-mounted 15W dc-to-dc converters to become available. Inputs accepted are 24V or 48/60V and outputs in the 3.3V to 15V range. Switching frequency is fixed and load transient response time is 200µs. No forced-air cooling or extra heat sink is needed, maximum case temperature is 100°C. These units are designed for pick-and-place insertion and measure 36.8 by 41.7 by 9.7mm. Ericsson Components AB. Tel., 01793 488 300; fax, 01793 488 301.

Enquiry no 539

Protection devices

Safe fuse holders. Un touchable by burglary are fuse holders exceeding the requirements of Category PC3 of IEC 127-6, which stipulates that you must not be able to touch anything live with or without a fuse being in place with the holder installed or during withdrawal or insertion of a fuse. These are a captive type, in which the fuseline is held in a plastic moulding which is released by a screwdriver, the fuseline not being accessible until then. Rating is 250V at 10A for both panel-mounting and board-mounting styles. Gothic Crellon Ltd. Tel., 01734 788 878; fax, 01734 776 095.

Enquiry no 538

Transducers and sensors

Gear-tooth sensor. Providing accurate gear edge detection down to low speeds, the ATSE12 sensor by Allegro consists of a 9mm diameter plastic shell containing a samarium cobalt magnet, a pole piece and a differential Hall ic. Processing includes self-calibration of a 5-bit a-to-d a-to-d converter to normalise the gain to reduce the effect of air-gap changes. A peak-detecting filter removes magnet and system offsets and compensates for fast changes caused by wobbling or eccentricities while operating at low speeds. Allegro MicroSystems Inc. Tel., 01932 283 355; fax, 01932 246 622.

Enquiry no 541

Inclinometer. Midon's PMP-S10LX-1 inclinometer is a contactless type using a magneto-resistive element and magnet mounted on a spring plate pendulum, damped by silicon oil. There are models with optional temperature compensation. Voltage required is 14V dc; maximum, into around 30kΩ. Kymmore Engineering Co. Ltd. Tel., 0171 405 6060; fax, 0171 405 2040.

Enquiry no 542

Software

Dso software. Kenwood's DCS 7000 digital storage oscilloscopes now have a free software package with every RS232 interface bought, the software enabling communication between the oscilloscope and a pc running Windows 3.1 or '95. The effect is to show the oscilloscope screen on the pc's screen to display the acquisition and/or the reference channels. Once in the pc, it can then be handled in the normal way for saving a bit-mapped picture, printing or exporting to other documents, a text window appearing to allow the data to be described before saving. Kenwood UK Ltd. Tel., 01923 655 292; fax, 01923 655 297.

Enquiry no 551

Programmable signal conditioner. M9000 by Micro Movements is a 16-

23/09/97 Kenwood DCS-7040/20

Computers

Rackmount computer. A Pentium 200 version of the KPR II rack-mounted computer is announced by Kontron Elektronik. It is protected to IP54 for industrial use, has a positive-pressure ventilation system and a lockable door to discourage tampering. The unit is 4U high, has up to eight expansion slots and either 14-in or 17-in monitor, which can be remotely sited. A 3.5-in floppy drive is standard and there is space for an extra drive, which may be floppy, CD-rom or removable hard disk. Kontron Elektronik Ltd. Tel., 01923 421 521; fax, 01923 254 118.

Enquiry no 543

Data acquisition

Windows for data. Analog Devices' data acquisition boards now have Windows 3.1, '95 and NT support. These operating systems are supplied at no extra cost for several RTI software packages including RTI-Stat acquisition program, the RTI-DAQ software driver for development and the RTI-LVRDV third-party driver for

National's LabView. Performance of the on-board ADSP-2101 dsp is maximised to enhance system efficiency by allowing it to control channel and gain switching, data movement and data packing. With much of its capacity left, it also assists with signal filtering and averaging. Repeat string operations using 16-bit and 32-bit instructions allow data to be passed to main memory much more rapidly than is done by dma transfer, resulting in a 1MHz sampling rate under both dos and Windows. Analog Devices Ltd. Tel., 01932 266 000; fax, 01932 247 401.

Enquiry no 544

Motorola debugger. With support for Motorola's newest microprocessors in embedded systems, the Noral Flex real-time debugging software runs under Windows NT 3.51 and 4.0 and is independent of any hardware. It may be used with in-circuit emulators and background debug mode hardware, working independently of file formats. Register configurations are shown on screen. Noral Micrologics Ltd. Tel., 01254 295 800; fax, 01254 295 802.

Enquiry no 552

Computers

Rackmount computer. A Pentium 200 version of the KPR II rack-mounted computer is announced by Kontron Elektronik. It is protected to IP54 for industrial use, has a positive-pressure ventilation system and a lockable door to discourage tampering. The unit is 4U high, has up to eight expansion slots and either 14-in or 17-in monitor, which can be remotely sited. A 3.5-in floppy drive is standard and there is space for an extra drive, which may be floppy, CD-rom or removable hard disk. Kontron Elektronik Ltd. Tel., 01923 421 521; fax, 01923 254 118.

Enquiry no 543

Data acquisition

Windows for data. Analog Devices' data acquisition boards now have Windows 3.1, '95 and NT support. These operating systems are supplied at no extra cost for several RTI software packages including RTI-Stat acquisition program, the RTI-DAQ software driver for development and the RTI-LVRDV third-party driver for

National's LabView. Performance of the on-board ADSP-2101 dsp is maximised to enhance system efficiency by allowing it to control channel and gain switching, data movement and data packing. With much of its capacity left, it also assists with signal filtering and averaging. Repeat string operations using 16-bit and 32-bit instructions allow data to be passed to main memory much more rapidly than is done by dma transfer, resulting in a 1MHz sampling rate under both dos and Windows. Analog Devices Ltd. Tel., 01932 266 000; fax, 01932 247 401.

Enquiry no 544

Motorola debugger. With support for Motorola's newest microprocessors in embedded systems, the Noral Flex real-time debugging software runs under Windows NT 3.51 and 4.0 and is independent of any hardware. It may be used with in-circuit emulators and background debug mode hardware, working independently of file formats. Register configurations are shown on screen. Noral Micrologics Ltd. Tel., 01254 295 800; fax, 01254 295 802.

Enquiry no 552
channel, programmable signal conditioning system that links via RS232 or IEEE 488 with a pc to provide real-time data acquisition, archiving or analysis using the SnapMaster software, a range of plug-in, analogue-output modules taking all types of transducer. It may be extended to give 256 channels by the use of more mainframes and modules. All conditioning functions are programmed by the pc to give controllable bridge voltage, gain, auto zero, filtering and diagnostics. Scanning is at the rate of up to 20kHz/channel, data being stored in the pc. MicroMovements Ltd., Tel., 0118 973 0000; fax, 0118 932 8872.

**Enquiry no 545**

**Development and evaluation**

PIC17Cxxx development. Microchip announces two aids to PIC17Cxxx development: Version 2.00 of the MPLAB-C/C compiler and the new version of the PICmaster-in-circuit emulator. MPLAB-C is a complete compiler, version 2.00 generating relocatable code to link with PICmicro libraries, user-defined libraries and MPASM assembled objects. It supports interrupt routines, generates efficient code and provides re-extract code and floating-point support. The emulator supports PIC17C756, which is the highest-performance 8-bit one-time-programmable microcontroller. It has real-time program memory instruction emulation and multiprocessor emulation. There is an emulator pod, target-specific emulator probe, Pro Mate II programmer, host-interface card and emulation control software and demo hardware and software. Arizona Microchip Technology Ltd., Tel., 01628 851 077; fax, 01628 850 259.

**Enquiry no 546**

**Mass storage systems**

Solid-state disk. From Advantech comes the PC2-253 solid-state disk ISA card, which can use up to 4MByte of sram, eprom or flash memory to replace a floppy drive, or standard IDE hard-disk drive flash modules or DiskOnChip 2000 flash memory up to 24MByte to replace a hard disk. Semicom UK Ltd., Tel., 01279 422 224; fax, 01279 433 339.

**Enquiry no 547**

**Computer peripherals**

Tough keyboard. To read some of these notices, it sometimes seems as though gangs of skinheads are roaming our factories, intent on demolishing everything in their path. At any rate, nutter-proof equipment continues to appear and this Secome keyboard should defeat their object. It is a 12-key model, front or rear mounted, from which the keys cannot be wrenched off and provides IP167 front sealing when the appropriate gasket is used. Keys have a "feel" to them and each has yellow led lighting. An 8-way connector is included for matrix switching. EAO-Highland Electronics Ltd., Tel., 01444 236 000; fax, 01444 236 641.

**Enquiry no 548**

**Programming hardware**

Universal programmer. ICE Technology has a new programmer, the Micromaster LV48 48-pin dill universal type supporting about 200 microcontrollers without adapters (adapters for non-dill and other packages) and also coping with most kinds of memories and arrays. It has logic levels of 1.8V, 3.3V and 5V and uses makers' own algorithms to allow rapid programming; an example given is a PIC16C54 in half a second. Additionally, the instrument will test memories and optional emulator cards allow the testing of code before programming. ICE Technology Ltd., Tel., 01226 767 404; fax, 01226 370 434.

**Enquiry no 549**

**Data analysis**

Al Yokogawa's recording and data logging instruments can now be provided with Acerview data-analysis software. The range includes 300-channel loggers, pen recorders and thermal-array recorders, all being digital in operation. Data captured by all these instruments can now be transferred to a pc directly or on disc made by the instruments built-in drives, where ASCII conversion is carried out to allow data to be incorporated in spreadsheets such as Excel. Data is shown in colour on the pc and analysis performed, maths functions combining recorded data to produce further, computed "channels". Virtual instruments can also be shown, as can y/t and x/y displays. Martron Instruments Ltd., Tel., 01494 459 200; fax, 01494 535 002.

**Enquiry no 550**

---
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HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers
HP1141 - 6552B IF - 8552B RF -15kHz - £700.
HP1141 - 6552B RF - 8552B RF - 15kHz - £900.
HP1141 - 6552B IF - 8552B RF - 20kHz - £1200.
HP1141 - 6552B RF - 8552B RF - 20kHz - £1400.
HP44549 Tracking Preselector DC to 18GHz - £250.
HP4454A Tracking Generator DC to 18GHz - £250.
HP4454A OPT 250 Tracking Generator - £510.
HP3600A Spectrum Analysis Interface - £650.
HP5393A Protocol Analyzer - £450.
HP8705A Noise Figure Meter to 36GHz - £950.
HP8755A Scalar Network Analyser to 250MHz - £1200.
HP8756A Scalar Network Analyser - £1000 Heads 1166 Extra.
HP8757A Scalar Network Analyser - £2500 Heads 1166 Extra.
HP8909A Audio Anlser - £1500.
HP3566A 100kHz - 500MHz, S/G AM-FM - £1400.
HP3568B Optical Attenuator OPT 02 to 01 1300-1500MM - £1400.
HP3709J Constellation Analyser D2k.
HP85632A 7GHz IF, 40GHz - £250k Test Source - £750.
INTLCO 220 Single Mode Optical Attenuator 133NVM - £300.
FARIR LTV7850/PTU-70 Vp amps - £1000.
FARNELL PSG 520 S/G 10MHz AM-FM - £1500.
TEK 475 Oscilloscopes 250MHz - £350 475A (26MHz) - £600.
HP5360A 8GHz-500kHz AM - £750-£1000.
HP5382A 8GHz-500kHz - £250-£1200.
TEK 75LS + L3 - Opt 25 Tracking Gen - £600.
TEK 712L - 100kHz-1800MHz - £1000.
TEK 712J - 1.5GHz - £1750.
124U Mixers are available for the above AN's to £60GHz
HP9370B 4GHz Signal Generator 0.5-26GHz - £14k.
Syston Dorror 1618 Microwave AM FF Synthesizer 50Mc/s-2.1GHz. 2-RAH.
HP19204B Generator Synthesizer 250MHz-1.5GHz - £450.
ADRET 3310A FX Synthesizer 300MHz-600MHz - £600.
HP3511B Universal Counter A+B.
HP41A 4662A Amplifiers.
HP5119A Optical Receiver DC-400Mc/s - 50-500MHz £400.
HP41A 400J-4000J Amplifiers.
HP3730A - 3737A Down Converter Oscillator 3.5-6.5GHz.
HP3730A 4GHz-10GHz - £12,500 - £250.
HP1658B Quartz Crystal loaded £600.
HP3643A System Power Supply 0-60V 0-10A-20W - £500.
HP3641C 200Mhz Sweep generator £500.
HP3775A Primary Multiplex Analyser - £200.
HP3776A Primary Multiplex Analyser - £300.
HP3160D Logic Analyser - £500.
HP3160A Universal Counter A+B.
HP326A Universal Counter A+B.
HP1901A Modulator AM-FM - £1.9k.
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Prose - £200.
Marconi TF2605 Modulation Meter - £1.4k.
Racal/Dana 1250-1261 Universal Switch Controller - £2000 on PI Cards.
Racal/Dana 903E True RMS Level meter - £600.
Racal/Dana A6902 4A £300-£600.
TEK2646A 300Mc/s Oscilloscope - £2.5k - £600.
TEK2610 250Mc/s Oscilloscope - £150 each.
TEK CTS High Current Transistor Probe - £250.
TEK J16 Digital Photometer +J8232-Luminance Probe - £300.
HP745A/764C AC Calibrator - £600.
HP54200A Digitising Oscilloscope - £500.
HP5431A Oscilloscope - £12,000.
Marconi TF2000 - AM/FM signal generator - also sweeper - 10kHz - 510Mc/s from £250 - £4500 - £10kHz - 1MHz in wooden carrying box.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8400 - £400.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8801 A & B + plug-ins from 20Mc/s to 18GHz also 18-40GHz.
HP 8801A Analyzer type 8400A - £530 - £100k - £600 - £1000.
HP Amplifier type 8441 - 1-400Mc/s £250 - HP4974A Dual - £300.
HP3777A VHF Antenna Type 8441 £250-£600.
HP 4810 - A + B - C Network Analyzer 110Mc/s to 12GHz or 18GHz - plus most other units and displays used in this set-up - 8411 - 8412 - 8413 - 8414 - 8416 - 8417 - 8418.
HP41A 1-18GHz - £800 - rear output connector - £1000.
HP 8410 - A - B - C Network Analyzer 110Mc/s to 12GHz or 18GHz - plus most other units and displays used in this set-up - 8411 - 8412 - 8413 - 8414 - 8416 - 8417 - 8418.
Racal/Dana 9038A-9026 RF Micromet - 1.5GHz-£200.
Racal/Dana Decay measurement type 9000-9006 - £800.
Marconi RCL Bridge type 2700E - £150.
Marconi Microwave SE30A sweep osc. mainframe with 6651 PI 18-25GHz or 6651 PI 25-40GHz - £250 or PI only £60.
Burr & Badman Vihari type 820 - 10kHz - 100kHz high pass £200.
Farnell power unit H60/25 - £500.
Dacor S30A 150V volt meter - £250.
HP 3581B 200kHz-110MHz - £1000.
Gould TK38 test oscillator & manual - £1500.
Marconi mod meters type TF204 - £100.
Philips digital electronic type R4AO50-35. £250.
Dacor S30A counters - £995 - £995 - £995 - £916 - £917 - £921 - 50Mc/s - £1000. 450MHz. 450MHz. £1000-RF with millimetre scale.
Dacor S30A VLF frequency standard, Transmitter receiver type 904A - difference meter type 572E - rubidium standard type 9475 - £2750.
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Sensing temperature

In this second article on measuring and comparing temperature, Richard Lines looks at which transducer is best for which job, and discusses interfacing issues.

My previous article looked at the general principles involved in temperature measurement and reviewed the type of results that are easily achievable. This article considers types of sensor and their interface circuits.

When selecting a sensor, several different parameters need to be considered. These are some of the most important:

- operating temperature range
- linearity
- calibration accuracy
- sensitivity
- physical size
- cost
- thermal time constant
- circuit complexity
- long-term stability
- heat leakage through sensor connections

Whether the sensor is used in a 2, 3, or 4 wire configuration needs to be taken into account when considering circuit complexity.

With these points in mind, some of the available options will now be reviewed. Some interface circuits will be shown with the intention of raising the output of all types of sensor to a common level of 10mV/°C to afford compatibility with a controller that I will describe later.

Platinum resistance sensors

These sensors rely on the positive temperature coefficient of resistance inherent in platinum metal. Most commercial components adhere to the Pt100 standard, where the resistance is fixed to be 100Ω at 0°C and increases by 0.385Ω/°C. Thus the resistance at any temperature can be calculated from,

\[ R(t) = 100 + 0.385t \]

where \( t \) is the temperature in celsius and \( R \) the resistance in ohms.

The sensor operates over a wide range from -50°C to 500°C but the equation only holds over a limited range of approximately -50°C to 200°C. Within these limits the error is less than 1°C for a measured resistance. Above 200°C the resistance is less than predicted until at 500°C the error has risen to 30°C. This is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1.

For situations requiring greater accuracy over the whole temperature range, the tabular data quoted in the RS data sheet 3914 has been fitted to a second-order polynomial and the following equation obtained:

\[ R(t) = 99.9998 + 0.3908t - 0.000058t^2 \]

again with \( R \) in ohms and \( t \) in °C.

**Fig. 1.** Platinum resistance thermometers exhibit good linearity over a wide range of temperatures.

**Fig. 2.** Four-wire connection of a platinum resistance sensor avoids the problem of voltage drop over the connection wires but adds the penalty of needing more expensive cable. The voltage drop is transferred to the wires carrying the constant current.
A bigger problem with platinum sensors is that the resistance is fairly low. This means that precautions have to be taken to ensure that the resistance in the connecting wires does not introduce errors. A resistance of just 1\(\Omega\) in the wiring produces an error of almost 3°C – and such a resistance is not an unreasonable value for long runs of thin wire.

Four-wire sensing

It would be much more convenient if the calibration could be made completely independent of the length of the connecting wires to the sensor. The best technique is to use a four-wire connection to the sensor, Fig. 2.

Each end of the sensor is directly connected to a force wire and a sense wire. A constant current is passed through the sensor using the force wires. The voltage developed over the sensor is sampled with a high impedance amplifier connected via the sense wires.

Because of the high impedance at the amplifier inputs, there is no current in the sense wires and thus no error due to cable resistance. There is a voltage drop in the force wires, but this is not seen by the amplifier. This is the most accurate form of connection and all four wires can have different resistances. Four-core cable is a little unusual and liable to be comparatively expensive though.

One wire can be saved by going to the three-wire connection, Fig. 3. The three wires are connected to terminals A, B, and C. The constant current flows out of A entering the sensor at D. It leaves the sensor at E and returns to the current generator via the circuit ground at C.

Both amplifiers present a high impedance at B, so no current flows in the sense wire DB. Thus the top amplifier sees the error voltage due to the resistance in the force wire AD. The bottom amplifier sees the wanted sensor voltage plus the unwanted error voltage in force wire EC.

Assuming the force wires AD and EC have the same resistance then the true sensor voltage can be found by subtracting the error amplifier output from that of the main amplifier. In practice gains higher than 1 would be used to give an appropriate scale factor at the output, but the two amplifiers need to have the same gain.

The arrangement works very well in practice and is commonly used on commercial controllers, including the CAL 9900 described last month. The restriction that the force wires should be matched is adequately met with multi-core cable; a more likely error is an intermittent high resistance pin on one of the plugs and sockets. It is worth the extra expense of purchasing plugs and sockets with gold plated contacts. The better quality nine-way 'D' connectors are fine.

The sensitivity of the platinum resistance sensor depends on the current used. There is a trade-off here between sensitivity and self-heating of the sensor. To reduce calibration errors due to self-heating, many commercial controllers keep the sensor current between 100\(\mu\)A and 1\(\mu\)A.

Taking the 1\(\mu\)A figure, this implies a sensor output of 385\(\mu\)V/°C. This is not very much if you are looking for control at the 10mK level, bearing in mind that 10mK translates to less than 4\(\mu\)V. It may be necessary to use some of the newer chopping amplifiers like the LTC1050 and TSC911 to stop drift of the set point in the controller electronics.

If the sensor is large enough then self-heating will not be a problem. In this case, the sensor current can be usefully increased, to 10\(\mu\)A for example, providing more output and relaxing the requirements on the rest of the electronics. At this current the power dropped in the sensor is of the order of 10mW, which will produce a substantial calibration error in small sensors. As ever, it is a matter of choosing the compromise to suit the situation.

The initial calibration accuracy of platinum sensors is quite good. The ones stocked by RS Components are quoted to be 100 ±10\(\mu\)Ω at 0°C, which is within 0.3°C. This is a gain error, since the temperature-to-resistance characteristic depends only on the initial resistance and the accurately known temperature coefficient for platinum.

Of course the accuracy and drift can never be better than the constant current generator used and some effort needs to be taken to ensure it does not drift with temperature. The same goes for the following amplifier. A suitable three-wire interface circuit is now described.

Three-wire Pt100 interface

This three-wire interface circuit is based on a quad chopping amplifier type LTC1053 from Linear Technology, Fig. 4. The device has internal sample-and-hold capacitors and can be used much like a normal op-amp. The offset voltage drift
is quoted as 0.05µV/°C, which is much better than normal precision op-amps can do.

Together with the 1µA, op-amp IC14A makes a precision current source producing 1mA through the sensor. Section IC15 amplifies the sensor voltage to 10mV/µA. Cable error correction measurement is done by IC15, and the subtraction is done by using the output of this op-amp as a moving reference for the inverting input to IC16.

An offset is introduced by VR2 and IC14D to enable the output to be set on 0V for 0°C. The resistors need to be close tolerance types – 1% or better – and D1 needs to be the ZREF50 as specified.

All currents and offset voltages are derived from the local 5V supply. Diode D1 has a quoted temperature coefficient of 15ppm and a dynamic impedance of 0.4Ω. A standard 5.6V zener is likely to introduce drifts.

Potentiometers VR1 and VR2 need to be ten-turn types to avoid the adjustments being tricky and temperamental. The inductor in the output lead is to enable the circuit to drive a long cable without the cable capacity causing instability; it may be removed for short runs.

If the circuit can be made small enough and operation at a fixed temperature is anticipated, then it may be possible to enclose it within the temperature controlled environment and cheaper components can be used. Where operation is only required above about 95°C, a negative supply rail is not needed since both inputs and outputs for this IC can operate to the negative rail. Alternatively, a negative supply between –I and –10V must be provided. The stability of this rail is not critical.

The circuit operates over the sensor range –50°C to +400°C but there is no linearity correction at higher temperatures. It is worthwhile constructing the circuit so that there are no great thermal gradients which will introduce local thermocouples in the wiring thus degrading performance.

**Setting up the design**

To set up, disconnect the sensor and adjust the current between the force and ground terminals to be 1000 ±1µA. Then substitute the sensor with a 100Ω, 0.1% resistor and set the offset so the output is 0.000V. Connecting the sensor will now give the correct output.

1 Dislike trimmer potentiometer adjustments; if the circuit is made with 0.1% resistors then VR2 can be replaced with a 240Ω resistor while retaining sufficient accuracy for many applications. The circuit will retain an accuracy to typically 1%. Most of the errors are then result from the voltage tolerance of D1, and the unmatched resistance in the sensor connections.

If you need to operate below 0°C with a single supply then IC14D can be omitted and the free end of Rs grounded. The output is now centred on 2.6V at 0°C with the same scale factor.

Small adjustments of the sensor current can be used to compensate for gain errors, but each time an adjustment is made the offset control will need to be reset.

**Thermocouple characteristics**

These widely available sensors come in several types, enabling a very wide temperature range to be covered from –250°C to 1300°C. For many high-temperature applications they are the only viable form of contact sensor.

Other advantages of thermocouples include robustness and small size. Their main drawback is the very low output available.

A thermocouple probe consists of two wires made from different metals welded together at a point. The principle of operation was discovered by Seebeck in 1821 and now carries his name.

The two different metals comprising the junction have different electron densities, where the electron density is the number of free electrons in the conduction band per unit volume. These electrons can be considered as exerting a gas pressure within the metal.

When the metals are joined at the weld, there will be a transfer of electrons from the metal with the larger electron pressure to the metal with the smaller. As a consequence the donating metal will pick up a positive charge and the recipient a negative one.

Thus a balance will be set up where further electron transfer is stopped by the potential difference between the metals. This balance point is temperature dependent; as the temperature increases, the electron pressure increases too, so the balance will shift towards a greater potential difference to counteract the increased pressure.

Given a junction size greater than the mean free path of the electrons then the above explanation of the Seebeck effect would suggest that it is possible to build a sensor which will give a repeatable absolute output with respect to temperature since the sensor properties will depend only on the properties of the two metals.

In practice though, all thermocouple systems use a differential setup involving a technique called 'cold junction compensation'. Many books gloss over this compensation as something too obvious to explain in detail. Since I found the reasons for cold junction compensation anything but obvious, it is probably worth an extra paragraph spelling it out in some detail – especially as the explanation illustrates some of the practical problems with using thermocouples.

Figure 5 shows a single type-K thermocouple connected to a sensitive voltmeter. This particular design uses a type-K thermocouple with the positive wire made from nickel-chromium alloy and the negative wire from nickel-aluminium.

The voltmeter terminals are assumed to be made of the same metal, taken as copper for this example. The terminals could just as well be the input pins on an IC. The metal type used for the terminals does not matter provided both terminals are the same.

The point is that simply connecting up the thermocouple to the voltmeter has generated two more unwanted thermocouples on the meter terminals, both of which are nominally at room temperature. The circuit can be represented as follows:

\[
\text{Cu•NiCr} \quad \text{NiCr•NiAl} \quad \text{NiAl•Cu}
\]

terminal+ thermocouple terminal-

Thus the voltmeter actually measures the algebraic sum of three voltages, only one of which is generated by the temperature of interest. The unwanted thermocouples at the terminals are in effect back-to-back:

\[
\text{NiCr•Cu} \quad \text{Cu•NiAl}
\]

terminal+ terminal-

and, provided they really are at the same temperature, behave

---
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like a single NiCr-NiAl thermocouple at room temperature. By the way, introducing a third metal in the middle does not affect the operation of the two outer metals as a thermocouple; hence thermocouples can be silver soldered rather than welded.

The circuit can be redrawn as two thermocouples;

\[ ++ \text{ NiCr-NiAl } - - \text{ NiAl-NiCr } - - \text{ thermocouple terminals} \]

The end result is that we are reduced to having to make a differential measurement between the wanted temperature and ambient. This problem is usually solved in textbooks by introducing a second thermocouple as shown in Fig. 6. In this arrangement there are two thermocouples wired up back-to-back. One is kept at 0°C in an ice-water mix and the other is used as the sensor.

There are still two unwanted thermocouples on the meter terminals but note that each terminal is connected to the same type of wire, which is usually nickel-chrome. Thus the spurious thermal emf generated on each terminal will cancel out on the other terminal. As a result, the indicated temperature no longer depends on the ambient temperature, but only on the difference between the sensor and reference thermocouples.

In view of the practical problems of providing ice baths, the normal electronic solution is to use a single thermocouple connected in series with a voltage source. This source varies with ambient temperature in such a way as to remove the effects of the unwanted thermocouple at the terminals. There are special integrated circuits available, designed for thermocouple compensation. Two good examples are the AD594/5 from Analog Devices and the LT1025 by Linear Technology. The AD594 is intended for type J thermocouple and the AD595 for type K. Each provides both compensation and amplification to provide an output scale factor of 10 mV/°C. A suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 7.

**Applying thermocouples**

The output of all types of thermocouple is very low. The type K used in the examples provides only 40μV/°C. Some other types provide even less. This places great demands on the stability of signal conditioning circuitry regarding op-amp offset drifts.

To achieve long-term stability to better than 0.1°C really demands the use of chopper stabilised amplifiers and close tolerance resistors.

Every electrical connection between the thermocouple and the control circuitry must be treated as a potential thermocouple and a source of drift. This includes cables, connectors, pcb tracks and soldered joints.

There are special connectors and cables available, and stocked by RS, for each type of thermocouple. Using these minimises drift problems. Their use is recommended since they are made from matching alloys especially to solve this problem.

Should it not be practicable to use the proper connection fittings, it is possible to get away with normal connectors. But if you do, you must use exactly the same configuration and parts in both legs of the thermocouple circuit and make sure that there are no temperature gradients across the connections.

The thermocouple wires should be kept twisted together and connecting blocks kept away from heat sources. Circuit boards should be designed so that the two thermocouple connections are routed on closely spaced tracks away from hot components.

Whatever system of cold junction compensation is used – i.e. a dedicated chip or discrete components – the compensation system must be very closely coupled to the cold junction. For this reason it is not possible to extend a short thermocouple with two copper wires. If you do, the cold junction is then moved away from the compensation circuit and will not be at the same temperature.

For example the AD595 application notes suggest soldering the thermocouple wires directly to the chip pin pads. In the past, I have made up the AD595 circuit ‘bird’s nest’ fashion and potted the circuit in a short length of copper tube to ensure that the cold junction compensation works correctly.

Standard thermocouples do not solder with the usual flux-cored electronic solder. I have had some success with aluminium solder but screw connections always seem to give the most consistent results.

It is probably unrealistic to expect really good temperature stability in control systems using thermocouples. Their use is best reserved for situations where no other sensor will work. To get results reliable to 0.1°C is something of an achievement.

**Thermistor characteristics**

Thermistors are two-terminal semiconductor sensors whose resistance changes as a function of temperature. They are available with both positive and negative temperature coefficients. These two options are commonly abbreviated to ptc and ntc thermistors respectively.

There seems to be a much greater choice with negative temperature coefficients versions. These rely on electrons...
being promoted thermally from the valence to the conduction band; hence the resistance drops with temperature. There is a vast range of devices available covering a wide range of temperatures, applications and physical size.

Types intended for bias point stabilisation or correction of deflection coil resistance on crts may show ageing problems at the accuracy we are striving for and are probably best avoided. The best ones for temperature regulation are the small glass bead units with guaranteed reproducible characteristics. These enable replacement with minimal loss of calibration accuracy.

In my experience, it is always possible to find a device that will have a resistance of at least several thousand ohms at the temperature of interest; this means that the resistance of the connecting leads can be ignored – unlike the platinum sensor previously described.

Other thermistor advantages are small size, reasonable price, high sensitivity, two-wire reversible connections and rapid response. The main drawback is the exponential response, which causes calibration problems and huge changes in sensitivity if the sensor is expected to be used over a large temperature range.

Figure 8 shows the resistance of a typical ntc thermistor made by Siemens and designated CROS by Maplin. The curve is plotted with a logarithmic resistance axis.

Resistance of a thermistor at a given temperature R(t) is given by the equation:

\[ R(t) = R(0) \exp \left( \frac{B}{T} \right) \]

where \( R(0) \) is the resistance at a standard temperature (\( T_0 \)) and \( B \) is a constant for the device.

For the example device, \( R(0) = 10\, \Omega \) at \( T_0 = 298\, \text{K} \) and \( B = 45\, \text{K} \). All temperatures in this formula are in Kelvin.

**Thermistor bridge**

Figure 9 shows the thermistor connected as part of a standard Wheatstone bridge arrangement with the set-point control for 0 to 100°C done with VR1. The usual advantages of Wheatstone bridges apply, with the balance point being independent of the activation voltage. Calibration depends only on a few precision resistors.

In many cases it will be possible to locate the actual bridge circuitry within the stabilised enclosure thus eliminating set point drifts. Only four wires are needed to connect the bridge to the outside world.

The resulting calibration for degrees celsius versus percentage of knob rotation is illustrated in Fig. 10, and is seen to be grossly non-linear with most of the temperature range compressed into the last 20% of knob rotation.

There are other bridge configurations which will produce a more linear response, but I have not so far come up with an arrangement to produce our standard 10 mV/°C output. For this reason, I will not consider them further here.

If it is known that the required set point range is fairly small then the nonlinearity is less of a problem. Under these circumstances thermistors make really good sensors.

**Diode and transistor alternatives**

A forward-biased silicon diode, or bipolar transistor with base-collector shorted, exhibits a drop of about 0.4 to 0.8V depending on temperature and current.

The voltage drop falls in an approximately linear fashion at a rate of about 2.1mV/°C, making the diode quite a useful sensor. Since the devices are not intended for use this way, individual calibration will be required. The useful range is limited to that quoted for normal applications, which is typically −50 to +150°C.

\[ V(mV) = 693 \times 2.11 \times T(°C) \]

For this plot for a BC182 transistor connected as a diode shows, semiconductors make useful linear temperature sensors, but over a limited range.
Fig. 12. In some applications, it is desirable to keep a transistor junction at a fixed, stable temperature. Using a CA3046 transistor array ensures that the transistor being used as a heater and the transistor that forms the temperature sensor are in intimate contact. This configuration keeps the junction temperature within 0.01°C over a 10°C change in ambient temperature.

Stud mounting diodes and small power transistors are easily bolted down to flat surfaces and make very cheap and convenient sensors where size is not a problem. Don’t forget though that the metal cases are not usually galvanically isolated.

Figure 11 shows the calibration curve for a BC182 diode-connected transistor. The response is seen to be linear with a slope of -2.1mV/°C. Transistor current was kept at 100μA; for other currents the slope will be the same but the graph will move up or down logarithmically at a rate of 60mV per factor of 10 change.

There are more subtle ways to use transistors as sensors. In applications using logarithmic amplifiers, the log function is usually produced using a bipolar transistor in the feedback loop of an op-amp. The Ebers-Moll equation defines the collector current as an exponential function of base-emitter voltage, and there will be both gain and offset drifts if the transistor’s temperature is allowed to change.

A clever solution I have seen in several sources is to use a transistor array of the CA3046 variety. Of the five transistors in the array, one is used as the temperature sensor, another as the heating element and the remaining three are available for applications requiring stability; i.e. the log transistor or a stabilised matched pair.

A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 12. This is the best example I know of for ensuring that the sensor and heater are in intimate thermal contact. It is easy to control the array to 0.01°C for an ambient change of 10°C. Warm-up time is very fast too, at less than a second.

There is an alternative approach to using diodes as sensors; the differential resistance under forward bias is given by the well known equation,

$$R_{diff} = \frac{kT}{qI}$$

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute temperature in kelvin, q the electron charge and I the diode current.

None of these terms relates to the physical characteristics of the p-n junction. In theory the sensor transistor or diode can be replaced without changing the calibration. An excellent sensor interface based on this principle is described by H. Kuhne in Elektor, September 1993.

Integrated circuit sensors

Last but not least we come to a rather mixed bag of IC sensors. These come with various output formats and are best discussed on an individual basis;

AD590. Produced by Analog Devices and Philips, this useful sensor is a two-wire type in a metal TO18 can, which is isolated from the chip. It produces a current output of 1µA/kelvin.

The current output means that the sensor cable resistance can be ignored. The metal can fits tightly into a 4.7mm hole. Alternatively I have found that the unit can be soldered into place by the can without destroying it. The range is -55 to +150°C and the offset error 3°C maximum, although in practice all the units I have used have been within a degree at room temperature.

The current output is easily converted to 10mV/°C with a precision 10kΩ resistor: this is the arrangement used in the final controller design to be published in my next article. The principle is shown above in Fig. 13.

Since the chip inside the AD590 is bonded to the metal case and connected to the pins via very fine gold wires, it suffers less from heat leaks down the connecting wires than some other types of IC sensor. For very accurate control this may be a worthwhile advantage.

All things considered this is an excellent sensor, albeit slightly expensive at £8 to £10. It does not suffer from high frequency oscillation problems.

LM35, LM45. Made by National Semiconductor, these three-wire sensors are housed in a plastic or metal case. The output is a very convenient 10 mV/°C from a low impedance source.

The LM35 comes in two grades, The LM35C covers -40 to +110 °C with a maximum error of 0.4°C while the cheaper LM35D and LM45 cover 0 to 100°C with maximum errors of 0.9 and 3.0°C respectively.

There is also an LM34 available calibrated for fahrenheit measurements. These sensors are quite cheap. The LM35C and LM35D cost about £5 and £3 respectively in one-off quantities.

The LM35 comes in a steel TO46 can or plastic TO92 case and the LM45 in a tiny surface mount package which makes it one of the smallest sensors available. But this makes it is
quite a challenge to solder on three wires.

There are a few practical points worth noting. If operation is required only above about 4°C with short connecting leads then no extra components are needed. At lower temperatures, the output terminal has to be returned to a negative supply via a pull-down resistor. The value of the resistor is not too important as the output impedance of the sensor is very low; NS suggests a tail current of the order of 50μA.

In Fig. 14, I have shown the output returned to ~2.73V via a 10kΩ, 0.1% resistor. Neither value is critical for operation of the LM35, but using them allows an input circuit that accommodates both the LM35 and the AD590 without modification. This is a useful feature on a general purpose controller.

If the sensor is presented with a long cable, the extra capacitance, if greater than 50pF, can cause high frequency oscillations. These oscillations may not be noticed at first since the average dc level from the sensor is approximately correct. The real problem is that oscillation can start and stop in an apparently random fashion and each time a small change is seen in the reading.

National recommends fitting a resistor in series with the output terminal and across the leads to isolate the cable capacity. This is undoubtedly the most effective solution but can make the sensor assembly bulky and awkward to replace. It also raises the same impedance. As an alternative source, I have found that terminating the sensor at the controller end with a series RC network solves the problem. The idea is that most twisted pair/cable pairs behave like transmission lines of a few hundred ohms impedance, much like telephone lines. Termination is effective in reducing the effect of the cable capacity. A 560Ω resistor in series with 0.1μF works reliably.

The capacitor stops dc current causing self heating of the sensor. It is also possible to use the termination components as a low-pass filter to stop induced pickup on the sensor wires interfering with the controller operation.

The final issue relates to thermal performance; the three leads form a heat leak into the sensor and may cause calibration errors. The wires should be thin. If possible, run the connecting wires along the surface of the item being controlled. This problem is much worse with the plastic-cased device; the heat leak down the leads is greater while at the same time the thermal conductivity from the silicon die to the case is lower.

This short review is far from exhaustive and a rummage through distributors’ catalogues will reveal sensitive chips with various weird and wonderful facilities; some have built-in op-amps and Schmitt triggers – such as the LM3911 and TMP01 – and one – the Dallas DS1620 – has an analogue-to-digital converter with serial output.

My next article deals with thermoelectric Pelitier coolers and describes a general purpose analogue temperature controller.
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£5,800. Tel: 0181-421 6606.

SWIBES RESEARCH SART spectrum analyser,
portatile, 0.01MHz, "leather" case, charged.
As new condition. £550. Tel: 01733 643846.

ARTICLES WANTED

VALVES, etc, WANTED
Most types considered but especially KT88, PX4/PX25, KT66,
KT77, EL34, EL37, ECC83. Valves must be UK manufacture
to achieve top prices. Also various valve-ear equipment
eg: Garrard 301.
COURTEOUS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Ask for a free copy of our wanted List.
BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD., Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ
Tel: 01404 784961 Fax: 01404 783519
VISITORS PLEASE PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT.

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves, tubes, semi 
conductors and ICs.
Langrex Supplies Limited
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CR0 2OP
Tel: 0181-684 1166
FAX: 0181-684 3056

WANTED - Old cipher equipment and "spy radio sets". 02890 Røg Ottermand, Huntebroek
10 DK-2340 Birkerød, Denmark. Fax: +45 44681514.

WANTED - WWII, German and S.O.E. clandestine sets, receivers. Also incomplete sets 02580 
Røg Ottermand, Huntebroek 10 DK-2340 Birkerød, Denmark. Fax: +45 44681514.

WANTED: PRE-WAR TV. Offered: Network 
Analysers IPP/501A, Joe Jensen, Hingham L172, NL-5141D Dordten Netherlands. Fax: +31 113
462464. Thanks

...is a growing company with a reputation to do the impossible!
We design and develop new products for a host of multinational
companies using new technologies and processes. We offer a
competitive advantage to our customers – and an exciting and
challenging career for you!

WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
(outstanding individuals)
Embedded Software Engineers*
Hardware Design Engineers*
Design Technicians (new graduates considered)

THE RIGHT CANDIDATES MUST HAVE:
• Good degree in Electronic Engineering (min. HND in case of Technician).
• High professional and quality standards.
• Excellent problem-solving and lateral-thinking abilities.
• The ability to work in a team and manage their own projects.

IN RETURN WE CAN OFFER YOU:
1. An excellent salary
2. International travel
3. Healthcare membership
4. An incentive Scheme.

NEXT STEPS
Fax, email or post your CV to Jenny Greenfield (Project Development Manager),
Innovation A&T Ltd., Exa House,Alexandra Court,Wokingham, Berks RG40 2J.
(M4 - junction 10)
Tel: 0118 979 2000. Fax: 0118 979 1500.
Email: Jenny@innovision-group.com.

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE
For all your future enquiries on advertising rates
Please contact
Joannah Cox on
Tel: 0181-652 3620
Fax: 0181-652 8956
Calling all Radio Technicians

We have some excellent opportunities for systems professionals at all levels working in the fields of:

GSM
Fixed Access Radio
Military CIS
PMR DECT TETRA
Satellite Communications
x25 x400 Internet

We would be glad to focus our efforts on securing your next move.
Please call Gareth Shaw, (ref. 1968H).
Tel: 01727 841101 Fax: 01727 638272
Email: gareth@jprecruit.com

JPR, The Courtyard, Alban Park, Hatfield Rd, St Albans, Herts AL4 0LA.
February 1998 ELECTRONICS WORLD
NEW Feedback T&M Catalogue
The latest edition of the Feedback T&M Measurement catalogue is now available. Over 600 products, packed with more than 600 products, divided into over 20 sections. The catalogue is indexed for both product and manufacturer and is fully illustrated. Whether you are looking for an individual product, a complete workstation, or a solution to a particular test measurement need, the NEW Feedback catalogue will solve your problems, send for a copy now!

CIRCLE NO. 139 ON REPLY CARD

Following just one year’s advertising, our customer base has increased by 55% in the UK

Over 170,000 buyers are using the UK Kompass Register every day to find companies like yours. Is it you they’re finding or your competitors?

To advertise in the next edition, simply fill in the coupon and post it back today to:
Reed Business Information, Windsor Court, East Grinstead House, East Grinstead, West Sussex RH19 1XD
or Fax it on 01342 335747

Available in book and CD Rom versions and also on the Internet!
www.kompass.com

Please contact me to advertise in the next edition of Kompass.

Title: Initial: Surname:

Job Title:

Company:

Address:

Post Code:

Nature of Business:

Tel No:

Fax No:

CIRCLE NO. 141 ON REPLY CARD
The Ultimate 8051 Microcontroller Programmer

- Supports Atmel FLASH 89C + 89S, Generic 87C51/S2/PA/FA/FC microcontroller derivatives
- FLASH & E2 libraries also available as chargeable update

£125.00 Order Code: MPW-SYS

8051 2K Starter System

For C51 Project Development...in a FLASH
Includes: Programmer, Evaluation module and PK51-2K

£199.00 Order Code: AT89C-2K-ST

In-System Programming (ISP)

"Now you can program the 8051 or the AVR™ without removing the device from the socket!"

£39.95 Order Code: USP-V2-SYS

AVR™ Professional Starter System

FEATURES
- Supports Atmel 90S (AVR)
- RISC microcontroller family
- Supports Parallel Programming mode in ZIF socket
- Supports In-System Programming via ribbon cable (provided)
- Equinox FAST ISP Programming Algorithm
- All on-chip facilities supported e.g. RC Osc.

SYSTEM CONTENTS
- Professional Development Device
- Atmel AVR™ Assembler
- AVR™ Basic Lite Compiler (NEW)
- Atmel Databook on CD ROM
- Power Supply
- ISP Ribbon Cable (to target)
- Serial Cable (to host PC)

Write in BASIC, Run in a FLASH

- Compiled BASIC generates tight AVR™ machine code
- Not a Run-Time Interpreter, NO code overhead!
- Target speeds comparable with assembler
- Breaks the cost barrier for small projects
- Ideal for educational, hobbyist and professional use

NEW

From Only £24.95!

89S Socket Stealer Module

Simply plug this into your existing 8051 or AVR™ socket for INSTANT In-System Programming

£69.00 Order Code: SS-89S-DL80A

Providing the solutions to your problems!

Tel: +44 (0) 1204 491110
Fax: +44 (0) 1204 494883

For product information visit our web site at:
www.equinox-tech.com
E-mail: sales@equinox-tech.com

Equinox reserves the right to change prices & specifications of any of the above products without prior notice. E&OE. All prices are exclusive of VAT & carriage. AVR™ is a trademark of the Atmel Corporation.
[TRUTH OR ILLUSION?]

**the world's most powerful portable programmers**

**Dataman S4**

**[Analysis]**
- Programs 8 and 16-bit EPROMs, EEPROMs, PEROMs, 5 and 12V FLASH, Boot-Block FLASH, PICs, 8751 Microcontrollers and more.
- EPROM emulation as standard!
- Rechargeable battery power for total portability.
- All-in price includes emulation leads, AC charger, PC software, spare library ROM, user-friendly manual.
- Supplied fully charged and ready to use.

**Dataman-48LV**

**[Analysis]**
- Plugs straight into your parallel port of PC or laptop.
- Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7, 3, 3.3 and 5 V
- True no-adaptor programming right up to 48-pin DIL devices.
- Free universal 44-pin PLCC adaptor.
- Built-in world standard PSU – for go-anywhere programming.
- Package adaptors for TSOP, PSOP, QFP, SOIC and PLCC.
- Optional EPROM emulator.

**Support**

**[Analysis]**
- 3 year parts and labour guarantee.
- Windows/DOS software included.
- Free technical support for life.
- Next day delivery – always in stock.
- Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978.

**S4 GAL Module**

**[Analysis]**
- Programs wide range of 20 and 24 pin logic devices from the major GAL vendors.
- Supports JEDEC files from all popular compilers.

---

**Truth — Claim Verified**

**[Recommended Action]**
- Secure for own use without delay. Order via credit card hotline - phone today, use tomorrow. Alternatively, request more detailed information on these and other market-leading programming solutions.

---

**Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Road, Maiden Newton, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 0AE, UK**
- Telephone +44/0 1300 320719 Fax +44/0 1300 321012
- BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr) Modem V.34/V.FC/V.32bis
- Home page: http://www.dataman.com
- FTP: ftp.dataman.com Email: sales@dataman.com
- Orders received by 4pm will normally be despatched same day.
- Order today, get it tomorrow!

**Money-back 30-day Trial**
- Try the Dataman S4 or Dataman-48LV without obligation for 30 days. If you do not agree that these truly are the most powerful portable programmers you can buy, simply return your Dataman product within 30 days for a full refund.